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VOORWOORD (PREFACE, IN DUTCH)
Maar u, HEER, troont voor eeuwig,
uw roem zal duren, geslacht na geslacht.
Psalm 102 : 13 [NBV]

De wisselwerking tussen ruimtegebruik en vervoer heeft al lang mijn belangstelling. Na
wat verkennende modelleringspogingen met Lego besloot ik tot de bouw van een
modelspoorbaan in schaal N. Op de middelbare school legde de aardrijkskundeleraar uit
dat de wet van de zwaartekracht ook voor geografische verschijnselen bruikbaar is: het
aantal telefoongesprekkken tussen twee steden is te modelleren als het product van hun
inwoneraantallen gedeeld door het kwadraat van de afstand. Met die uitleg (die niet tot de
officiële lesstof behoorde) was mijn belangstelling gewekt voor de categorie modellen
waarover dit proefschrift gaat.
Aardrijkskunde werd beschouwd als een alfavak. Mijn keuze voor wiskunde II en
natuurkunde boven talen betekende dat ik vanaf de vierde klas van het gymnasium geen
aardrijkskunde meer had. Vanaf de vijfde klas had ik wel het vak economie I, en dat beviel
me wel. Ik overwoog in Delft te gaan studeren, maar las toen in de krant over het vak
vervoerseconomie. Dat bleek een onderdeel te zijn van de studierichtingen economie en
econometrie aan de VU. Vanwege mijn aanleg voor wiskunde koos ik voor de studie
econometrie. En zo kwam ik in 1982 in Amsterdam terecht.
Ik werd lid van de Gereformeerde Studentenvereniging te Amsterdam “Petrus
Plancius”. Eén van de opdrachten die ik in mijn novitiaat kreeg, was op de VU op
kennismakingsbezoek te gaan bij Piet Rietveld, destijds universitair docent regionale
economie. Dat was een goed idee van Arjen Modderman. Mijn studie econometrie bestond
echter het eerste jaar vooral uit massale colleges bij economie en bij wiskunde. Tijdens
mijn doctoraal heb ik de vakken regionale economie en vervoerseconomie gevolgd, maar
Piet Rietveld verbleef toen in Indonesië. Wat ik me bij mijn studiekeuze niet had

gerealiseerd, is dat je binnen de studierichting econometrie niet op die vakken kunt
afstuderen.
Aan het eind van mijn derde jaar werd ik niet alleen bestuurslid van Plancius, maar ook
student-assistent, bij Aart de Vos, universitair docent econometrie. Ik assisteerde bij
colleges, en bij allerlei onderzoeken. Na een tijdje kwam daarbij ook het zogenoemde 3componentenmodel aan de orde. Dat werd onder andere gebruikt voor het voorspellen van
patiëntenstromen naar ziekenhuizen, wat in die tijd actueel was vanwege inkrimping en
samenvoeging van ziekenhuizen. (De drie componenten zijn daarbij de vraag naar
ziekenhuiszorg, het aanbod van ziekenhuisbedden, en de verdeling van de patiënten over
de ziekenhuizen.) Daar zaten ingewikkelde econometrische puzzels aan vast, en daarmee
zijn we samen een eind verder gekomen. Over dat onderwerp schreef ik mijn
doctoraalscriptie.
Omdat ik studeren wel leuk vond, hoefde ik niet lang na te denken toen mij daarna
werd gevraagd bij de afdeling Econometrie een proefschrift te gaan schrijven. Ik besloot
het 3-componentenmodel toe te passen op woon-werkverkeer. Professor Merkies was mijn
beoogd promotor, en Aart de Vos mijn dagelijkse begeleider. Na enkele jaren werd ik
echter langdurig ziek, en uiteindelijk arbeidsongeschikt. Toen ik een paar jaar later weer
aan het werk ging, besloot ik alsnog een proefschrift te schrijven over dit onderwerp. Maar
dan bij de afdeling Ruimtelijke Economie, die beter aansluit bij de toepassing.
Internationaal staat het 3-componentenmodel bekend als Alonso’s theorie over
verplaatsingen. Onder begeleiding van Peter Nijkamp en Piet Rietveld richtte ik me in
eerste instantie wat meer op het model, en wat minder op de econometrische methoden.
Binnen de afdeling Ruimtelijke Economie werd op veel manieren prettig samengewerkt.
Met Shunli, Rutger en Martijn deelde ik een grote hoekkamer. Ik presenteerde mijn
onderzoek niet alleen op de afdeling maar ook in Bath, Palm Springs (Californië), UrbanaChampaign (Illinois), Groningen, Zagreb, en Dortmund. Twee artikelen werden
gepubliceerd, en met enkele andere was ik bezig.

Voor de toepassing van het model op woon-werkverkeer koos ik Denemarken. Voor
Nederland waren destijds onvoldoende statistieken over woon-werkverkeer beschikbaar,
en via Piet Rietveld kon ik gebruik maken van gegevens over Denemarken, die door Anne
Kaag Andersen waren verzameld voor haar proefschrift. De vele eilanden in Denemarken
maken een analyse van verkeer lastig. Maar na verloop van tijd bleek ook dat het effect
van reiskosten op woon-werkverkeer ingewikkelder is dan ik op basis van de literatuur had
aangenomen. Het uitzoeken daarvan heeft interessante resultaten opgeleverd (beschreven
in hoofdstuk 4), maar wel veel extra tijd gekost. Daardoor lukte het me opnieuw niet mijn
proefschrift binnen de a.i.o.-periode te voltooien.
Peter Nijkamp werd voorzitter van NWO, en ik werd vooral door Piet Rietveld
begeleid. Het Ruimtelijk Planbureau stelde mij in de gelegenheid verder onderzoek te doen
voor mijn proefschrift, en daar heb ik mijn derde artikel grotendeels kunnen voltooien. De
jaren daarna heb ik geprobeerd naast mijn werk bij reizigersvereniging Rover, onderzoek
te doen voor mijn proefschrift. Om betrouwbare uitkomsten te krijgen van het model,
terwijl ik daar steeds dingen aan veranderde, besloot ik mijn computerprogramma (in Ox)
geheel om te bouwen naar een objectgerichte opzet. Dat was veel ingewikkelder dan ik me
had voorgesteld, en het schoot niet echt op. De concrete gerichtheid van de Amsterdamse
Raad voor de Stadsontwikkeling was veel leuker.
Toen ik een jaar voor Ecstasystems ging werken ging het beter, want mijn werkplek
was op de VU. Ik verdeelde mijn tijd tussen werken aan een project voor NS bij
Econometrie op de 1e verdieping, en onderzoek doen voor mijn proefschrift bij
Ruimtelijke Economie op de 4e verdieping. Daarna kwam ik in dienst van NS, waar ik alle
hoeken van de derde verdieping heb gezien. Later bij Spoorgloren had ik uitsluitend
gepromoveerde collega’s, die me stimuleerden bij mijn onderzoek. Ik leerde daar van Jan
Hoogenraad ook nuttige dingen over projectmatig werken. De voltooiing van mijn
proefschrift kwam in zicht.

In het najaar van 2013 werd mijn begeleider Piet Rietveld ernstig ziek, en overleed na
enkele weken, op de leeftijd van 60 jaar. Het was een schok voor mij en voor de afdeling.
De begeleiding van mijn proefschrift werd overgenomen door Jos van Ommeren. Begin
2014 nam ik een paar maanden vrij om mijn proefschrift af te ronden. Als docent statistiek
op de VU had ik weer het praktische voordeel van in hetzelfde gebouw werken en aan mijn
proefschrift schrijven. Dat de afdeling Ruimtelijke Economie enkele weken voor ik mijn
manuscript kon inleveren naar de 9e verdieping verhuisde veroorzaakte wat ongemak.
Maar nu is het af.
Op maandag 29 februari 1988 spraken we af dat ik de volgende dag zou beginnen als
a.i.o., en was het plan dat ik op de eerstvolgende 29 februari, namelijk zaterdag 29 februari
1992, mijn proefschrift af zou hebben. Dat is niet gelukt. Maar het is wel af voor de
eerstvolgende maandag 29 februari. Die is namelijk in 2016. In al die jaren hebben velen
mij bemoedigend toegesproken. Daarvoor dank.

Jaap de Vries
Amsterdam, juli 2015
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Commuting implies spatial interaction between residential and employment locations. This
thesis concentrates on the model that became known as Alonso’s Theory of Movements
(Alonso 1978, 1980; Wilson 1980). In this Spatial Interaction Model (Batten and Boyce
1986; Fotheringham and O’Kelly 1989) the total outflows from each origin and the total
inflows to each destination interact through the origin-destination flows. This makes the
model more general and flexible than the original gravity model (Carey 1858) or
constrained models (Wilson 1967). Despite its theoretical appeal, the model has not been
applied often. This might be due to difficulties in estimating what are called systemic
parameters. The strength of the model is the interaction over the full system of origins and
destinations, but exactly that feature makes it econometrically complicated. This thesis
presents an estimation method that is suited to the systemic nature of the model.
Spatial Interaction Models have many application areas. Alonso (1973) developed his
Theory of Movements as the migration part of a demographic model. This thesis applies it
to commuting. Section 1.1 below discusses how residential and employment location
choices interact through commuting flows. Section 1.2 shows how essentially the same
model was developed independently by at least four research groups in various parts of the
world. Section 1.3 introduces the difficulties involved in the estimation of the model
parameters, and also the empirical application of the model. Finally, Section 1.4 provides
an overview of the contents of the main chapters of this thesis. The present chapter is an
introduction, without formulas and with a limited number of references.

1.1 RESIDENTIAL AND EMPLOYMENT LOCATIONS AND COMMUTING
Commuting patterns are the result of several choices. Households choose a residential
location; firms choose where to locate their employment; and, on the labor market, jobs
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and workers are matched. In the choice of residential location, access to jobs is an
important factor. Similarly, access to the labor force is relevant for employment location
decisions. In this way residential and employment locations interact, and that interaction
extends over space through commuting.
The model that is the topic of this thesis describes commuting flows from residential
locations (origins) to employment locations (destinations). Commuting flows as such are
important from a transport perspective. Simultaneously, the model describes the totals of
those flows for each origin and for each destination. An origin total is the number of
working people who live in a certain area. This affects the housing market. A destination
total is the number of people who work in a certain area. This affects production and
wages. So the model connects housing markets, labor markets and transport.
On the residential side, demand on the housing market is highly affected by the number
of jobs within reasonable commuting distance. As supply on the housing market is not
fully elastic (often quite inelastic), an equilibrium will result. If house prices rise, some
people will choose another residential location. On the employment side, firms often prefer
to settle in cities, near other firms. Labor supply in those central cities is not sufficient for
all those firms. If workers are offered higher wages (Groot et al. 2014), they can be
attracted from a wider region.
A system results where differences between the concentration of firms and the
availability of housing are accommodated through commuting flows. In each residential
location the outflow is affected by the accessibility to jobs, but not proportionally.
Similarly, in each employment location the inflow is affected by the accessibility to the
labor force, but also not proportionally. Commuting flows are affected by the situation at
the origin (residence) and destination (employment), as well as by the distance or travel
cost.
It is interesting to see what happens if travel cost changes on a certain route. This can
happen if new infrastructure is constructed. Commuting on the improved link will rise, but
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commuting flows on competing routes can decrease. Also the allocation of jobs and people
over locations will change in the long run, as the result of the infrastructure investment. To
assess these effects on population, employment, and traffic, it is important to estimate the
parameters in the model correctly. That is the main theme of this thesis.

1.2 ALONSO’S THEORY OF MOVEMENTS
First, it is useful to briefly sketch the history of the model. Human activities are performed
at various locations. The combination of activities requires the movement of persons or
goods, resulting in transportation flows. Spatial interaction models aim to describe these
transportation flows. These models generally contain three groups of explanatory variables.
Two groups indicate the potential for activities, at, respectively, the origin and at the
destination, while the third group indicates the transportation friction. A simple example is
a model containing origin population, destination population, and distance.
In the 19th century the introduction of the railways facilitated interaction between cities,
and this became a topic of research. The oldest spatial interaction model is the gravity
model (Carey 1858). In the gravity model the interaction is proportional to the sizes of
origin and destination, and reciprocal to the square of the distance between them. The
model is called the “gravity model” as it is analogous to the Law of universal gravitation as
formulated by Newton (1687, page 411-412):
“Prop. VII. Theor. VII.: Gravitatem in corpora universa fieri, eamque proportionalem esse
quantitati materiae in singulis.”
“Prop. VIII. Theor. VIII.: Si Globorum duorum in se mutuò gravitantium materia undique,
in regionibus quae à centris aequaliter distant, homogenea sit: erit pondus Globi alterutrius
in alterum reciprocè ut quadratum distantiae inter centra.”
(VII. There is gravitation in universal bodies, which is proportional to the quantity of
matter in each.
VIII. If the matter of two mutually attracting spheres is homogeneous everywhere, in
regions that are at equal distance from the center, the weight of the spheres on each other
is reciprocal to the square of the distance between the centers.)
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The gravity model assumes that flows between different origin-destination pairs are
independent. However, in various applications, that proved to be an unrealistic assumption,
and therefore several researchers proposed refinements of the model. It appears that at least
four independently developed models share the same essential structure, which is the topic
of this thesis.
The model became known as Alonso’s Theory of Movements (ATM). Alonso (1973)
developed it as the interregional migration part of a large demographic model for the US.
In this model, migration flows not only depend on the characteristics of origin and
destination and the ease of movement, but also on the alternative opportunities available
from the origin and the competition at the destination (Alonso 1973, page 11). The model
contains variables for opportunities and competition, and two parameters for the sizes of
their effects. Alonso (1978) presented his Theory of Movements in a more abstract form at
a conference at IIASA (International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, in Laxenburg,
Austria), and compared it with other models. From then on, the model was discussed in the
literature (see the references in Chapter 2), and has often been called the systemic model
(Hua 1980; Alonso 1986). The opportunity and competition variables are referred to as
systemic variables (Tabuchi 1984). This emphasizes that the flows form a system that
connects origins and destinations. Chapter 2 of this thesis provides a more detailed
description of the model, including its formulas.
Another development of the same model was by Bikker and De Vos (1980, 1992), De
Vos and Bikker (1982), Bikker (1982, 1987) from a more econometric perspective. In their
research on various applications such as international trade, patient flows to hospitals and
market shares of brands in different regions, they noted that the traditional gravity model
performs poorly. Often the gravity model reasonably describes the bilateral flows, but fails
in the modeling of the marginal totals (the outflows and inflows of each region). In the
application areas mentioned, the outflows and inflows (e.g. the number of admissions to a
hospital, or the export of a country) are more important than the bilateral flows. In this
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respect these situations differ from traffic models. To describe supply, demand and
allocation (trip distribution) consistently, they developed multiple-component models, in
which balancing factors function as indices for the attractiveness of the origins and
destinations. Much attention is paid to the role of the disturbance terms in the specification
of these models. De Vos and De Vries (1990) developed a Full Information Maximum
Likelihood (FIML) estimator for the model.
Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985) formulated a modified relaxed gravity model, as a
multiobjective programming model, with the objectives to minimize transportation cost,
maximize entropy, and minimize the deviations of the marginal totals from a target value.
This can be seen as an extension of the entropy approach by Wilson (1970). The values of
inflows and outflows are not fixed, but also not completely free. In Chapter 2 it is
demonstrated that ATM is the solution to the programming model of Hallefjord and
Jörnsten (1985).
Later, it appeared that essentially the same model had already been developed by
Hamerslag (1972, 1975a, 1975b, 1975c, 1980). Hamerslag (1972) developed his model
within the framework of the Integral Traffic and Transport Study for the Netherlands,
IVVS (Nederlands Economisch Instituut 1972). The purpose was to model transportation
in relation to spatial developments. Therefore in the commuting part of the model the
spatial distribution of population and employment is not treated as given, as was common
practice in transport models, but elastic. Fortuijn (1976) presented a structural model
including land use, trip generation and trip distribution, from which Hamerslag’s (1975c)
Transportation Model with Elastic Constraints can be derived. Based on the structural
model Fortuijn (1976) concludes that the two important parameters indicate the degree to
which accessibility influences the location of jobs and inhabitants. Appendix 5C of this
thesis contains the demonstration that a case of the transportation model with elastic
constraints is equivalent to ATM.
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So the model which is the topic of this thesis was independently developed by at least
four research groups in different parts of the world, in different disciplines, and for various
applications. In this model origin outflows and destination inflows interact elastically
through the transportation system. The structure and properties of the model are discussed
in more detail in Chapter 2.

1.3 ESTIMATION OF SPATIAL INTERACTION
ATM can be applied to commuting, and then describes the interaction between residential
and employment locations. A possible application is in a social cost-benefit analysis of
investment in new infrastructure. The purpose of new infrastructure is often to reduce
travel times. Then there is a direct social benefit of travel time savings for the flow on that
route. But the reduction in travel time will also affect people’s location choices. In the short
run commuters can change their route (or their mode). In the intermediate run, the new
travel possibities will affect the matching of persons or households to jobs and dwellings.
In the long run, the allocation of both employment and population over the country will
change. The model in this thesis aims to describe the long-term equilibrium.
For a social cost-benefit analysis of the infrastructure investment, several effects are
relevant. The effects mentioned above will lead to an increase of the flow on the improved
link, independent of the time horizon. The evaluation might differ. If the capacity of a
motorway is extended to reduce congestion, the induced traffic might reduce the
improvement in speed. On the other hand, the profitability of a new rail link might improve
in the long run. At the employment end of the improved link, the wider access to the labor
force might attract new firms. If that induces agglomeration benefits, not only does
employment rise but also productivity. Changes in the population will affect the housing
market (and through that the land market) and the support for facilities such as shops and
theaters.
This thesis does not aim to provide a cost-benefit analysis, but emphasizes that a first
requirement for such an analysis is the correct prediction of the sizes of the effects on
6
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employment, residence, and movements. As we have seen in the previous section, ATM is
a useful tool to analyze such effects. In order to make predictions (and policy analysis),
values for the parameters in the model are required. The usual approach would be to
estimate these parameters from historic observations. For the spatial interaction model
discussed in this thesis, this appears to be less straightforward than one might expect.
First, there is the problem of the presence of systemic variables, the balancing factors
that indicate the accessibility (opportunities and competition). These variables are central
in the model, but they are not observed. They could be computed from the exogenous
variables, if the parameters are known. However, to estimate the parameters, one has to
estimate the systemic variables first. The easiest way to do that is to estimate an equation
for the effect of the transportation friction (distance, travel cost) on the origin-destination
flows, including ‘fixed’ effects for origins and destinations (Ledent 1980; De Vos and
Bikker 1982).
The procedure to estimate the systemic variables or balancing factors turns out to be
the same as that applied in the doubly constrained model, and is described in an extensive
literature (Cesario 1973; Sen and Smith 1995). A few points should be noted, however. In
the doubly constrained model, the balancing factors are usually seen as nuisance
parameters, and the main interest is in the effect of distance. In ATM, however, these
balancing factors are interpreted as systemic variables, and crucial in the model. Each
systemic variable has an associated parameter, and to estimate these systemic parameters
correctly it is important to have good estimates of the systemic variables. Misspecification
of the distance-decay function might bias the estimates for the systemic variables. Further,
these effects are ‘fixed’ in the sense that they do not depend on origin-destination pairs,
only on origin or destination, but they are not fixed in the sense that they do not change.
The systemic variables are endogenous, and a change in the transportation friction
anywhere in the system will affect the systemic variables for all origins and destinations,
and hence the complete system.
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The second problem is the estimation of the systemic parameters. The model contains
two systemic parameters. One indicates the elasticity of the (working) population with
respect to the accessibility to employment. The other indicates the elasticity of
employment with respect to accessibility to the labor force. The accessibility is measured
by the balancing factors, which are also called systemic variables. The essential point is
that accessibility is endogenous. If there were no commuting, on each local labor market an
equilibrium between demand and supply would result, and it would be impossible to
distinguish between population and employment effects. Using commuting data, the
systemic parameters can be estimated, but care is required.
Accessibility can be seen as a weighted sum over population (or employment), where
the weights decrease with distance. Basically the (working) population depends on
(nearby) employment, and employment depends on the (nearby) labor force. The model
describes an equilibrium which results from simultaneous effects in both directions.
Therefore, standard estimation methods like Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) will produce
biased estimates. For good estimates, simultaneous-equations methods should be applied,
such as maximum-likelihood (De Vos and De Vries 1990) or Instrumental Variables (in
this thesis).
In the third place, the model describes a nonlinear equilibrium. The three components,
origin effects, destination effects, and distance effects, can usually be linearized by taking
logarithms. However, the equilibrium conditions are in sums of flows, so that the model as
a whole is nonlinear. As mentioned above, the equations are not independent, but linked by
the systemic variables, so we have a system of simultaneous nonlinear equations. Finally,
the sum of all origin outflows always equals the sum of all destination inflows, implying
that there exist combinations of origin shocks and destination shocks that do not affect the
observable flows. In probability terms, this means that all mass is mapped on a nonlinear
subset of measure zero, and the density is infinite.
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There are several possibilities to represent the model in a system of equations, but one
always ends up with a nonlinear system with endogenous variables on the right hand side.
The model cannot be linearized or solved analytically. As a consequence, the estimation of
the systemic parameters is complicated.
A large part of this thesis is devoted to the estimation of ATM using Instrumental
Variables. The instruments are derived from the model, and are therefore internal
(Hausman 1983). The empirical application is on commuting between municipalities in
Denmark, using the same data as Andersen (1999a), which she made available for the
research in this thesis (many thanks!). The estimation is based on a single year, as a crosssection that will indicate the long-term equilibrium from the regional differences.

1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
An overview of the remaining chapters completes this introduction. Several chapters of
this thesis were published separately in various journals. As a consequence, each chapter is
self-contained and can be read independently. During the progress of the research on which
this thesis is based, more relevant literature came available (also from the 1970s, like the
work of Hamerslag and Fortuijn), which is not discussed in the older chapters.
Chapter 2 introduces ATM, and places it in the development of Spatial Interaction
Modeling. The equations of the model are presented, in a notation that is consistent with
the usual representation of Spatial Interaction Models. The relationship with Wilson’s
(1971) Family of Spatial Interaction Models is discussed, and the properties of the model
are demonstrated. Also, an econometric specification including disturbance terms is
provided, and the consequences for estimation methods are discussed. The chapter is
intended as an introduction to the model and a review of the state of the art.
Chapter 3 is devoted to estimation methods for ATM. An overview is given of various
representations of the model, some of which are more suited for prediction and others for
estimation. The chapter surveys the literature on estimation methods for ATM. This is
followed by an econometric analysis of the model. A new estimation method is presented,
9
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using Instrumental Variables which are derived from the model. The estimation consists of
two stages. First, the distance-decay function and the unobserved systemic variables can be
estimated, with known methods. Then, the other parameters, including the systemic
parameters, can be estimated, using instruments for the systemic variables. The instruments
are derived as the predicted values of the systemic variables, based on the last-obtained
parameter estimates.
Chapter 4 describes an empirical application of the first stage of the estimation method.
In this chapter we investigate the functional form of distance decay for commuting flows
between municipalities in Denmark. Our inference is based on a single equation that
includes variables to capture the effect of spatial structure. Special attention is given to a
proper estimation method: we estimate the distance-decay parameters by nonlinear
weighted least-squares with balancing factors. It appears that neither an exponential nor a
power distance-decay function fits the data well. Using a spline regression, we find a cost
elasticity of -4 for distances around 20 km, and a much smaller value for shorter and longer
distances. It appears that the logarithm of distance decay can be described adequately as a
(downward) logistic function of log cost.
Chapter 5 describes an empirical application of the second stage of the estimation
method, for the same setting in Denmark. The purpose is to explain working population
and employment in Danish municipalities from the systemic variables (estimated in
Chapter 4) and the characteristics of the municipalities. The algorithm is iterative. First the
model is solved for the starting values of the systemic parameters. Next, using the obtained
predictions as instruments, the systemic parameters are estimated. Then, the model is
solved again, and this procedure is repeated until the estimates converge. As a comparison,
several other estimation methods, proposed in the literature, are applied. An Appendix
reviews Hamerslag’s (1972) transportation model with elastic constraints. The plan for this
thesis was to apply ATM to commuting. It appeared that Hamerslag (1972) had already
developed a commuting model that is equivalent to this model.
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Chapter 6 starts with a summary of the main conclusions from this thesis, and contains
suggestions for further research. An interesting direction would be to make the equilibrium
mechanism in the model more explicit. In applications to migration or hospital admissions,
the equilibrium-bringing variables are difficult to measure. For commuting, however,
house prices and wages bring the equilibrium for residential and employment location
decisions. The inclusion of house prices and wages in the model will probably help in the
interpretation of the systemic parameters. However, within the limits of this thesis, it was
not possible to elaborate on this. Various other possible extensions are discussed.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN SPATIAL
INTERACTION MODELING
This Chapter is based on De Vries et al. (2001), published in Journal of Geographical Systems.

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Spatial Interaction Models are powerful tools, and have been a source of intensive research
in the past decades. Various spatial phenomena such as migration, passenger transport,
international trade, shopping behavior, and hospital admissions can all be described by
models of this class. A very general and flexible Spatial Interaction Model was proposed
by Alonso (1973, 1978). Alonso’s model contains equations for flows between regions,
total outflow from a region, and total inflow to a region. The three components are
connected by balancing factors. Alonso (1978) calls his model system a ‘A Theory of
Movements’. It is also denoted as a ‘systemic model’, ‘General Theory of Movement’,
‘Three Component Model’ or ‘Extended Gravity Model’. There is not a standard name for
the model. The term ‘Alonso-model’ is not suited for this model, as this mostly refers to
Alonso’s (1964) model of urban land use. We will use here the term Alonso’s Theory of
Movements (ATM). As the model only concerns the spatial interaction process, the term
‘general’ has better be reserved for a more comprehensive model.1 ATM assumes a
somewhat isolated position in the literature, and has not often been applied. This may be
caused by lack of a clear interpretation, and by the difficulty to estimate the model
econometrically. In this Chapter we will survey ATM. We give a consistent formulation of
Spatial Interaction Models and ATM, analyze the statistical properties of ATM, and

1

This consideration was suggested by an anonymous referee of the Journal of Geographical Systems.
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discuss its interpretation and estimation problems. In this way we hope to unveil the
potential of this model.
ATM stands in a tradition which started in the 19th century with the gravity model.
Many spatial flow phenomena can be modeled as the product of the sizes of the origin and
the destination, divided by a power function of distance. In the course of time various
improvements of the model were proposed. A great step forward was made by Wilson
(1967, 1970, 1974), who related Spatial Interaction Models to the entropy concept, and
introduced a family of models: the unconstrained gravity model, the productionconstrained model, the attraction-constrained model, and the doubly constrained model.
ATM established a further improvement. Alonso (1973) developed his model as part of a
large demographic model for the United States. The submodel for interregional migration
is a Spatial Interaction Model, which offered a new specification of flows, inflows,
outflows, and their interrelationship. Alonso (1978) elaborated the model as a general
framework for Spatial Interaction Models. Essentially the same model was, independently,
developed by Bikker (1987, 1992) and Bikker and De Vos (1992) for international trade
and hospital admissions.
In the first years after the presentation of ATM by Alonso (1978), it stimulated a vivid
discussion (Hua and Porell 1979; Anselin and Isard 1979; Hua 1980; Wilson 1980; Alonso
1980; Ledent 1980, 1981; Anselin 1982; Fotheringham and Dignan 1984; Tabuchi 1984).
This did not result, however, in a generally accepted view on the model. Standard works on
Spatial Interaction Models, as Batten and Boyce (1986), Fotheringham and O’Kelly
(1989), and Nijkamp and Reggiani (1992), do mention Alonso’s model, but in most cases
the model is not integrated in the treatment and no further pathways are explored. The
situation has been sketched strikingly by Hua (1999, 2001):
“Intrigued by this theory, many have tried to clarify it, put it in operation, or develop it
further. But it seems frustration has prevailed, and enthusiasm has been dampened
somewhat now twenty years after the theory’s publication. This is not due to the exhaustion
of possible development of the theory but rather to the inconclusive nature of those studies
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and their linkages to the theory. The mystery of the theory remains as was, and that has
retarded the needed progress.”

We argue that the confusion around ATM can mainly be attributed to the role of two
variables in the model, which are called ‘systemic variables’ or ‘balancing factors’. These
variables are essential in the model, as they ensure the coherence and equilibrium in the
system, but their interpretation is not clear. This has several consequences. In the first
place, a clear view on the model is hampered by the fact that those mysterious variables
occur in almost every equation. This means that those equations cannot be explained
separately, but only in relation to the whole system of equations. Secondly, there is not an
obvious single way to formulate the equations. Various representations of the model are
possible, which can be derived from each other by substitutions or transformations (Hua
1999; Alonso 1978). And thirdly, confusion arises around these variables in the process of
estimation and prediction, as they are unobserved endogenous variables.
Several approaches can be thought of to interpret ATM. The simplest is to see the
model as an interpolation between the various members of Wilson’s Family of Spatial
Interaction Models. It is easy to demonstrate that ATM contains the models of Wilson’s
Family as special cases (Alonso 1978; Wilson 1980). The reverse is not true. ATM is more
flexible, as it enables interaction between flows and marginal totals. A change in transport
cost on a single link, through new infrastructure, for example, will generally affect all
flows and all marginal totals. Such a property is not found in Wilson’s family of models.
(Section 2.3 provides a numerical example to demonstrate that essential difference between
the models.) The nature of ATM can be clarified by studying the effect of changes in
exogenous variables on the flows. This can be done for a change in a single value, or for
overall changes. A more substantial approach is to give a direct interpretation of the
balancing factors, by seeing them as (inverted) prices, shadow prices, or costs. Finally, the
model could be derived from a more complex model, such as the entropy formulation of
the modified relaxed gravity model of Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985), or the decision
theory of Smith (1991). Preferably, ATM should be derived from an economic model,
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involving actors making choices based on prices. From these interpretations plausible
ranges for the so-called systemic parameters can be inferred.
ATM is easy to compute. In most cases this can simply be done on a spreadsheet.
Estimation of the parameters is, however, rather complicated. The balancing factors are
unobserved, so they have to be estimated first. This can be achieved by estimating the
allocation part of the model, and using the results to compute balancing factors. As these
balancing factors are endogenous variables, ATM is a simultaneous-equations model, and
application of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) will produce biased and inconsistent
estimates. Estimation by Instrumental Variables or Maximum Likelihood is then required.
The difference in notation and terminology used by various authors complicates
research on ATM. The model is studied by geographers, spatial economists, and
econometricians, and is very general; it can be applied to migration, international trade,
transportation, hospital admissions, and other subjects. These various backgrounds lead to
different choices of symbols, which are difficult to reconcile. Throughout this thesis we
will use a notation which is primarily based on the doubly constrained model of Wilson
(1970, 1974)2, as it is also described in various survey works, such as Wilson and Bennett
(1985), Batten and Boyce (1986), De la Barra (1989), Fotheringham and O’Kelly (1989),
and Nijkamp and Reggiani (1992). In this way we want to relate ATM to the literature on
Spatial Interaction Models. In the choice of additional symbols needed in ATM we follow
Alonso (1978) and Hua (1999).
The remainder of the Chapter is structured as follows. The next Section sketches the
development of Spatial Interaction Modeling, from the Gravity Model to ATM. Section 2.3
presents ATM more formally, and compares it with Wilson’s models. Section 2.4 discusses
various justifications for ATM, while Section 2.5 is devoted to econometric issues. Finally,
in Section 2.6 conclusions and directions for further research are presented.

2

Our notation resembles the one in Chapter 2 of Wilson (1970), not the one in Chapter 3.
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2.2 SPATIAL INTERACTION MODELING
Various spatial interaction phenomena, such as passenger transport, migration, commuting,
international trade, shopping behavior, and hospital admissions, can all be described by
models of the same class. These so-called Spatial Interaction Models (SIMs) describe
flows between cities, countries, or regions, as dependent on characteristics of the origins
and destinations, and negatively related to the distance between them. The data can be
represented in a table, where the flows are contained in the cells, and the inflows and
outflows in the marginals. In this Section we will sketch the development of Spatial
Interaction Models, from the Gravity Model, through Wilson’s Family of SIMs, to ATM.

Table 2.1

Overview of symbols in Spatial Interaction Models

Symbol

Meaning

i

Index of origin region.

j

Index of destination region.

Tij

Flow from origin i to destination j .

Oi

Total outflow from origin i . Oi   j Tij .

Dj

Total inflow to destination j . D j  i Tij .

Vi

Submodel for the ‘size’ of origin i .

Wj

Submodel for the ‘size’ of destination j .

Fij

Submodel for the ‘facility of movement’ between i and j .

Ai

Balancing factor for origin i .

Bj

Balancing factor for destination j .



Systemic parameter at origin (in ATM).



Systemic parameter at destination (in ATM).

We use the notation as summarized in Table 2.1. The purpose of a spatial interaction
model is to predict the flows Tij and their border totals Oi and D j . In an application, these
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are usually observed in a base year. Spatial interaction models contain explanatory
variables related to origin regions, destination regions, and the distance between them. In
this chapter these are summarized in the three submodels Vi , W j , and Fij . Each submodel
generally contains explanatory variables, parameters, and a disturbance term. The emphasis
here is on how the results of these submodels lead to predictions for the flows, in various
types of spatial interaction models. Several models use balancing factors as an intermediate
result. The purpose of the balancing factors Ai and B j is to make the modeling of flows Tij
consistent with that of the border totals Oi and D j . ATM introduces two additional
parameters  and  .
Spatial Interaction Models have a long history. The first models date back to the 19th
century. The vast majority of these models are based on the gravity model. This essentially
states that the interaction (flow) between two regions is proportional to the product of the
sizes (however measured) of these regions, and inversely related to the distance between
them. The flow Tij from origin i to destination j is modeled as:
Tij  VW
i
j Fij ,

(2.1)

where Vi indicates the size of origin i , W j the size of destination j , and Fij is the facility
of movement between i and j , a decreasing function of distance or travel costs.3 As this
model has a close analogy with the universal law of gravitation introduced by Newton
(1687), it is named gravity model. The earliest formulation of the concept is usually
attributed to Carey (1858). Carrothers (1956), who gives a historical review, mentions the
work of Ravenstein (1885) on migration. Erlander and Stewart (1989) mention the work of
Lill (1891) on railway traffic.
The gravity model is rather general, as choice is possible in the variables used to
measure the sizes of origins and destination, as well as the distance. Also various
functional forms are possible. A comprehensive treatment of the gravity model is given by

3

Some authors include a constant

k in this equation. As we allow Vi , W j , and Fij , to be functions, the

constant can be included in any of them.
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Sen and Smith (1995), while the review of this book by Nijkamp (1997) indicates some
further topics. Although the gravity model proved very useful, it has some intrinsic
drawbacks. Doubling the population of all regions leads to a quadrupling of the flows,
which is unlikely in most applications. Further, the model does not consider the availability
of alternatives. For example, the establishment of a new shopping center is likely to detract
customers from other shopping centers, which effect is ignored in the gravity model.

WILSON’S FAMILY OF SIMS
In the course of time various models were developed which remedy some of these
deficiencies. Wilson (1967, 1970, 1974) introduced a Family of Spatial Interaction Models,
distinguishing several cases. The flows can be unconstrained, as in the gravity model (2.1),
or they can be constrained at either the origin or destination, or both.
An example of the origin-constrained, or production-constrained, model could be
shopping behavior. The assumption is then that the total amount spent is proportional to
the population, or its purchasing power, and independent of the number and size of
shopping centers. Then the total outflow from i , Oi , is given, and we have the restriction:
(2.2)
 Tij  Oi .
j

The flows are modeled as:
Tij  Ai OW
i
j Fij ,

(2.3)

where the additional variable Ai is needed as a proportionality factor. Ai can be solved
from (2.2) and (2.3) as:
1



Ai  W j Fij  .
 j


(2.4)

If a new shopping center opens, we get an extra term in the summation in (2.4), so all Ai
decrease, and, by (2.3), also the flows become smaller, representing the substitution effect.
An example of the destination-constrained, or attraction-constrained, model could be
hospital admissions, if we assume that the capacity of hospitals is fixed and fully utilized.
Then D j (total inflow to j ) is given. In this case, the restriction is:
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T

ij

 Dj ,

(2.5)

i

and, using a proportionality factor B j , the flows are modeled as:
Tij  B jVi D j Fij .

(2.6)

Similarly as above, we can solve B j from (2.5) and (2.6).
The production-constrained and the attraction-constrained model have identical
structures. If origins and destinations are interchanged, the one turns into the other. In the
examples, we consider people going to a shopping center or to a hospital. If we would
consider purchases or medical services earmarked for residential areas, the shopping case
would be attraction-constrained, and the hospital case production-constrained. Both the
production-constrained and the attraction-constrained model remedy the quadrupling
problem, and allow for substitution on one side.
The production-attraction-constrained, or doubly constrained, model results if both Oi
and D j are given, and only the allocation is determined by the model. In that case, there
are two sets of restrictions, (2.2) and (2.5). Using two sets of proportionality factors, the
equation for the flows is:
Tij  Ai B j Oi D j Fij .

(2.7)

Solving for Ai and B j we get:
1



Ai   B j D j Fij  ;
 j


(2.8)

1



B j   AO
i i Fij  ;
 i


(2.9)

so they are mutually dependent. The doubly constrained model avoids the quadrupling
problem and allows for substitution on both sides. However, it only explains the bilateral
flows, and cannot be used to predict changes in the inflows and the outflows.
Wilson’s Family of SIMs offers a broader set of tools to model spatial interaction
phenomena. Depending on the application, one can choose a model, based on an
assumption about the relationship between the flows, the outflows and the inflows. The
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necessity to choose one of these components as starting point imposes some limitations. In
reality there are often no single causes, but mutual influences.

ALONSO’S THEORY OF MOVEMENTS (ATM)
A more flexible approach is provided by the model which is the theme of this thesis, and
which was first developed by Alonso (1973, 1978) in the context of migration. We
introduce ATM following Alonso (1973), but not in his notation. A survey of later work of
Alonso is given by Hua (1999). We will discuss these only briefly.
Alonso (1973) presents a large demographic model for the United States, intended for
prediction and policy analysis. Interregional migration is a part of this model. Alonso
offers a new specification of origin-destination flows, by allowing for substitution effects.
This spatial interaction model is based on the concepts Opportunities and Competition. A
region close to several attractive destinations has many opportunities for out-migration.
This stimulates out-migration, but generally the increase will be less than proportional. The
amount of out-migration is not only determined by the opportunities, but also by the
situation in the origin region. As a consequence, the bilateral migration flows from that
origin will be relatively small, as the out-migration is distributed over the destinations. On
the other hand, migrants to a popular destination region face competition from other
migrants, e.g. on the labor and housing market. This might discourage potential migrants to
that destination, so a high degree of competition will decrease the bilateral migration
flows. However, the relationship between competition and in-migration is positive: a
higher level of in-migration will increase competition. Alonso (1973) concludes: “The flow
M ij between locality i and locality j should depend upon characteristics of the localities

of origin and destination, upon the ease of movement between them, and upon the
alternative opportunities available from that origin and the degree of competition existing
at that destination.” (Alonso 1973, page 11)4.

4

Alonso’s M ij is in our notation Tij .
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Alonso (1973) includes Opportunities and Competition as variables in the model, and
introduces symbols for them. This thesis presents the model in a different notation, to
clarify the relationship with the models of Wilson's Family of Spatial Interaction Models,
discussed above. The unconstrained gravity model, the production-constrained model, the
attraction-constrained model, and the doubly constrained model, are special cases of ATM
(Alonso 1978, Wilson 1980). In constrained models, balancing factors ensure that the
constraints are met. Opportunities and Competition appear to be the reciproces of these
balancing factors. Therefore Opportunities and Competition are represented by Ai 1 and

B j 1 , respectively, in this thesis.
Transfered to this notation, Alonso (1973) models the migration Tij between regions as:

Tij  Ai1Vi B j1  W j Fij ,

(2.10)

with parameters  and  between zero and one. The opportunities and competition
referred to in the citation above (represented by Ai 1 and B j 1 , respectively) are defined as:
(2.11)
Ai 1   B j1  W j Fij ;
j

B j   Ai1Vi Fij .
1

(2.12)

i

Equations for the outflow from region i and the inflow in region j can be derived by
summation of (2.10) over j respectively i . Using (2.11) and (2.12) these can be written
as:
Oi  Ai  Vi ;

(2.13)

D j  B j  W j .

(2.14)

These five equations constitute ATM. We will now discuss them.
Since Ai and B j are the inverses of opportunities and competition, we see that bilateral
flows decrease with opportunities and competition. This is due to the availability of
alternatives. Outflows increase with opportunities, and inflows increase with competition.
A high degree of competition means that the destination is attractive for a lot of origins.
Competition has a negative effect on opportunities, by (2.11): destinations with a lot of
competition are less attractive, and so contribute less to opportunities. Opportunities have a
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negative effect on competition, by (2.12), as origins with a lot of opportunities will not
contribute much to the competition at a single destination. The mutual dependency
between opportunities and competition seems complicated. It is similar to the
interdependency between the balancing factors in the doubly constrained model.

Opportunities Ai 1 is specified as the sum of the factors in (2.10) that have subscript j ,
and Competition B j 1 as the sum of the factors in (2.10) that have subscript i . In this way
the simple formulas (2.13) and (2.14) for the border totals result.
This juggling with opportunities and competition is quite confusing, at first sight, and it
may well be that it has distracted the attention of people from this model. In the next
Section we will give a more systematic treatment of ATM, but as we discuss in Section
2.4, many questions around the interpretation remain as yet unanswered. The variables Ai
and B j play an essential role in the model, as they allow for a flexible substitution
structure. As Alonso (1973, page 13) says:

“This concern for such rather abstract

variables as opportunity and competition may seem surprising at first. But we want to call
attention to them as essential to a system of national demographic accounts. They are not
fabrications, but rather integral to the logic.” Alonso (1973) stresses that omission of Ai
and B j implies that  and  are implicitly set to one, if (2.10) is used, or to zero, if
(2.13) and (2.14) are used. Such a value could be justified, but this choice should be made
explicit. Alonso states that  and  are likely to be not either zero or one, but an
intermediate value.
Alonso developed his model further in some working papers (Alonso 1974, 1976,
1986). A review of these is given by Hua (1999). The model became wider known after its
publication as “A Theory of Movements” (Alonso 1978). He notes that setting  and  to
zero or one will produce the four models of Wilson’s Family of Spatial Interaction Models.
Alonso (1978) supplies the parameters  and  with subscripts i and j . This is
generally not considered an improvement, as in that specification the model imposes too
little structure. Most authors use the parameters without a subscript, and so do we.
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Essentially the same model was developed by Bikker and De Vos (1980, 1992), De
Vos and Bikker (1982, 1989) and Bikker (1987, 1992). In their research on market shares
of different brands in regions, international trade, and patient flows to hospitals, they noted
the desirability to add substitution effects to the gravity model. They named the model
Three Component Model (3CM), referring to the three components, related to origin,
destination, and allocation, or Extended Gravity Model (EGM). They noted that a change
in transport costs on a single link, through new infrastructure, for example, will generally
affect all flows and all marginal totals. “If the distance between two countries suddenly

reduces (opening of the Suez channel) the trade flow between them will increase. The
corresponding total imports and exports will increase too but with a smaller amount: the
increase of the “Suez flow” will partly be at the cost of other flows which are now less
attractive.” (Bikker and De Vos 1980, page 2). ATM displays this property, while the
models of Wilson’s Family don’t. We will demonstrate this with a numerical example at
the end of the next Section.
In the first years after the presentation of the model by Alonso (1978), it stimulated
quite some discussion (Hua and Porell 1979; Anselin and Isard 1979; Hua 1980; Wilson
1980; Alonso 1980; Ledent 1980, 1981; Anselin 1982; Fotheringham and Dignan 1984;
Tabuchi 1984). ATM was criticized by some, and further developed by others. Some issues
remained obscure, including the precise link with Wilson’s Family. In the next Section we
give a more detailed discussion.
ATM offers additional possibilities over the four models of Wilson's Family of Spatial
Interaction Models. Effects do no longer need to be absent of fully proportional;
intermediate cases are also possible. But also the interaction in the model is richer, as
substitution effects are present, but their are no hard constraints. As a consequence, a
change in an exogenous variable anywhere in the model (origin, destination, distance) will
affect all inflows, outflows, and bilateral flows. For several applications this will be more
realistic than the gravity model or constrained models.
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In this Section we have discussed three generations of Spatial Interaction Models: the
gravity model, Wilson’s Family, and ATM. Each of these generations encloses the
previous one, and adds new characteristics. ATM is the most powerful model, but it has
not often been applied. Acceptance of the model is hampered by its circular definition,
indistinctness in the interpretation, and estimation difficulties. If these obstacles can be
overcome, the possibilities of ATM can fully be employed. In the next Sections we will
make a start with this.

2.3 ALONSO’S THEORY OF MOVEMENTS
In this Section we will describe ATM in a more formal way. As the purpose of this Chapter
is to discuss the general properties of the model, in relation to Spatial Interaction Models,
we use a notation which corresponds, as much as possible, with the usual notation on SIMs
(Wilson 1974; Batten and Boyce 1986; Fotheringham and O’Kelly 1989; Nijkamp and
Reggiani 1992) in the Wilson-tradition.5 This notation differs widely from the notation
used by Alonso (1973, 1978). In the choice of additional symbols needed, we try to follow
Alonso (1978) and Hua (1999). After describing the setting of Spatial Interaction
Modeling, and definition of notation, we state the five equations which constitute ATM.
From these, we derive five additional relations, which can be used in alternative
representations of the model, and which are useful in the analysis (Alonso 1978; Hua
1999). We discuss the relation between ATM and the four models of Wilson’s Family of
SIMs (Wilson 1967, 1970, 1974), which are special cases of ATM. Finally, we show in an

5

Some of these books (Fotheringham and O’Kelly 1989; Nijkamp and Reggiani 1992) also discuss ATM,

but use a different notation for this. We observe that Fotheringham and O’Kelly (1989) use

Ai

1

and B j

1

in their representation of ATM, while they use Ai and B j for the corresponding variables in Wilson’s
doubly constrained model. This hampers an integrated treatment of these models. We decided to follow the
traditional notation of Wilson’s models, also for ATM.
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example the effect of changes in exogenous variables on the flows, and thus demonstrate
that ATM is more general than Wilson’s Family.

GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE MODEL
First we will formally describe the model. ATM maps out flows from n origins to m
destinations. The variables to be explained are Tij (flow from origin i to destination j ),
and their marginal totals Oi (total outflow from i ) and D j (total inflow to j ). The
exogenous variables are summarized in functions Fij , Vi , and W j , respectively related to
connections, origins, and destinations. Fij , the facility of movement between i and j , is a
decreasing function of distance or travel costs. Vi indicates the size of origin i , and W j the
size of destination j . As we concentrate on the structure of the model, further specification
of these functions is not necessary here. ATM can then be represented by the following
five equations:
Tij  Ai B j Oi D j Fij ;

(2.15)

Oi  Ai  Vi ;

(2.16)

D j  B j  W j ;

(2.17)

T
T

ij

 Dj ;

(2.18)

ij

 Oi .

(2.19)

i

j

The first three equations are behavioral equations, containing exogenous variables.
Equation (2.15) is well-known from the doubly constrained model of Wilson (1970, 1974).
It describes flow Tij as proportional to total outflow Oi from origin i , total inflow D j to
destination j , and two proportionality factors Ai and B j . Contrary to Wilson’s doubly
constrained model, however, Oi and D j are not treated as given. (2.16) and (2.17) relate
them to the proportionality factors and the exogenous variables. The parameters  and 
are generally assumed to fall between zero and one. We will discuss their effect on the
behavior of the model later. The identities (2.18) and (2.19) define Oi and D j as sums of
flows. Note that (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17), after taking logs, are linear in the logs of the
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variables, while (2.18) and (2.19) are linear in the variables themselves. So the model as a
whole is nonlinear.

EQUILIBRIUM FORMULATION
The model is in fact an equilibrium model. The behavioral equations (2.15), (2.16), and
(2.17), constitute

 m  n

 m  n  m  n

relations, while on the left hand side there are only

variables to be determined (due to (2.18) and (2.19)). The remaining m  n

endogenous variables are the proportionality factors Ai and B j . These are determined by
the system of equations (2.15) to (2.19).
We can see this by substituting (2.15) into (2.18) and (2.19). After some
rearrangements we get:
1



Ai   B j D j Fij  ;
 j


(2.20)

1



B j   AO
i i Fij  .
 i


(2.21)

These equations are well-known from the doubly constrained model of Wilson (1974). If
we now consider the system of equations consisting of (2.15), (2.16), (2.17), (2.20), and
(2.21), we have a more common representation of the model as a system of simultaneous
equations. Still there are three behavioral equations and two identities. As (2.20) and (2.21)
now relate various parts of the model, they can be seen as equilibrium conditions. (2.20)
and (2.21) determine Ai and B j up to a constant. If we consider the complete model, we
see that they are completely determined. Substituting Oi and D j from (2.16) and (2.17)
into (2.20) and (2.21) we obtain:
1



Ai   B j1  W j Fij  ;
 j


(2.22)

1



B j   Ai1Vi Fij  .
 i


(2.23)

The model can now be solved. Given values for Fij , Vi , and W j , the balancing factors

Ai and B j can be computed by iteration of (2.22) and (2.23). The resulting values are
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substituted into (2.16), (2.17), and (2.15) to obtain Oi , D j , and Tij . By substitution of
(2.16) and (2.17) into (2.15) a 10th equation is obtained: 6

Tij  Ai1Vi B j1  W j Fij .

(2.24)

As already noted by Alonso (1978), various representations of the model are possible
by choice of equations from the above. Actually, Alonso (1978) mentions only seven
equations. He does not mention equation (2.15), while (2.18) and (2.19) are implicit in his
notation. Hua (1999) lists these ten equations. Five are needed to specify the model. The
representation of the model by equations (2.15) to (2.19) is suitable to clarify the structure
of the model. The system of (2.15), (2.16), (2.17), (2.20), and (2.21), proves to be useful in
estimation. The system of (2.22), (2.23), (2.24), (2.16), and (2.17), can be used to solve the
model. (See Table 3.1 in the next Chapter for an overview.)

ATM AND WILSON’S FAMILY OF SIMS
A simple way to get an impression of the possibilities of the model is to note that it
contains Wilson’s (1967, 1970, 1974) Family of Spatial Interaction Models as special
cases. This was already indicated by Alonso (1978) and demonstrated nicely by Wilson
(1980). If we set   0 and   0 we have the doubly constrained model. As can be seen
from (2.16) and (2.17), Oi and D j are in that case completely determined by Vi and W j .
The remaining equations, (2.15), (2.18), and (2.19), or (2.15), (2.20), and (2.21), are
exactly those of Wilson. If we set   1 and   1 , we have the unconstrained gravity
model. This can be seen from (2.24), where the proportionality factors cancel, and (2.1)
remains. In a similar way does the choice   1 and   0 result in the attractionconstrained model, and   0 and   1 in the production-constrained model. Four other
special cases arise if we restrict only one of the parameters  and  to either zero or one.
If  is zero, the model is constrained at the origin, if it is one, there is no substitution
effect at the origin. The same applies to  at the destination.

6

Batten and Boyce (1986) give a similar formula (their formula 3.8 on page 366). As they don’t distinguish

between marginal totals and exogenous variables, their representation of ATM is somewhat problematic.
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There has been a vivid discussion about the relationship between ATM and Wilson’s
Family (Wilson 1980; Alonso 1980; Ledent 1981; Fotheringham and Dignan 1984;
Rogerson 1984; Weber and Sen 1985; Weber 1987; Pooler 1994). Wilson (1980) states
that ATM and his Family of SIMs are equivalent, and that everything which could be
achieved with ATM can be achieved with the more familiar models, mentioned in the
previous Section. He shows first that the unconstrained, production-constrained, attractionconstrained, and doubly constrained model, can be derived from ATM by setting the
parameters  and  to zero or one. Then, he continues to argue that ATM can be derived
from the gravity model by choosing certain specifications for Vi and W j , which include Ai
and B j . However, Ai and B j are endogenous variables, and by introducing them in a part
of the model that formerly was fully exogenous, the structure of the model changes. As
also stressed by Bröcker (1990), it is important to be precise about the classification of a
variable as exogenous or endogenous. In a short reply, Alonso (1980, page 733) stated:
“the general formulation broadens the usual considerations by making explicit the joint

variability of the values of cells and the values of marginals;”.
ATM is not contained in Wilson’s family of models. Although there are some strong
similarities (actually the equations (2.15), (2.18), and (2.19), of ATM constitute the doubly
constrained model), ATM differs fundamentally from the doubly constrained model, as Oi
and D j are determined through the model. ATM distinguishes itself from the
unconstrained gravity model by the interrelation between the flows through the balancing
factors. The differences between ATM and Wilson’s Family become clear by analyzing the
effect of changes in the exogenous variables. In the next Section we will do this
systematically for overall changes. In this Section we will show in a numerical example
that in ATM a change in transport costs on a single link will change all flows and all
marginal totals. In the doubly constrained model, the marginal totals are fixed, by
assumption. In the unconstrained gravity model and in ATM they can vary. On the other
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hand there are no substitution effects in the unconstrained model, which are present in the
doubly constrained model and in ATM.

A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
We will give a numerical example, in which we compare three models: ATM with

    0.5 , the doubly constrained model, and the unconstrained gravity model. As Vi
and W j do not show up as such in the doubly constrained model, we choose to demonstrate
the effect of a change in Fij . Suppose we have a system of four cities, and the exogenous
variables Vi , W j , and Fij , are as in Table 2.2. This will result in the flows in Table 2.3.
This specific example is carefully constructed, such that in the original situation the three
models give the same result, so that comparison is simple. This implies that all Ai and B j
equal 1, and the flows equal Vi and W j . (In an application, parameters in submodels for F ,

V , and W , would be adapted to make each type of models reproduce the base year
situation.)
If we now introduce a change in the F matrix, we can compare the predicted effects in
the various models. The tables can be computed by implementing (2.22), (2.23), (2.24),
(2.18) and (2.19) in a spreadsheet. Rounding errors may occur in the tables. We suppose
that the connection between city A and city D will be improved, so that in both directions 2
will change to 8. The predicted flows (and balancing factors) for the new situation are
given in Table 2.4 for ATM with     0.5 , and in Table 2.5 for the doubly constrained
model. In the unconstrained gravity model only the flows between city A and city D
change (to 294), the in- and outflows for these cities will be 826 and the overall total of
flows 2038. Nothing changes at the cities B and C, and the balancing factors remain at
1.00, and therefore we will not present a table.
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Table 2.2

Fij *10

4

city A
city B
city C
city D
Wj
Table 2.3
Tij

Example: original exogenous variables ( Vi , W j , Fij *10.000)
city A

city B

city C

city D

Vi

10
6
3
2
606

6
10
5
3
303

3
5
10
6
303

2
3
6
10
606

606
303
303
606

Example: original flows, outflows, and inflows ( Tij , Oi , D j )

city A
city B
city C
city D
Dj

city A
367
110
55
73
606

city B
110
92
46
55
303

city C
55
46
92
110
303

city D
73
55
110
367
606

B j 1

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Table 2.4
Tij

293
101
50
234
679

101
96
48
50
296

50
48
96
101
296

234
50
101
293
679

B j 1

1.25

0.95

0.95

1.25

city A
city B
city C
city D
Dj

B j 1

Ai 1

606
303
303
606
1818

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Example: predicted flows, according to ATM (     0.5 )
Oi
Ai 1
city A
city B
city C
city D

city A
city B
city C
city D
Dj

Table 2.5
Tij

Oi

679
296
296
679
1950

1.25
0.95
0.95
1.25

Example: predicted flows, according to doubly constrained model
Oi
Ai 1
city A
city B
city C
city D
255
98
49
204
606
1.20
98
104
52
49
303
0.94
49
52
104
98
303
0.94
204
49
98
255
606
1.20
606
303
303
606
1818

1.20

0.94

0.94

1.20

The prediction from ATM differs from that of the doubly constrained model. Also the
values of the balancing factors are different. The direction of the effects in the bilateral
flows is the same in ATM and the doubly constrained model: flows on the improved
connection increase, other flows from and to the cities A and D decrease, while flows
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between the cities B and C increase. In the doubly constrained model, inflows and outflows
remain unaffected. In ATM, a change in the connection matrix has an impact on the
bilateral flows Tij , as well as the inflows D j , outflows Oi , and the overall total. ATM
provides the most realistic picture: improvement of the connection between the cities A
and D will cause both substitution and additional traffic. The models of Wilson’s Family
capture each only one of these effects. But even in situations where the behavior is
different, ATM is generally to be preferred over Wilson’s Family of models, as only for
certain values of the parameters ATM reproduces Wilson’s models. Unless strong prior
information is available, it is preferable to estimate these parameters, instead of restricting
them implicitly to zero or one.

2.4 INTERPRETATION
ATM is a very useful model. It avoids some limitations which are present in other Spatial
Interaction Models. ATM is not easy to interpret, however. Alonso (1978) called it a
‘systemic model’, as everything in the system is related. This Section is devoted to issues
around the interpretation of ATM. First, we will discuss the so-called systemic variables,

Ai and B j . These are difficult to interpret. An alternative approach to the interpretation of
ATM is, to leave aside the systemic variables, and see the model as a complicated
transformation from the exogenous parts Vi , W j , and Fij , to the bilateral flows Tij , the
outflows Oi , and the inflows D j . This transformation is governed by the systemic
parameters  and  . We will clarify the behavior of the model by analyzing the effect of
overall changes in the exogenous variables. It is also possible to derive ATM from an
entropy framework. ATM proves to be equivalent to a form of the modified relaxed gravity
models of Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985). A decision model on a micro level, which results
in ATM as an aggregate, is given by Smith (1991). Finally, we will mention some other
approaches to provide a basis for ATM. Much research remains to be done on these issues.
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SYSTEMIC VARIABLES
There is much confusion about the entities which we denote by the symbols Ai and B j .
These are mostly denoted as variables, but sometimes as parameters. Consideration of this
issue leads to the very basic question what we mean by a variable or a parameter. The fact
that Ai and B j are not observed, but can be estimated, resembles properties of parameters.
The way they function in the model, however, is more like variables. They occur at the left
hand side of certain equations ( (2.20), (2.21), (2.22), and (2.23)), and if the number of
regions changes, also the numbers of Ai and B j change. We argue that Ai and B j should
be considered as variables, for the following reason. If we use the model for prediction, we
solve it given values for the parameters, and given exogenous variables. Ai and B j are not
given then, but rather the result of the solution. That they are not observed is not an
uncommon feature. Ai and B j are latent variables.
Further confusion is caused by the difficulty to interpret these variables. As we have
shown in Section 2.3, several formulations of the model are possible. In all cases Ai and
B j are mutually influenced, and have no closed form expression. Consequently, they

cannot be interpreted by simply relating them to observable variables, but function in the
whole of the system. That is why they are called ‘systemic variables’. They are also
denoted as ‘balancing factors’, or ‘proportionality factors’, connected to Wilson’s doubly
constrained model. Alonso (1973, 1978) describes A1 as ‘opportunity’, ‘demand’ or
‘draw’: “If many opportunities are available from a locality, the flow of its out-migrants

may be expected to increase as a whole, but the flow to any particular destination will
decrease since there are other attractive destinations.” (Alonso 1973, page 11), and B 1 as
‘competition’, ‘congestion’, ‘potential pool of moves’: “If a great number of migrants is

competing for the opportunities at a destination, one may expect a negative feedback
reducing the value of its attractiveness and diminishing the flows.” (Alonso 1973, page
12). Ai and B j can also be interpreted as accessibility indicators, and are in that context
also denoted as ‘indices’ (Bikker 1987, 1992; Bikker and De Vos 1992). These concepts
give an idea of what is represented by these variables, but it remains rather vague. It is
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difficult to draw conclusions about plausible values for the parameters  and  from an
interpretation of Ai and B j . We will discuss some possibilities for a more direct
interpretation of  and  in the remainder of this Section.

MACRO-ELASTICITIES
A simple interpretation of ATM is to see it as a model which encapsulates Wilson’s Family
of SIMs, and allows for intermediate cases. This makes it plausible to restrict  and  to
be between zero and one (inclusive). To interpret values of  and  , it is useful to
analyze the effect of changes in the exogenous variables on the flows. This will shed light
on the question how ATM behaves, compared with the quadrupling problem of the original
gravity model, and facilitates comparison to the models of Wilson’s Family. In practical
applications this analysis can be used to present the results of estimation.
Following De Vos and Bikker (1982), Bikker and De Vos (1992), we distinguish
between the effect of a change in all Vi , all W j , or all Fij , by the same percentage (macroelasticities), and the effect of a change in a single element (micro-elasticities). The macroelasticities can be computed analytically, and hold exactly. The micro-elasticities are linear
approximations, and can only be used to judge small changes. We will not derive the
micro-elasticities here, but concentrate on the macro-elasticities.
The model has the property that if all Vi increase with the same percentage, the relative
increase of flows Tij will be the same for all flows. The ratio of the percentage increase in
Tij and the percentage increase in Vi is the macro-elasticity with respect to V. This macro-

elasticity is helpful in the interpretation of the value of a parameter in the submodel V, as it
translates the effect on V to the effect on the flows. Obviously, the relative change in the
outflows Oi and the inflows D j is the same as in the bilateral flows Tij . In the same way
the macro-elasticity with respect to W is defined, and also that with respect to F. (Note that
the effect of a change in an explanatory variable depends on the functional form of the
submodel. Only if it is log-linear, the overall elasticity is constant.) In Table 2.6 we
summarize the macro-elasticties in ATM and the four models of Wilson’s Family.
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Table 2.6

Macro-elasticities in various models (effects on T , O , and D )

model





V

W

V and W

F

ATM general






    


    

 
    


    

ATM example

0.5 0.5

0.667

0.667

1.333

0.333

unconstrained

1

1

1

1

2

1

production-constrained

0

1

1

0

1

0

attraction-constrained

1

0

0

1

1

0

doubly constrained

0

0

-

-

1

0

If V increases with 1%, then T will increase with  /(     ) %. If we are
prepared to make some assumptions about the values of these elasticities, we can derive a
range of plausible values for  and  . Assuming the elasticity with respect to V to be
non-negative and not larger than 1, the same for the elasticity with respect to W , and the
elasticity with respect to F to be non-negative, it can be derived that both  and 
should lie between 0 and 1, inclusive.
In the doubly constrained model, a change only at the origins or the destinations is not
possible.7 Therefore, we have added a column for the effect of a simultaneous change at
the origins and destinations. This is also of interest in the light of the quadrupling question.
We see that in ATM the elasticity of a change both at the origins and the destinations can
vary between 1 and 2, dependent on the values of the parameters.
The effect of an overall change in F is of interest for analyzing the effect of changes
in transportation technology or costs. If this macro-elasticity is positive, the model implies
that an improvement in the facility of movement, for example, by introduction of a new
transportation technology, will lead to an overall increase in the flows. This effect appears
to be present only in the unconstrained gravity model and in ATM. The interpretation of

7

See Bröcker (1990) for an analysis of this problem.
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this elasticity depends on the specification of the distance function. If a power function,

Fij  f (cij )  cij , is applied, the implication is that an overall decrease in cij of 1% will
cause an overall rise in flows of


%. In this respect, ATM avoids the criticism of
    

Evans (1970) that in the doubly constrained model a change in costs by a constant factor
will not alter the trip matrix. If the distance function is specified as an exponential
function, Fij  f (cij )  e

 cij

, the implication of the elasticity is that if a constant c is

added to all costs cij , all flows will decrease by a factor exp(


c) . An additive
    

cost change in a power specification, or a percentage cost change in an exponential
specification, will affect the pattern of the trip matrix, as it does in the doubly constrained
model.8 This more complicated change cannot be computed from the macro-elasticity.

ENTROPY
ATM can be derived from an entropy model. Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985) notice that
relaxed gravity models, that is, spatial interaction models with upper and lower bounds on
the inflows and outflows, often have solutions with the property that the upper or lower
bounds are satisfied with equality for most marginal totals. They present a modification for
the relaxed gravity models, which overcomes this unwanted model property. As indicated
by Fotheringham and O’Kelly (1989) this is closely related to ATM. Smith (1991)
provides a proof of the relation between the modification to relaxed gravity models,
proposed by Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985), and ATM.
Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985) formulate spatial interaction models as mathematical
programming problems, in which an objective function is optimized, subject to constraints.
In relaxed models, the constraints on the inflows and outflows are inequalities. The
modification they present is to have target values for inflows and outflows, and extend the

8

Compare the schedule on page 12 of Fotheringham and O’Kelly (1989). In ATM, the trip matrix is altered

in each of the four combinations of power or exponential cost function and additive or multiplicative cost
change. The difference is whether the pattern of the trip matrix is affected, or only the level.
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objective function with a part to minimize the deviation from these target values. If this
model is solved, a trip matrix will result where the marginal totals are close to the target
values (dependent on the weights chosen in the objective function). Pursuing this approach,
the inequality constraints on the marginal totals could be omitted. We have then,
reproducing equations (14) to (17) of Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985) in our notation9:
Minimize:

  Tij
Tij ln 

 i j Fij
i 1 j 1
  VW
n

m

  1
  1 

 

O
Oi ln  i

i 1
 Vi
n

 1 




m

D
j 1

j

 Dj
ln 

 Wj


 , (2.25)


subject to:
n

T
i 1

ij

m

T
j 1
n

ij

 Dj ;

(2.26)

 Oi ;

(2.27)

m

 T

ij

i 1 j 1

T ;

(2.28)

Tij  0 ,

(2.29)

 1 1 

where T is the overall total. We can add a constant  

 


 T to the objective


function without affecting the flows for which the minimum is attained. Using the
constraints the objective function can then be written as:
n m
  Tij   1   n
  O   1 
Tij ln 
Oi ln  i   1 
  1 



 i 1   Vi  

i 1 j 1
i
j Fij 
  VW


m

D
j 1

  Dj
j  ln 

  W j

 
  1 . (2.30)
 

If the constraint on the overall total (2.28) is removed, the resulting mathematical
programming problem has ATM as solution.10

9

Note that equation (14) of Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985) contains a misplaced bracket.

10

Substitute for Oi and D j in (2.30) using (2.26) and (2.27), and take the derivatives with respects to Tij :

 Tij
ln
V W F
 i j ij

 1    Oi

ln


 Vi


 1   Dj 
 . Substitute Tij from (2.24), Oi from (2.16), and D j
 
ln
W 

j



1
1 
1
1 



ln Ai 
ln B j , which equals zero. So ATM
from (2.17), to obtain ln Ai B j







 







satisfies the first-order conditions.
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As Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985) observe, the model can be viewed as a
multiobjective programming model. The parameters  and  determine the relative
weights of these objectives. The goals of having the trips proportional to VW
i
j Fij , and
having the outflows proportional to Vi , have relative weights  and 1-  . The goals of
having the trips proportional to VW
i
j Fij , and the inflows proportional to W j , have relative
weights  and 1-  . From these, it is obvious that the sensible interval for both parameters

 and  is from 0 to 1.
A related approach is that of Smith (1991), who provides a possible behavioral
foundation for ATM (not utility-based, but somewhat more mechanically based on
probability theory). In this decision theory, it is postulated that an interaction occurs if a
number of distinct factors related to the origin, the connection, and the destination, are all
favorable. If this occurs with independent probabilities, the asymptotically most probable
interaction pattern is described by ATM. Proofs are given by Smith (1991), who also
discusses the related entropy-type approach of Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985). The
systemic parameters are determined by the number of relevant factors at the origin,
connection and destination:
(# connection  factors )
;
(# origin  factors)  (# connection  factors)
(# connection  factors)

.
(# destination  factors )  (# connection  factors )



(2.31)
(2.32)

So,  is the relative importance of connection factors over origin factors, and  is the
relative importance of connection factors over destination factors. This again makes it
plausible to have these parameters between 0 and 1, inclusively.

OTHER APPROACHES
A possible foundation for ATM can be found in an analysis of the process of choice.
Actually, most derivations of the model use such a framework (Alonso 1973, 1978; Bikker
1987; Bikker and De Vos 1992). Nijkamp and Reggiani (1988, 1989) show that ATM is
consistent with a discrete choice framework (nested logit model). The reasoning depends
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on the application area. We have to decide which agent takes what kind of decisions, and
with which restrictions the agent is confronted. In the case of migration, the relevant agent
is someone who is considering migration. The first decision is whether to migrate or not.
This is influenced by the choice possibilities. The second decision is to which region to
migrate. This depends on the attractiveness of the destinations. A similar reasoning holds
for hospital admission. For commuting, a different reasoning would apply, as here the
economic agent (worker) chooses both a job and a residence location. It is reasonable to
assume that employers do not discriminate between workers from different residential
locations.
Various other attempts to find an interpretation of ATM have been made.
Fotheringham and Dignan (1984) discuss the parameters  and  . From a set of
expectations about actual interaction patterns, they conclude that the realistic range is

0    1 and 0    1 . They investigate the sensitivity of the model with respect to 
and  , using a series of diagrams, and show that the systemic parameters reflect the
relative importance of ‘site’ and ‘situation’ variables in determining outflow and inflow
totals. Site variables contain direct effects in the region itself, situation variables represent
the effects of other regions through the system.11 This exploratory analysis of
Fotheringham and Dignan (1984) has obtained a firm confirmation by the work of Smith
(1991) discussed above. Hua (1999) gives an interesting interpretation of Ai and B j as the
average cost experienced by out-migrants and in-migrants respectively, based on an
alternative representation of ATM.
It is an interesting idea to relate the balancing factors to the concept of equilibrium
prices. If there are markets at the origins and destinations, the equilibrium mechanism may
be formulated as a market clearing. This would help in the interpretation of the balancing
factors and their parameters. Instead of crowding, waiting lists, opportunities, and so on,

11

Fotheringham and Dignan (1984) discuss this not in terms of effects, but of information. We think this is a

confusion of the modeling process and the estimation procedure, which can lead to wrong predictions.
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we have an easier way to interpret and to measure the equilibrating mechanism: prices.
This approach using prices has several advantages. First, parameters can be interpreted as
price elasticities, so that we have an idea about plausible values for them. Secondly, prices
can be observed, so more information is available to estimate and test the model. It is an
interesting line of research to derive ATM from such a structural model. An important
contribution in this area has been made by Bröcker (1989, 1999).
An example could be commuting. Suppose that we have free housing and labor
markets. In each region there is a given supply function on the housing market, and a given
demand function on the labor market. We treat the worker here as the economic agent. The
worker chooses (simultaneously, we suppose here) a housing location and a job location,
so as to maximize his utility. The relevant factors in this choice are the characteristics of
housing and job locations, the prices on both markets (housing prices and wages) and the
distance. The behavior of these job and home seeking workers constitutes the demand
function on the housing market, and the supply function on the labor market. Equilibrium
housing prices and wages on all markets are determined by the condition that all markets
clear. Such a model would provide a link between housing and labor markets over various
regions. In that respect, it is interesting to note that ATM enables interaction between the
origins and the destinations, while in the models of Wilson’s Family the in- and outflows
are either predetermined or just the sum of flows.

2.5 ECONOMETRIC ISSUES
To enable empirical applications of ATM, econometric estimation methods are required.12
In this Section, the estimation of ATM will be discussed, but this Chapter does not contain
an actual estimation method. First, the model will be specified with exogenous variables,
parameters, and disturbance terms. There are some peculiarities about the model, which
12

We do not discuss alternative empirical approaches in spatial analysis. For example, computational neural

networks might also offer opportunities to analyse the spatial relationships considered here (see for example,
Fischer (1997)).
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make that standard estimation methods cannot be applied, and estimation is not
straightforward. The first problem is that the balancing factors Ai and B j are unobserved.
They can be estimated, however, if the allocation component of the model is estimated
first. A more important problem, which is often ignored, is that the model is a simultaneous
equations model. Ai and B j are correlated with the disturbance terms, so application of
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) is not justified. Complete treatment of estimation methods
exceeds the scope of this Chapter, but we return to that in the following Chapters.

ECONOMETRIC SPECIFICATION
To enable econometric analysis we must specify Fij , Vi , and W j , as functions of
exogenous variables and disturbances. These functions will generally contain parameters,
to be estimated besides  and  . For ease of exposition, we will use only one explanatory
variable in each of these functions. Extension to multiple explanatory variables is
straightforward. We specify:
Fij  f (cij )e ij  e 0 cij 1 e ij ;

(2.33)

Vi  v ( X i )evi  e 0 X i1 evi ;

(2.34)

u

W j  w(Y j )e

wj

u

 e0 Y j1 e j .
w

(2.35)

Greek letters are parameters, cij is distance or transport costs, X i and Y j are exogenous
variables related to origins and destinations, uij , vi , and w j . are disturbances. If we
substitute Fij , Vi , and W j , into (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17), and take logs, we get the
equations to estimate. Together with the equilibrium conditions, (2.18) and (2.19), we have
the five basic equations of the model:
ln Tij   0  ln Ai  ln B j  ln Oi  ln D j   1 ln cij  uij ;

(2.36)

ln Oi   0   ln Ai  1 ln X i  vi ;

(2.37)

ln D j  0   ln B j  1 ln Y j  w j ;

(2.38)

T

 Oi ;

(2.39)

T

 Dj .

(2.40)

ij

j

ij

i
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Various assumptions can be made about the distribution of the disturbance term in
(2.36). A lognormal distribution catches a specification error, a Poisson distribution makes
allowance for the count data character of the model and the possibility of small or even
zero flows. To combine both viewpoints, a negative binomial distribution would be
suitable (see Greene (1999), Section 19.9.4 for a discussion of the modeling of count data).
The disturbances in (2.37) and (2.38) can both be assumed to have independent identically
normal distributions. Such assumptions are required for likelihood-based methods.
Regression methods, like Instrumental Variables, can be applied under much weaker
assumptions. Spatial autocorrelation can be ignored, as the major interaction between the
regions is already captured in the structure of the model. Correlation between the
disturbances from both equations in the same region can be a problem. This depends on the
application. For example, if the model is applied to hospital admission, origins and
destinations do not coincide, and independence can be assumed. However, if the model is
applied to migration, it is plausible that there are effects which are not included in the
model which affect both outflow and inflow. In such a case, a correlation  between vk
and wk can be assumed. This increases the number of parameters only by one, and will
request a modification of the estimation method.
As noted in Section 2.3, the model can be represented in various ways. Several
combinations of five equations out of ten constitute the model. In our view, (2.36) to (2.40)
is the most convenient way to represent the model in the econometric analysis. All
parameters, exogenous variables, and disturbances, occur only once. The restrictions are
represented by (2.39) and (2.40), in a simple form. Also the remaining five equations,
which can be derived from these, can be used in estimation. For completeness, we will give
them here:

Ai 1  e 0  B j D j cij 1 e ij ;

(2.41)

B j 1  e 0  Ai Oi cij  1 e ij ;

(2.42)

u

j

u

i

Ai 1  e0 e 0  B j1  Y j1 cij 1 e j e ij ;
w

j
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B j 1  e 0 e 0  Ai1 X i1 cij 1 evi e ij ;
u

(2/44)

i

ln Tij   0   0  0  (1   ) ln Ai  (1   ) ln B j

  1 ln cij  1 ln X i  1 ln Y j  uij  vi  w j

.

(2.45)

Equations (2.41) and (2.42) are useful for the computation of Ai and B j from the data.
(2.43) and (2.44) show how Ai and B j are related to the disturbances vi and w j . Equation
(2.45) could also be used as a starting point for estimation, as Alonso (1973) does. This
single equation contains all parameters. Apart from Full Information Maximum
Likelihood, estimation results will vary, depending on which equations are used in
estimation.

ESTIMATION
In estimation we want to determine values for the parameters of the model, using
observations. The data here are the exogenous variables cij , X i , and Y j , and the flows Tij ,
Oi , and D j . The disturbances uij , vi , and w j , are not observed, neither are Ai and B j .
The major problem in estimation of ATM is the well-known problem of simultaneous
equations. The balancing factors Ai and B j are endogenous variables, as can be seen from
(2.43) and (2.44), they are correlated with the disturbances vi and w j . So estimation of 
and  by ordinary least squares (OLS) on (2.37) and (2.38), or (2.45), leads to biased and
inconsistent estimates. We suggest that this is the cause of the estimation problems
reported by Alonso (1973). Alonso uses (2.37), (2.38) and (2.45) in estimation, which
partly contain the same parameters. He reports divergent and implausible parameter
estimates, and relapses to simpler equations to actually run his demographic model. The
estimation problem concerns primarily the parameters  and  . Given values for these,
the coefficients of the exogenous variables can be estimated by OLS. This also implies that
the four cases of Wilson’s Family of Spatial Interaction Models present no special
estimation problems.
A further complication is that the balancing factors Ai and B j are unobserved. They
can be estimated, however, and these estimates can be used for inference about the
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parameters. As can be seen by inspection of (2.36) to (2.40), only three combinations of
the three constants and the geometric means of A and B can be identified. It would seem
that there are unnecessary constants in the model. This is not true, however. For prediction,
including the analysis of overall shifts, all the constants are required. As long as we have
no observations on the balancing factors, we cannot estimate all constants.

THE ALLOCATION COMPONENT AND THE BALANCING FACTORS
The first step in the estimation of ATM is the calculation of the balancing factors Ai and
B j . We will describe the procedure of De Vos and Bikker (1982), Bikker and De Vos

(1992), also used by Poot (1986) and Bikker (1987, 1992). The essential idea is that
estimates of Ai and B j can be computed from the data, using (2.41) and (2.42), once the
parameters in the allocation part of the model, in this case  1 , are known. This part of the
model can be estimated using (2.36) (repeated here).
ln Tij   0  ln Ai  ln B j  ln Oi  ln D j   1 ln cij  uij .

(2.46)

Note that Ai and B j are not known in this phase. A useful method then, is to use a
transformation of (2.46), where only the terms with a double subscript remain. De Vos and
Bikker (1982), Bikker and De Vos (1992) take deviations from average over both i and j ,
and estimate  1 by Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). Alternative approaches are possible,
such as using ratios (Porell and Hua 1981), or including dummy variables for all origins
and destinations. The estimation of this part of the model is not specific for ATM. It also
occurs in the doubly constrained model, and so a vast literature is available, including Sen
and Smith (1995).
After  1 has been estimated from data on Tij and cij , based on (2.46), Ai and B j are
estimated. These estimates can be computed by iteration of (2.41) and (2.42), using the
data on cij , Oi and D j , the obtained estimate of  1 , and the residuals of the regression on
(2.46), which give an estimate of the uij . To ensure convergence, Ai and B j are
normalized in each step of the iteration, to have geometric mean one. This is possible, as
(2.41) and (2.42) leave a degree of freedom, and moreover the constant  0 is unknown.
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This results in estimates of Ai and B j up to a constant. As all equations contain a constant
term, this is no problem. (Estimates for Ai and B j can also be obtained from the origin and
destination dummies in (2.46) (Cesario 1974), see Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis.) Using
these estimated Ai and B j , we can now proceed to the estimation of the remaining
parameters.

THE ORIGIN AND DESTINATION COMPONENTS: SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
The next step is the estimation of  and  as well as the parameters in V and W .
Although this could be done using (2.45), we prefer to use (2.37) and (2.38). For the
treatment of the composed disturbance term in (2.45), methods like the one deployed by
Bolduc et al. (1995) are needed. Also, the number of data involved diverges. (2.45) has
order n  m , while (2.37) and (2.38) are only of order n and m . Now that the allocation
component of the model is estimated, we can summarize the model in four equations,
(2.37), (2.38), (2.41), and (2.42), which we will repeat here:
ln Oi   0   ln Ai  1 ln X i  vi ;

(2.47)

ln D j  0   ln B j  1 ln Y j  w j ;

(2.48)

Ai 1  e 0  B j D j cij 1 e ij ;

(2.49)

B j 1  e 0  Ai Oi cij  1 e ij .

(2.50)

u

j

u

i

We will not provide an estimation procedure for these equations in this Chapter, but we
want to stress that it is incorrect to estimate the parameters by Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) on (2.47) and (2.48). The reason for this is that the explanatory variables ln Ai and
ln B j are related to the dependent variables ln Oi and ln D j . So we have a simultaneous

equations situation. As ATM is non-linear, and Ai and B j are defined implicitly, there is
no easy way to handle the simultaneous equation problem. Due to the complicated
structure of the model, it is not possible to derive a reduced form. Estimation of (2.47) and
(2.48), or of (2.45), by OLS leads to biased and inconsistent estimates of the parameters.
The central problem is the estimation of  and  . Conditional on  and  , the other
parameters can be estimated by OLS. For the estimation of  and  alternative
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estimation methods are required, such as Full Information Maximum Likelihood (De Vos
and De Vries 1990) or Instrumental Variables. Also the Generalized Method of Moments
could be useful for this model. These methods require iterative estimation or numerical
optimization. As only two parameters are involved, these methods are numerically feasible
for reasonable sample sizes.

In this Section we discussed the estimation of ATM. First, the allocation component of
the model has to be estimated by a regression. Using the results of this, the balancing
factors can be computed by a quick iteration (or as origin and destination effects). The
estimation of the coefficients of these balancing factors, however, requires more
complicated

econometric

methods,

involving

iterative

estimation

or

numerical

optimization. We present such estimation methods in Chapter 3. The main problem is the
estimation of  and  . Due to the simultaneous equation character of the model OLS
leads to biased and inconsistent estimators.

2.6 CONCLUSION
In this final Section we will summarize the main results of the Chapter, and discuss
directions for further research, part of which is in this thesis.
ATM establishes an important development in Spatial Interaction Modeling. The
gravity model captured the main feature of interactions. Wilson’s Family of SIMs allowed
for constraints. ATM replaces these constraints by flexible feedbacks and allows for
substitution effects. Each of these generations of Spatial Interaction Models contains the
previous one as a special case.
The original formulation of ATM by Alonso (1973, 1978) seemed rather inscrutable. In
Section 2.3 we described the model by three behavioral relations and two equilibrium
conditions, to clarify the structure of the model. We chose a notation which links up with
the mainstream in Spatial Interaction Modeling. From this formulation, also the
correspondence to Wilson’s Family of SIMs becomes obvious. That ATM is generally
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different from the models of Wilson’s Family becomes clear by analyzing the effects of
changes in exogenous variables. We showed in an example that in ATM a change in travel
cost on a single link will affect the whole system, providing a realistic picture of
substitution effects.
The main problems in the interpretation of ATM are related to the systemic variables
Ai and B j . A useful approach to avoid these, is to investigate how the systemic parameters

 and  determine the behavior of the model. ATM proves to be the solution of a
mathematical programming problem which is closely related to the one formulated by
Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985) in their discussion of relaxed gravity models. Various other
approaches to the interpretation of ATM are conceivable.
The structure of ATM has consequences for the methods used in statistical inference
about the parameters. The most important is the need for simultaneous equation methods,
caused by the endogeneity of the balancing factors. Another problem is that the balancing
factors are not directly observed. They can be computed, however, if first the allocation
part of the model is estimated. It is tempting to use these laboriously obtained values in a
simple regression, to obtain estimates of the origin and destination parts of the model. This
is not correct however. Application of Ordinary Least Squares will lead to biased and
inconsistent estimators. There is a need for more advanced econometric methods, such as
Instrumental Variables or Maximum Likelihood.

The directions for research can roughly be divided in three themes: interpretation,
applications and estimation methods.
On the interpretation of ATM much research remains to be done. The most promising
way is probably to construct economic models for certain application areas, such that ATM
can be derived as a simplified form when prices are not observed. Elaborating this is
outside the scope of this thesis, but the final Chapter discusses some suggestions. Further
insight into ATM could be gained by mathematical analysis of the structure of the model.
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ATM can be made dynamic (Nijkamp and Poot 1987). If the model is applied to migration,
it predicts flows dependent on population. These flows will change the population, on the
other hand. This can be analyzed in a dynamic setting. ATM can be used for both
migration and commuting research. Migration models are involved with changes in
population, while commuting models aim at levels of population. It is an interesting idea to
link these stock and flow approaches to an overall model, describing migration in relation
to labor market developments.
Application of ATM is not just running the model on a data set. ATM as such is just a
framework. To apply it, the exogenous parts Fij , Vi , and W j , must be specified as
functions containing exogenous variables, disturbance terms, and parameters. In this thesis
we do that for commuting in Denmark. For each area of application, one needs to think
about the relevant explanatory variables, functional forms, and restrictions. Often some
further equations need to be added. ATM can be extended or linked to other models. If it is
applied to passenger transport, a modal split model could be attached. Within the
framework of ATM, a variety of models can be constructed, by the choice of the
specification of the exogenous parts.
A large part of this thesis is devoted to the development and application of an
estimation method. Apart from Instrumental Variables and Maximum Likelihood, the
Generalized Method of Moments could be useful for inference about ATM. The spatial
character of the model hampers the derivation of properties of estimation methods. As
spatial data do not form a sequence of independent observations, it is difficult to prove
asymptotic properties. Further development of ATM can necessitate adaptations in
estimation methods, for example, if data on prices are used.

To conclude this Chapter, we can say that ATM has a great potential as an all-purpose
Spatial Interaction Model. It can be used as a framework for building applied models.
Predictions can be made and policy alternatives can be evaluated, with allowance for
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substitution effects. For the behavior of the model it is relevant which values are chosen for
the essential parameters  and  . These should preferably be obtained from data on a
base period, using econometric methods suitable for simultaneous equations models. In
this Chapter we surveyed ATM, and discussed its interpretation and estimation. In the
following Chapters we propose an Instrumental Variables estimator for the systemic
variables, and apply the model to commuting in Denmark.
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ESTIMATION METHODS FOR
ALONSO’S THEORY OF MOVEMENTS
This Chapter is based on De Vries et al. (2002), published in Networks and Spatial Economics.

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Alonso’s Theory of Movements (Alonso 1973, 1978) is a flexible and widely applicable
Spatial Interaction Model. It maps out flows between origin and destination regions, as
well as the total outflow from each origin and the total inflow at each destination. It is
more general than Wilson’s Family of Spatial Interaction Models (Wilson 1967, 1970,
1971, 1974), which it contains as special cases. Alonso’s Theory of Movements is an
equilibrium model. This feature makes it a powerful model, but also leads to estimation
difficulties. The model is intrinsically nonlinear, which is another reason why conventional
econometrics is not so easy to apply. The modeling of interactions between regions is
indeed far from easy. In this Chapter we discuss estimation of Alonso’s Theory of
Movements using Instrumental-Variable methods.
Alonso’s Theory of Movements (ATM) can formally be described by five equations (De
Vries et al. 2001, Chapter 2 of this thesis). Three behavioral equations relate bilateral flows
to distance, outflows to origin characteristics and inflows to destination characteristics.
Two identities impose the consistency of outflows and inflows with the bilateral flows,
which is attained by balancing factors. The two parameters associated with these balancing
factors are usually denoted as ‘systemic parameters’, as they are crucial for the behavior of
the model. ATM constitutes a framework in which applied models can be constructed by
properly specifying exogenous variables. The model has been applied to migration,
international trade and public facilities use, and may be applied to similar areas, such as
commuting.
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Despite the appeal of Alonso’s model, the slightly complex formulation makes a
suitable econometric estimation somewhat problematic. Alonso (1973) reports problems in
estimation, and uses an alternative model for his empirics. Ledent (1980) and Porell and
Hua (1981) made estimation more manageable, by dividing the procedure in stages. Using
a simpler but equivalent formulation of the model, they estimate the distance deterrence
function and the balancing factors first, and afterwards the systemic parameters. The
problem with these methods is that the systemic parameters are estimated with least
squares, ignoring the simultaneous-equations nature of the model. De Vos and Bikker
(1982) propose to use deterministic approximations to the balancing factors to handle this
problem. As these approximations depend on parameter values, iteration is required.
Anselin (1982) substitutes the balancing factors out of the model, enabling direct
estimation of all parameters, but keeping the simultaneity problem. Thus, estimation of
ATM turns out to be complicated.
In this Chapter we present a systematic review of the proposed estimation techniques,
identifying the useful elements in them and signaling the problems that remain. We discuss
estimation methods which use a single period data set. In a commuting application the data
would consist of a table containing for each combination of origin and destination, the
number of people living in that origin and working in that destination. To analyze
estimation methods it is useful to explicitly specify disturbance terms in the model. The
estimation proceeds in two stages (following Ledent 1980). For the estimation of the
parameters in the distance deterrence function, and the latent balancing factors, several
useful method are available (Cesario 1974, Sen and Soot 1981, Sen and Smith 1995). For
the estimation of the systemic parameters simultaneous-equations methods are required, as
inflows and outflows are determined interdependently, and no reduced form is available.
The estimation problem primarily concerns the systemic parameters. Conditional on these
the other parameters in the inflow and outflow equations can be estimated by least squares.
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In this Chapter we propose to estimate the systemic parameters in a regression, using
instrumental variables for the balancing factors. There are various possibilities for the
instruments. In our algorithm we use as instruments the deterministic parts of the balancing
factors, as derived in the method of De Vos and Bikker (1982). As these instruments are
close approximations of the balancing factors, but independent of the disturbance term in
the equation in which they occur, the method is likely to yield satisfactory results. It is
difficult to derive properties of estimation methods for ATM. A Monte Carlo study would
be desirable to evaluate estimators, but we leave that for future research. The estimation
methods developed in this Chapter will be demonstrated on data in Chapters 4 and 5.
The structure of this Chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 describes the model. Section 3.3
reviews the literature on estimation of ATM. Section 3.4 discusses estimation in a formal
econometric framework. Section 3.5 explains how the systemic parameters can be
estimated using Instrumental Variables. Section 3.6 concludes.

3.2 ALONSO’S THEORY OF MOVEMENTS
In this Section we describe the model. After a general introduction to ATM we state the
five equations which represent it. Then we show some alternative formulations which
appear in the literature and are useful in the analysis. Finally we provide a brief overview
of applications of ATM.
ATM is a rather general framework to describe flows or other interaction between
origins and destinations, depending on characteristics of origins and destinations, and
variables like distance or travel costs. The model was introduced by Alonso (1973, 1978)
for migration, and (independently) by Hamerslag (1980) for commuting and by Bikker and
De Vos (1980, 1992) for international trade and hospital admissions. What this model
distinguishes from other Spatial Interaction Models is that bilateral flows, outflows from
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origins and inflows to destinations are interdependent.1 Changes in an exogenous variable
anywhere in the system (at an origin, a destination, or a connection) will generally affect
all inflows, outflows and bilateral flows. So ATM can describe various substitution effects,
as well as the effect of transport conditions on trip generation. Surveys of the model are
given by Hua (2001), De Vries et al. (2001) and in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
ATM describes flows Tij from n origins i to m destinations j , and their origin and
destination totals Oi and D j , as functions of a distance deterrence function Fij and
characteristics Vi of origins and W j of destinations. The model can be represented by the
following five equations:
Tij  Ai B j Oi D j Fij ;

(3.1)



Oi  Ai Vi ;

(3.2)



Dj  Bj Wj ;

(3.3)

Oi   Tij ;

(3.4)

D j   Tij .

(3.5)

j

i

The submodels Fij , Vi and W j are exogenous, and are further specified in applications. In
this chapter a simple specification is used as example: Fij  f (cij )e

uij

 e  0 cij

 1

e

uij

as a



decreasing function of travel cost, Vi  v( X i )evi  e 0 X i 1 evi for origin effects, and
W j  w(Y j )e

wj



 e0 Y j 1 e

wj

for destination effects. The disturbances uij , vi and w j are

assumed to be independent, with zero expectation and variances  u2 ,  v2 and  w2 . The
variables Ai and B j are balancing factors, sometimes denoted as ‘systemic variables’.2
The parameters  and  govern the behavior of the model, and are therefore called
‘systemic parameters’. Note that after taking logs of (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) the model is still
1

This interdependence is also present in the model of Tobler (1983). Estimation methods presented in this

Chapter might also apply to that model, as the interdependence is crucial for the econometric approach.
2

The balancing factors as they are used here are the inverses of those in Alonso (1973, 1978), Bikker and De

Vos (1980, 1992) and Fotheringham and O’Kelly (1989). We made this choice to conform to the usual
notation for Spatial Interaction Models. Hamerslag (1980) uses balancing factors which are equivalent to
Ai

1
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nonlinear, due to the identities (3.4) and (3.5). The purpose is to estimate the parameters,
denoted by greek letters.
Various formulations of the model appear in the literature. The representation above
has the form of three behavioral equations and two accounting identities. Together these
determine the values of the balancing factors Ai and B j . Due to the nonlinearity of the
model and the summations in it, there is no explicit reduced form. Although the system
could be solved by numerical methods (which adapt Ai and B j until all equations are
fulfilled), it is more convenient to handle after some substitutions. Substitute (3.1) into
(3.4) and solve for Ai to derive:

Ai

1

  B j D j Fij .

(3.6)

j

Similarly, substitute (3.1) into (3.5) and solve for B j to derive:
Bj

1

  Ai Oi Fij .

(3.7)

i

Substitution of (3.2) and (3.3) into (3.6), (3.7) and (3.1) gives:

Ai

1

  Bj

1 

  Ai

1

W j Fij ;

(3.8)

Vi Fij ;

(3.9)

j

Bj

1

i

Tij  Ai

1

Vi B j

1 

W j Fij .

(3.10)

These three equations can be used to solve the model. Just implement (3.8), (3.9), (3.10),
(3.4) and (3.5) in a spreadsheet and iterate a few times. In most cases this will converge
rapidly. Equations (3.8) – (3.10) form the original representation of the model by Alonso
(1973). The representation (3.1) – (3.5) is more convenient from an econometric point of
view, as all parameters and exogenous parts occur only once. Various combinations of five
equations constitute the model.3 As can easily be verified, the models of Wilson’s Family

3

In our review of the literature, in the next Section, we refer frequently to (3.1) – (3.10). For convenience of

the reader we have arranged all ten equations in Table 3.1, somewhat further in the Chapter. Other
formulations of the model are possible. Using balancing factors equivalent to

AO
i i and B j D j , ATM can

be represented in a form where the equation for the flows is written as the product of a factor related to the
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of Spatial Interaction Models (Wilson 1967, 1970, 1971, 1974) result as special cases if 
and  are set to 0 or 1 (Alonso 1978, Wilson 1980, Fotheringham and O’Kelly 1989, Hua
2001, De Vries et al. 2001, Chapter 2 of this thesis). ATM adds to these well-known
models the possibility to describe an equilibrium between the influence of origin,
destination and connection factors. With  and  between 0 and 1, ATM essentially
differs from Wilson’s models (De Vries et al. 2001, Chapter 2 of this thesis), as both the
balancing factors and the outflows and inflows are endogenous.
Fij , Vi and W j will generally contain exogenous variables, parameters, constants and

error terms. In migration models, both Vi and W j will generally contain population as an
important variable. For the structure of the model it is irrelevant in which submodel a
variable is classified. All variables could be included in Fij . This does not limit the
generality of the model, as these parts are linked by the unobserved balancing factors. For
estimation purposes, however, only variables which actually depend on the combination of
origin and destination should be included in Fij , to avoid identification problems. Effects
which only depend on i or j should be included in Vi and W j . In migration applications
the number of origin regions usually equals the number of destination regions. For
commuting, however, it can be sensible to use different regional divisions for living and
working, and in an application on hospital admissions, the number of hospitals will differ
from the number of regions the patients come from. For generality, we do not assume that

n equals m , unless stated otherwise.

origin, a factor related to the destination, and the distance deterrence function, as usual in the literature on the
gravity model (for example Sen and Smith 1995):

Tij  ( Ai Oi )( B j D j ) Fij ;

(3.11)

ln( AiOi )  ln Vi  (  1) ln  j ( B j D j ) Fij ;

(3.12)

ln( B j D j )  ln W j  (   1) ln i ( AiOi ) Fij ,

(3.13)

together with (3.4) and (3.5). The balancing factors are defined differently, but the model is equivalent. There
is no essential difference for estimation methods, as it is still a nonlinear simultaneous-equations model.
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ATM has been applied to interregional migration in various countries. Alonso (1973),
Porell and Hua (1981), Porell (1982) and Mueser (1989) applied it for the USA, Ledent
(1980), Fisch (1981) and Anselin (1982) for Canada, Tabuchi (1984) for Japan, Poot
(1986) for New Zealand, and Hua (2001) for Taiwan. Further the model has been applied
to international trade by Bikker (1987, 1992), and to hospital admissions by Bikker and De
Vos (1992). Apparently, the ATM model has not been applied very often. The reason is
probably that estimation of the parameters is a complex matter. There is a lack of adequate
estimation methods. We hope that the estimation methods presented in this Chapter will
contribute to a wider application of the model.

3.3 REVIEW
In this Section we will review the estimation methods for ATM proposed in the literature.
Generally, we assume that the number of interactions is observed for each origindestination pair, and the outflows and inflows are the sums of these. Alonso (1973), who
introduced the model, was the first who tried to estimate it. Ledent (1980) and Porell and
Hua (1981) divided the estimation procedure in stages. Further estimation methods were
presented by Anselin (1982) and De Vos and Bikker (1982). Most of these studies are on
migration, and use complete data on interregional migration from a census. The purpose of
estimation is to determine values for the parameters in the submodels Vi , W j and Fij , as
well as for the parameters  and  . Besides exogenous variables, the flows Tij and their
marginal totals Oi and D j are observed. It is important to note that the balancing factors

Ai and B j are not observed. We present all methods in the same notation.4 Table 3.1 gives

4

Owing to the variety of estimation methods used by the many authors under review, there are all kinds of

small variations between them (and over time). Issues as whether or not to include a general constant,
missing data for interregional flows, and specification of distance deterrence function are ignored here. Not
always will we mention that estimation of (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.10) is usually done in logs, or that it is
necessary to fix one dummy. A hat denotes an estimate, a bar an average, a tilde a deviation from average.
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a summary of model formulations. At the end of this Section we will sketch the general
picture that arises on the state of the art of estimation of ATM.

TABLE 3.1: Two formulations of the ATM model.5 Note that Fij , Vi and W j are submodels
that contain parameters to be estimated.

Estimation
Tij  Ai B j Oi D j Fij ;


Oi  Ai Vi ;


Dj  Bj Wj ;

Ai

1

Prediction
(3.1)

Tij  Ai

(3.2)

Ai

1

(3.3)

1 

  Bj

1 

  Ai

1

ViW j Fij ;

(3.10)

W j Fij ;

(3.8)

Bj

1

Vi Fij ;

(3.9)

i

  B j D j Fij ;

(3.6)

  Ai Oi Fij .

(3.7)

i

Bj

j

Oi   Tij ;

(3.4)

D j   Tij .

(3.5)

j

j

Bj

1

1

i

ALONSO’S ATTEMPT
Alonso (1973) specifies the model as (3.10), (3.8) and (3.9), and, using the definitions (3.4)
and (3.5), derives (3.2) and (3.3). He reports that the parameter estimates from (3.10) on
the one hand, and (3.2) and (3.3) on the other hand, diverge, and are not as expected from
theory. He is not very clear, however, about how he computes Ai and B j , which occur in
these equations. From a discussion in an appendix (Alonso 1973, p. 100) we infer that he
uses successive approximations. First, he approximates Ai

1

and B j

1

as a “population

potential”, which probably amounts to using (3.8) and (3.9) with   1 and   1 ,
population as substitute for Vi and W j , and a prespecified Fij . Next, he iterates between
estimation of the parameters in Vi and W j (and maybe Fij ), and calculation of Ai and B j
5

Numbers in the Table correspond to equation numbers in the text. The boxes with heavier lines contain the

basic form of the model. The left hand column is the representation used by Ledent (1980) and De Vos and
Bikker (1982). This is especially useful in estimation. The right hand column is the formulation of Alonso
(1973). This can be used to compute the endogenous variables from the exogenous parts given the
parameters, for prediction purposes or to obtain the instruments for the estimation method presented in this
Chapter.
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using (3.8) and (3.9) with   1 and   1 . Finally, he uses (3.8) and (3.9) fully, so also
iteration between Ai and B j is required, and  and  become involved in the iteration
between parameter estimation and calculation of Ai and B j . Alonso (1973) reports that
this iteration did not convergence. As he did not succeed in estimating ATM, he applied an
alternative model for his actual demographic analysis.

PARTITIONING THE PROBLEM
An important improvement in the estimation of ATM was achieved by Ledent (1980):
“it appears that the calibration of Alonso’s model requires two successive stages: in a first
stage, the systemic variables are estimated using one of the classical calibration methods
generally applied to gravity and entropy models; in the second stage, the parameters
reflecting the response of migration to changes in the systemic variables are estimated from
an appropriate regression analysis.” (p. 338)

Ledent (1980) uses (3.6) and (3.7) to compute the balancing factors. As Oi and D j are
observed, only an estimate of Fij is required to compute Ai and B j up to a constant factor
(all products Ai B j are uniquely determined). Ledent (1980) estimates the parameter in Fij
from a nonlinear regression on (3.1), using numerical optimization. For each parameter
value, the balancing factors Ai and B j are computed from Fij by iteration of (3.6) and
(3.7), to derive the residuals related to (3.1). The best estimate is the one with the minimum
sum of squared residuals. In the second stage of the estimation the associated values for Âi
and B̂ j are used in (3.2) and (3.3) to estimate  and  , as well as the parameters in Vi
and W j .6 The method of Ledent (1980) is also used by Tabuchi (1984). This method works
well to estimate the parameters in the submodel for Fij , as well as the balancing factors.
However, the estimation of (3.2) and (3.3) ignores that the balancing factors are

6

Ledent (1980) suggests to use (3.10) instead, if the number of degrees of freedom is low. This is not an

effective approach, however, as the values of variables with a single subscript are just repeated

n or m

times in (3.10). The gain in degrees of freedom only affects the distance deterrence function.
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endogenous. This can cause a bias in the estimates of  and  and the parameters in the
submodels for Vi and W j .
Porell and Hua (1981) divide the estimation procedure into three stages. First they
estimate the distance deterrence function using cross-product ratios. From (3.1) it can be
derived that for four related flows:
ln Tij  ln Tkl  ln Til  ln Tkj  ln Fij  ln Fkl  ln Fil  ln Fkj .

(3.14)

For the usual specifications of the distance deterrence function the parameters can easily be
estimated from (3.14), and F̂ij can be computed. Next, they estimate Ai and B j from (3.1)
as dummy parameters (like fixed effects; they set A1 and B1 equal to 1, and add a
constant):
ln Tij  ln Oi  ln D j  ln Fˆij  ln Ai  ln B j .

(3.15)

Finally, they estimate  and  , as well as the parameters in Vi and W j , from (3.10):
ln Tij  ln Fˆij  (1   ) ln Aˆ i  (1   ) ln Bˆ j  ln Vi  ln W j .

(3.16)

This method can also be applied if not all elements of Tij are available, as no summations
are involved. The method of Porell and Hua (1981) is also applied in Porell (1982). This
method works well for the first stage, but the estimation of (3.16) ignores that the
balancing factors are endogenous. This can cause a bias in the estimates of  and  and
the parameters in the submodels for Vi and W j .

OTHER METHODS
Anselin (1982) uses a different approach. He first estimates  and  as well as the other
parameters, and finally computes the balancing factors. To achieve this, he solves Ai and
B j from (3.2) and (3.3):

V
Ai   i
 Oi

Wj
Bj  
D
 j

1


 ;

1


 ,



and substitutes the results into (3.10) to derive:
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Tij  Oi

1

1



1

Dj

1



1



1



Vi W j Fij .

(3.19)

Anselin (1982) estimates all parameters from (3.19), and, using the estimated parameters in

Vi and W j , computes Ai and B j from (3.17) and (3.18).7 He notes that as Oi and D j are
summations over Tij , they will be correlated with the disturbance in (3.19), so “ordinary
least squares may yield biased and inconsistent estimates” (p. 375), but provides no
solution.
De Vos and Bikker (1982) estimate the distance deterrence function by applying OLS
on the log of (3.1) in deviations from average over both i and j :
~
~
~
~
ln Tij  ln Fij .

(3.20)

Using the resulting parameter estimates, they compute F̂ij inclusive of the residuals
associated with (3.20), and calculate Ai and B j by iteration of (3.6) and (3.7). De Vos and
Bikker (1982) argue that (3.2) and (3.3) may not be estimated by OLS, as Ai and B j
depend on the disturbances in these equations. Therefore they apply a procedure
comparable to two stage least squares, and use new balancing factors, which only depend
on the deterministic part of the model. To estimate  and  and the parameters in Vi and
W j , De Vos and Bikker (1982) take starting values for the parameters and compute

balancing factors from iteration of (3.8) and (3.9), with Vi and W j exclusive of
disturbances. They substitute these computed balancing factors (in deviation from their
geometric mean) in the regression on (3.2) and (3.3). This results in parameter estimates,
and the procedure is iterated until convergence. The method of De Vos and Bikker (1982)
is also applied in Poot (1986), Bikker (1987, 1992) and Bikker and De Vos (1992). Also
this method works well to estimate the parameters in the submodel for Fij . The use of
proxy variables solves the endogeneity problem. However, such a 2SLS-method is

7

It is conceptually very attractive that ATM is summarized in (3.19) together with the definitions (3.4) and

(3.5). Computation of the balancing factors is no longer required for estimation and application of the model,
though still useful for analysis. However, the substitution is not possible if
errors in Vi and W j get inflated for small values of



and



or

 is zero, and specification

.
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intended for linear models. As ATM is nonlinear in disturbances, the result of the proxy
regression can be biased.
Mueser (1989, p. 511) starts with a regression of ln Tij on ln Fij and dummies for each
origin and destination. The dummy parameters can be interpreted as ( Ai Oi ) and ( B j D j ) .

Ai and B j are computed from these using (3.6) and (3.7) (no iteration required). Mueser

(1989) then uses these balancing factors in (3.2) and (3.3) , ignoring the endogeneity of the
balancing factors.

RECAPITULATION
Now we will try to arrange the methods described above, in a systematic way, and
compare and evaluate them to get a picture of the state of the art on estimation of ATM.
Most authors start with the estimation of the distance deterrence function. Ledent
(1980) uses a numerical method to find the optimal parameter of distance, computing the
balancing factors for all parameter values. Porell and Hua (1981) make this step more
efficient by taking ratio’s of (3.1), to get rid of the balancing factors. The suggestion of De
Vos and Bikker (1982) to take deviations from the geometric averages is very similar, as is
the use of dummies by Mueser (1989). Of these three, the method of Porell and Hua (1981)
has the disadvantage that it complicates the disturbance structure.
The next stage in most methods is to find the balancing factors. Ledent (1980) obtains
them in the last step of the optimization of the distance deterrence function. Porell and Hua
(1981) derive them as dummy parameters based on (3.1). De Vos and Bikker (1982) iterate
(3.6) and (3.7), including the residuals of (3.1) in F̂ij . This is a small difference with the
methods of Ledent (1980) and Mueser (1989), who use the same equations, but exclusive
of the residuals. Mueser (1989) computes the balancing factors from dummy parameters
based on (3.1), using (3.6) and (3.7) without iteration.
All these methods only use the part of ATM which also appears in the doubly
constrained model, namely (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5), and, following from these, (3.6) and (3.7).
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All these methods are equivalent to or small variations on that of Cesario (1974), who
estimates the balancing factors as dummy parameters in:
ln Tij  ln Oi  ln D j  ln Ai  ln B j  ln Fij ,

(3.21)

using Ordinary Least Squares.8 The elements of these methods are described in the
literature on estimation of the doubly constrained model (Cesario 1974, Sen and Soot
1981, Fotheringham and O’Kelly 1989, Sen and Smith 1995).
The final stage for most methods is the estimation of  and  , as well as the
parameters in Vi and W j . Using the estimated Ai and B j , Ledent (1980) and Mueser
(1989) estimate (3.2) and (3.3) by least squares, while Porell and Hua (1981) apply least
squares estimation on (3.10), fixing the parameters in Fij . This has probably the same
result, as what Porell and Hua (1981) do is equivalent to doing a regression on the sum of
(3.2) and (3.3) with all combinations i and j . Anselin (1982) skips the first stage, and
regresses the flows on outflows, inflows, and all exogenous variables. As this regression
can be performed by estimating (3.21) first, to derive Ai and B j , and then (3.17) and
(3.18), the method is not that different from that of Ledent (1980) and Porell and Hua
(1981). The methods of Porell and Hua (1981) and Anselin (1982) differ from the other
methods, as they do not use model equations which contain summations.9 As a
consequence, these methods can be applied using only a subset of the bilateral flows.
A problem with all these methods is that they apply least squares on an equation with
an endogenous variable on the right hand side, causing a bias. This might explain
unsatisfactory estimates. To avoid dependence between the disturbances and right hand
side variables, De Vos and Bikker (1982) use a deterministic approximation of the

8

If the residuals are included in F̂ij , the estimated balancing factors satisfy (3.1), and, as (3.4) and (3.5) hold

for the data, also (3.6) and (3.7). From the dummy parameters estimated by Mueser (1989), the balancing
factors can simply be obtained by correcting for Oi and D j , using (3.1). Taking deviations from average
has the same effect as including dummies. Porell and Hua (1981) could integrate the estimation of the
distance part and the balancing factors.
9

This insight was suggested by an anonymous referee for the journal Networks and Spatial Economics.
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balancing factors in the regressions (3.2) and (3.3). As the model is nonlinear, this causes
an error-in-variable problem, however. The outcome of the nonlinear operation of solving
(3.8) – (3.9) using expectations of ln Vi and ln W j , will differ from the expectations of

ln Âi and ln B̂ j , so the implied error term in (3.2) and (3.3) has a nonzero expectation.10
Actually, the method of De Vos and Bikker (1982) is very similar to the original approach
of Alonso (1973), who tried to tackle estimation of balancing factors and parameters at the
same time. It is not clear why the iteration does not converge with Alonso (1973), while De
Vos and Bikker (1982) report quick convergence.

In this Section we reviewed the development of estimation methods for ATM.
Estimation of ATM appears to be complicated. The estimation procedure can be divided in
two stages. The distance deterrence function and the balancing factors can be estimated
using standard methods for the doubly constrained model. Estimation of the systemic
parameters is hampered by the endogeneity of the balancing factors. As the model is
nonlinear, approximation of the balancing factors by their deterministic parts causes an
error-in-variable problem. The following Sections demonstrate how these problems can be
overcome.

3.4 ESTIMATION
In this Section we discuss the estimation of ATM in a formal econometric framework. We
specify the model with disturbances and parameters. We suppose that a single-period data
set is available, consisting of all bilateral interactions and their origin and destination
totals. For the estimation of the distance deterrence function and the balancing factors,
adequate methods are already available. For the estimation of the systemic parameters a

10

The model is nonlinear, but locally it can be approximated linearly. If the fit of the model is good, the bias

in the method of De Vos and Bikker (1982) will be small.
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nonlinear system of four sets of equations results. This last stage of the estimation will be
discussed in Section 3.5.

ECONOMETRIC SPECIFICATION
Firstly, the model will be specified with exogenous variables, parameters and disturbance
terms, to enable the econometric analysis in the following. Using the disturbance structure
of De Vos and Bikker (1982), Bikker and De Vos (1992), we specify the submodels as:
Fij  f (cij )e

uij

 e  0 cij

 1

u

e ij ;

(3.22)



Vi  v( X i )evi  e 0 X i 1 evi ;
W j  w(Y j )e

wj



(3.23)

 e 0 Y j 1 e j .
w

(3.24)

For ease of notation we use one exogenous variable in each submodel. Extension to
multiple exogenous variables is straightforward. Also some other functional forms make
no essential difference for the estimation approach.11 In most applications there will be
multiple exogenous variables in Vi and W j , but it is also possible that there are none. If
origin and destination regions coincide, an explanatory variable (for example, population
or area) might occur in both Vi and W j , limiting the availability of instrumental variables.
Each submodel contains a disturbance term. This primarily serves to represent
specification errors. The most convenient assumptions about the disturbances are that uij ,
vi and w j are all independent, and normally distributed with zero expectation and

variances  u2 ,  v2 and  w2 . For regression based methods as discussed in this Chapter,
including Instrumental-Variables, the assumption of normality is not crucial (unlike
likelihood based methods). If origin regions coincide with destination regions, dependence
between vk and wk is plausible. In other cases, like hospital admissions, it can be justified
to assume independence. An advantage of regression based methods over likelihood based
methods, is that we can proceed without an assumption about the independence of the
disturbances. If we assume independence, we have additional information that can be used

11



For example an exponential distance deterrence function. Also a form as Fij  e 0 cij

 1   2 cij

e

e

u ij

could

be used without difficulty, as the log of it is linear in parameters.
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in estimation. Spatial correlation could be present, due to spatial patterns of omitted
variables, but important spatial effects are already included in the model. Independence of
uij from vi and w j is a kind of definitional issue. As we discussed in Section 3.2, only

effects which depend on the combination of i and j should be included in Fij .
The most problematic assumption is that of an identical normal distribution for uij .
This is useful to handle specification error, but for small flows variation caused by
individual choice is more important. As observed flows are integers, and can be zero, a
lognormal distribution is not adequate.12 The model inclusive of a disturbance for
specification error describes the expected levels of interaction. The observed interaction
arises from a sampling process around these.13 Ideally, an error specification should be
used which combines these viewpoints, for instance a negative binomial distribution
(Greene 1999, Section 19.9.4). The assumption of identical normal distributions for vi and
w j is no problem. As outflows and inflows will all be large, specification error will be

dominant.
If we substitute (3.22) – (3.24) in (3.1) – (3.5) and take logs14 we obtain the following
system of equations, in which the estimation problem can be summarized:

12

ln Tij   0  ln Ai  ln B j  ln Oi  ln D j   1 ln cij  u ij ;

(3.25)

ln Oi   0   ln Ai   1 ln X i  vi ;

(3.26)

ln D j  0   ln B j  1 ln Y j  w j ;

(3.27)

This discussion assumes that the data is countable, for example number of people or number of trips. For

the modeling of international trade different assumptions are required. With zero flows we do not mean that
no observations are available, but true zeroes, which will occur in the data when the number of origins and
destinations is large (for example commuting or migration data disaggregated on a municipality level).
13

As the outcome of this sample process will affect the balancing factors, the situation is more complicated

than in other spatial interaction models.
14

We ignore here the issue of zero flows, in which case it is not possible to take logs. Several approaches to

handle that have been suggested (Cesario 1974, Sen and Soot 1981, Fotheringham and O’Kelly 1989, Sen
and Smith 1995). This issue is discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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Oi   Tij ;

(3.4)

D j   Tij .

(3.5)

j

i

Known are the endogenous variables Tij , Oi and D j , and the exogenous variables cij , X i
and Y j . Unknown are the parameters  0 ,  1 ,  0 ,  1 ,  ,  0 , 1 and  , the endogenous
variables Ai and B j , and the disturbances uij , vi and w j . As can be seen from these
equations, only three combinations of the three constant terms and the geometric means of
the balancing factors are identified. Therefore we choose to estimate Ai and B j in
deviation from their geometric means.

BALANCING FACTORS
Following Ledent (1980), we divide the estimation procedure in two stages. In the first
stage the distance deterrence function and the balancing factors are estimated. The
alternative opportunities of this stage have already been discussed in Section 3.3. We
prefer the method of Cesario (1974), which can also be applied using a selection of flows,
as Porell and Hua (1981) do. Rearranging (3.25), estimate the parameters  0 and  1 and
the balancing factors Ai and B j by least squares on:
ln Tij  ln Oi  ln D j   0  ln Ai  ln B j   1 ln cij  u ij ,

under the restrictions:
 ln Aˆi  0 ;

(3.28)

(3.29)

i

 ln Bˆ

j

 0.

(3.30)

j

Cesario (1974) first decomposes the left hand side of (3.28) and ln cij into four
components: the overall average, the average over i , the average over j , and the
remainder. Then  1 can be estimated by a regression using the fourth component (as De
Vos and Bikker 1982 do), without dummies. ˆ 0 , ln Âi and ln B̂ j can be computed from ˆ1
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and the relevant averages.15 There is no iteration required, contrary to the method of
Ledent (1980). The associated estimate of  u2 will give an indication of the goodness-of-fit
of the allocation part of the model.
As Tij , Oi and D j are known, and we are interested in Ai and B j , the only variation
is caused by the estimation of Fij . Applying ordinary least squares on (3.28) is associated
with the assumption of an identical normal distribution of uij . If another distribution is
assumed, weighted least squares can be applied, to correct for the variances (Fotheringham
and O’Kelly 1989, p. 47). If weights are used, the decomposition by calculation of
averages for the estimation of the balancing factors and the constant is not possible. (The
operations average first over i then over j, average first over j and then over i, or average
over ij simultaneously, yield different results if the averages are weighted. See De Vries et
al. (2009), Appendix 4A of this thesis.) This is an adaptation in the method of Cesario
(1974). An alternative is to apply nonlinear least squares or maximum-likelihood.

ANALYSIS
The regression on (3.28) by the method of Cesario (1974), possibly using weights, results
in estimates Âi and B̂ j of Ai and B j in deviation from their geometric means, estimates

ˆ0 and ˆ1 , and residuals ûij . From these,
ˆ uˆ
Fˆij  e ˆ0 cij 1 e ij  Tij

Aˆ Bˆ O D ,
i

j

i

j

can be computed, for use in the second stage of the estimation procedure.16 The estimated
balancing factors are used in (3.26) and (3.27), to estimate the remaining parameters. For

15

Sen and Smith (1995) point out that it is not computationally efficient to use a standard regression

technique on (3.28), with dummies for all origins and destinations. (If there are 100 regions, we have 10.000
flows, and, including dummies, over 200 explanatory variables.)
16

If the bilateral flows are not observed, the model can still be estimated if we are willing to make some

additional assumptions. This kind of modeling can be useful to investigate the mutual influence of labor and
housing markets. We do need a distance matrix and a value for the parameter of distance, so that

F̂ij is

known by assumption. (A sensitivity analysis with respect to the specification of the distance deterrence
function is desirable.) Following Porell and Hua (1981) the balancing factors can then be estimated as
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the estimated parameters, the estimated balancing factors, and the residuals of (3.28), the
following relation holds:
ln Tij  ln Oi  ln D j  ˆ0  ln Aˆ i  ln Bˆ j  ˆ1 ln cij  uˆij .

(3.31)

Subtracting the true (3.28) from the estimated (3.31), we obtain for ln Âi (the analysis for
the other balancing factor is similar):
ln Aˆ i  ln Ai  ( 0  ˆ0 )  (ln B j  ln Bˆ j )  ( 1  ˆ1 ) ln cij  (uij  uˆij ) .

(3.32)

Taking average over j (as dummies are used, uˆ i.  0 ), and subtracting the average over i
(which is zero by (3.29)), we obtain:
ln Aˆ i  ln Ai  ln A  ( 1  ˆ1 )(ln c i.  ln c )  (u i.  u ) .

(3.33)

(If weighted least squares is used, also these averages should be weighted. As the order of
averaging matters, a slight correction in the constants remains then. See Appendix 4A of
this thesis.) If we redefine the constant and the disturbance:

 0 *   0   ln A ;

(3.34)

vi  vi   ( 1  ˆ1 )(ln ci.  ln c )   (u i.  u ) ,

(3.35)

*

we can rewrite (3.26) using the estimated balancing factor. (Similar for the inflow
equation, B̂ j and definition of 0 * and w j .). The redefinition of the constant is related to
*

the above mentioned identification problem. Estimates of constants are not very
interesting, they are only important for correct computation of predictions. The adaptation
of the disturbance is not substantial. If the number of flows is large, the estimate of the
distance coefficient will be close to its true value, causing the first addition in (3.35) to
vanish. The second addition is independent of the original disturbance, and at least
approximately normally distributed with a small variance (due to the averaging). So for the
composite disturbance a normal distribution can still be assumed. Only a small adaptation
in the estimation of disturbance variances is required.
dummy parameters from (3.15), or they can be computed by iteration of (3.6) and (3.7), following Ledent
(1980) and De Vos and Bikker (1982). The results of these two methods will differ somewhat, as the
equations do not hold exactly, by the absence of a disturbance. The dummy method is preferred, as it avoids
an error-in-variable problem.
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Using the redefined symbols from (3.34) and (3.35) and their equivalents at the
destination side, we can now summarize the remaining estimation problem in four
equations. An equation for bilateral flows is no longer required (De Vos and Bikker 1982),
so also fewer data are involved in the calculations:
*
*
ln Oi   0   ln Aˆ i   1 ln X i  vi ;
*
*
ln D j  0   ln Bˆ j  1 ln Y j  w j ;
1
Aˆ  Bˆ D Fˆ ;

i



j

j

ij

(3.36)
(3.37)
(3.38)

j

1
Bˆ j   Aˆ i Oi Fˆij .

(3.39)

i

Now all variables are known. Oi , D j , Âi and B̂ j are endogenous, and F̂ij , X i and Y j are
exogenous. The disturbances vi , w j are unknown, as are the parameters  0 * ,  1 ,  , 0 * ,
*

*

1 and  .
This is a simultaneous equations model, where (3.38) and (3.39) define a nonlinear
function of the dependent variables ln Oi and ln D j . This type of estimation problem is
classified by Hausman (1983, page 437, case 2) as: “Non-linear identities can transform an
otherwise linear specification into a non-linear specification which is linear in parameters
... but is non-linear in variables.” Estimation of (3.36) and (3.37) by least squares will
result in biased estimates. These equations can correctly be estimated, however, with
Instrumental-Variable regression.17 In the next Section we show how instrumental
variables can be derived, to use in the second stage of estimation of ATM.

3.5 INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES
As we have shown in the previous Section, we need a simultaneous-equations method to
estimate ATM. In this Section we will first discuss some simple Instrumental-Variable
methods, and then develop a more sophisticated method, which uses iteration to determine
the instruments. This is very similar to the general method proposed by Hausman (1983)

17

An alternative approach would be to use likelihood based methods.
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for the nonlinear simultaneous equations model. The relevant equations for estimation are
(3.36) – (3.39).

SIMPLE METHODS
A simple instrumental-variable method can be constructed as follows. In each of the two
equations to estimate, we need an instrument for the balancing factor. This instrument
should be uncorrelated with the disturbance term in that equation, highly correlated with
the balancing factor, and not a linear combination of the exogenous variables in that
equation. Such an instrument can be constructed from the exogenous variables in the other
equation. So, to estimate the outflow equation, one can use exogenous variables from the
inflow equation.
The simplest case is where origin and destination regions are the same, and we have
one exogenous variable in each equation. In that case it is possible to apply a textbook
Instrumental-Variable method. We can use ln Y j as an instrument for ln Âi , to estimate  ,
and, similarly, use ln X i as an instrument for ln B̂ j to estimate  . As the origin and
destination regions coincide, it is likely that the instruments are correlated with the
balancing factor they are used for. As X and Y are exogenous, by assumption, they are
uncorrelated with the disturbances. So the conditions for Instrumental-Variable estimation
(Greene 1999, Section 9.5) are fulfilled. If the regions do not coincide, these vectors will
generally not be correlated. Also, if n  m , the vector ln Y j is of different size than the
vector ln Âi , so it is not possible to use it as an instrument. The solution is to project the
vector ln Y j from the destination regions to the origin regions, and use ln  j Y j Fˆij as
instrument for ln Âi , to estimate  . An instrument for the other balancing factor can be
constructed in similar way.
If there are multiple exogenous variables, we have choice of instruments. To obtain the
best result, a two-stage procedure can be applied. Regress ln Âi on the various ln Y j ’s, and
use the ‘predicted’ ln Âi as instrument. This method can be combined with the one
described in the previous paragraph, for the case where origin and destination regions are
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different. First transform the exogenous variables using F̂ij , and then apply the two-stage
procedure. An interesting point is that this method is also feasible if we have no exogenous
variables. In that case the constant term can be used. If this is transformed using F̂ij , it will
yield a nonconstant vector, so there is no problem with the constant term which is already
in the equation to estimate. This also implies that even in the case of a single exogenous
variable, the two stage procedure is to be preferred, as actually the constant supplies a
second available instrument. An alternative is to use the generalized method of moments
These simple instrumental-variable estimation methods are essentially single equation
methods. This enables asymptotic analysis, keeping one of the numbers n and m
constant, and having the other approaching infinity. They have the disadvantage that the
instruments may be weak, especially if few or none exogenous variables are available. If
the two-stage procedure is used with a lot of instruments, small-sample properties may get
worse, as the instrument becomes correlated with the disturbance through the estimation of
the first-stage coefficients. Therefore, it is meaningful to consider alternative instrumentalvariable approaches.

ITERATIVE METHOD
The optimal instrument is as highly as possible correlated with the variable it is used for,
and still uncorrelated with the disturbance in the equation. Instruments which approach this
ideal very close can be computed through the model. The iterative Instrumental-Variable
method we present here extends the estimation method of De Vos and Bikker (1982). They
compute a close approximation of the balancing factors, which is, contrary to the balancing
factors themselves, independent of the disturbances. De Vos and Bikker (1982) use these
approximations as a substitute for the balancing factors in the estimation of  and  .
What we propose in this Chapter is to use these approximations not as substitutes, but as
instruments. In this subsection we will first explain how the approximations are derived,
and then argue why it is better to use them as instruments.
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De Vos and Bikker (1982) derive close approximations of the balancing factors Âi and

B̂ j by solving the model with the disturbances set to zero. Substituting for Oi from (3.36)
in (3.39) and D j from (3.37) in (3.38) results in the equivalent of (3.8) and (3.9):
*
w*
1
1 

Aˆ  e0
Bˆ Y 1 Fˆ e j ;



i

j

j

ij

(3.40)

j

*
*
1
1

Bˆ j  e  0  Aˆ i X i 1 Fˆij e vi .

(3.41)

i

De Vos and Bikker (1982) solve (3.40) – (3.41) for Âi and B̂ j , given F̂ij , X i and Y j ,
setting vi  0 and w j  0 . This is actually the procedure we would use in prediction.
*

*

However, to do this, we need values for the parameters  ,  ,  1 and 1 . (As we are only
interested in the balancing factors Âi and B̂ j in deviation from their geometric means,
values for the constants are not required.) De Vos and Bikker (1982) propose an iterative
procedure. Take starting values for the parameters. Then solve (3.40) – (3.41) with the
disturbances set to zero. Use the obtained Âi and B̂ j as substitutes for the true ones in
(3.36) and (3.37), and estimate the parameters by an ordinary least squares regression to
obtain new values of the parameters. These parameter values are then used in the next step
of the iteration. This procedure can be repeated until the parameter values converge. De
Vos and Bikker (1982) report that this is usually the case after a few iteration rounds.
It is well known (Greene 1999, Section 16.5.2.b) that if, in a linear model, a predicted
variable is used as instrument, the result is the same as when this prediction is substituted
for the variable. However, the present model is nonlinear, and therefore the approximations
obtained using the method of De Vos and Bikker (1982), are not the expected values of

ln Âi and ln B̂ j .18 The equations to estimate, (3.36) and (3.37), are lineair in parameters.
18

Confusion can arise around estimates and approximations of the balancing factors. The true balancing

factors are unobserved. The estimated balancing factors using the method of Cesario (1974) differ from them
by a white noise disturbance and a constant, as they are estimated from a linear equation. The differences
between these estimates and the approximations of De Vos and Bikker (1982) have nonzero expectations, as
the nonlinear part of the model is involved. An error-in-variable problem also occurs if the balancing factors
are estimated with the method of Ledent (1980), as he omits the residuals of the distance deterrence function
from the nonlinear (3.6) – (3.7).
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However, the system of equations (3.36) to (3.39) is nonlinear in variables. From this
system the equations (3.40) and (3.41) are derived, which are used to approximate the
balancing factors. The logarithms of these equations are nonlinear in the disturbance terms.
Setting the disturbances equal to their expectation zero will result in approximations for the
balancing factors which are not equal to their expectations. If these approximations are
substituted, actually a regression is performed where the expectation of the disturbance is
nonzero, leading to biased estimators. The essential difference between the method
presented in this Chapter, and the method of De Vos and Bikker (1982), is also pointed out
clearly by Hausman (1983):
“It is important to do true instrumental variables estimation here not “repeated least
squares”. True IV estimation leads to consistent estimates while the analogue of 2SLS is
often inconsistent. Inconsistency occurs when a non-linear function of a predicted
endogenous variable is used in the second stage of the estimation procedure. At MIT this
latter estimator is called the “forbidden regression”. However, the IV procedure ... is
guaranteed to be consistent so long as the orthogonality conditions are satisfied.” (page
440, note 60)

By using the approximations as instruments, instead of substituting them, this problem is
avoided.

ALGORITHM
So the second stage of the estimation of ATM can proceed as follows, using F̂ij , Âi and

B̂ j (estimated with the method of Cesario 1974) from the first stage , and the observations

Oi , D j , X i and Y j .
a) Take starting values for  and  . Apply least squares, conditional on  and  , on:
*
*
ln Oi   0   ln Aˆ i   1 ln X i  vi ;

(3.36)

ln D j  0   ln Bˆ j  1 ln Y j  w j ,
*

*

(3.37)

to obtain starting values for the other parameters.
b) Using the last obtained parameter estimates, iterate:
1
1 

a  b Y 1 Fˆ ;
i


j
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bj

1

  ai

1


X i 1 Fˆij ,

(3.43)

i

until convergence of a i and b j .
c) Use ln ai as instrument for ln Âi in an instrumental-variable regression on (3.36). Use
ln b j as instrument for ln B̂ j in an instrumental-variable regression on (3.37).

d) Iterate from step b), until the parameter estimates are converged.
A computational saving in step c) is possible if ln Oi , ln Âi , ln D j and ln B̂ j are regressed
separately on the exogenous variables before the iteration. Then the residuals of these
regression and some sufficient statistics can be used in the iteration, to compute the
estimates. Estimates of  v2 and  w2 can be computed from the estimated variances of vi

*

and w j , based on (3.35) and using the estimated  u2 ,  and  . These indicate the
*

performance of the origin and destination parts of the model.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The iterative instrumental-variable estimation method proposed here is similar to the one
suggested by Hausman (1983, page 440):
“Where do we find the instruments? ... In the non-linear case the reduced-form
specification has the form
vectors for some function

y t  h( z t , , u t ) , where yt , z t , and u t are all M  1

h . Analogously to the linear specification we might set u t  0

and use

yˆ t  h( z t ,ˆ ,0) for some ̂ and perhaps even iterate on the instruments. But the

function

h does not usually exist in convenient closed form ...”

We do not use the reduced form however, which is rather complicated in ATM. We use the
full model with 2n  2m equations (3.36) – (3.39), while the reduced form only would
have n  m  1 equations.
Statistical consistency of the method presented in this Chapter remains problematic.
Following the reasoning in Hausman (1983), it can probably be proved that it is consistent,
if the matrix F̂ij is exogenous and known, and for the number of time periods going to
infinity. The criterion of consistency with respect to time periods is useful to make a first
selection between estimation methods. It can serve as a minimum requirement. However,
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we would like to prove consistency for the number of regions going to infinity, as we
usually have data on only one time period. Consistency with respect to the number of
regions is difficult to prove. Additional assumptions on the structure of the F̂ij matrix will
be required. May be it is better to investigate small sample properties using simulation.
The iterative instrumental-variable estimation method can also be applied for
alternative formulations of the model. For the estimation of (3.12) and (3.13) the same
instruments can be used. Predicted values for ln Oi and ln D j can be used as instruments
in (3.17) and (3.18), or in (3.19), to handle the simultaneity problem in the method of
Anselin (1982). Some insight in the quality of the estimators and the fit of the model can
be obtained by comparison of the resulting estimates for  and  from different
equations. (In a similar way as the coefficient estimated from the reverse regression in the
standard linear model approaches the estimate from the normal regression if the fit of the
model is good.)

So there is a rich variety of instrumental-variable estimation methods for ATM. The
single equation methods have the advantage that they are easier to analyze, and simple to
compute. These are easy to understand methods, which treat the simultaneous equation
problem correctly, though not optimal. The method of Iterative Instrumental Variables is
more complicated, but can be expected to give better results, as the instruments are higher
correlated with the relevant variable. The method we propose here is highly similar to that
of De Vos and Bikker (1982). However, the approximations to ln Âi and ln B̂ j are not
used as substitutes for the true ones, but as instruments.

3.6 CONCLUSION
ATM can be estimated in two stages. In the first stage the balancing factors and the
distance deterrence function are estimated. Methods developed for the doubly constrained
model can be applied in this stage. The balancing factors can be estimated as dummy
parameters in the regression in which the distance deterrence function is estimated. In the
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second stage the systemic parameters are estimated, as well as the parameters of the
exogenous variables related to origins and destinations. Instrumental-Variable methods can
be used to estimate the parameters of the endogenous balancing factors. The predicted
values of the balancing factors, which can be derived in an iteration, can be used as
instruments.
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ESTIMATION OF THE DISTANCEDECAY FUNCTION FOR COMMUTING
This Chapter is based on De Vries et al. (2009), published in Environment and Planning A.

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Commuting has been the subject of increasing public attention and intensive research in
recent decades (see Nijkamp and Rouwendal 2004; Rouwendal and Nijkamp 2004). The
increasing role of commuting has far-reaching consequences for public policy concerning
traffic, infrastructure and spatial planning. Commuting flows connect labor and housing
markets. Knowledge of the intensity and spatial range of this interaction is required to
determine the accessibility of a location to centers of population and employment.
Theoretical and applied research on commuting issues can help to clarify the relevant
effects.
The analysis of the sizes of commuting flows between cities or regions, and their
effects on housing and labor markets, is part of the much wider area of spatial interaction
modeling (Batten and Boyce 1986; Fotheringham and O’Kelly 1989; Nijkamp and
Reggiani 1992). Spatial interaction models are applied not only to commuting but also to
migration, international trade, shopping behavior, and other topics related to origindestination flows. An essential element of these models is that interaction decreases with
distance or travel cost. This is described by a distance-decay function. However, distance is
not the only factor affecting the intensity of the interaction. Also important are the sizes
(however measured) of origin and destination. And it is increasingly recognized that
additionally the positions of origin and destination in the spatial system are relevant. The
research presented in this thesis is an application of spatial interaction modeling, and the
methodological issues are not limited to commuting.
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An important issue in spatial interaction modeling is the choice of the functional form
of distance or travel cost. In the literature, the distance-decay function is usually assumed
to be an exponential or a power function:
“In practice, the debate over the form of the cost function in spatial interaction models has
evolved to a reasonably widespread consensus that the exponential function is more
appropriate for analysing short distance interactions such as those that take place within an
urban area. The power function, conversely, is generally held to be more appropriate for
analysing longer distance interactions such as migration flows” (Fotheringham and O’Kelly
1989, pp. 12-13).

Various other functional forms are suggested in the literature. Fik and Mulligan (1998)
apply a specification with a Box-Cox (1964) transformation, which includes the
exponential and power functions as special cases. In this chapter we will propose a more
flexible specification of the decay function. The functional form of distance-decay should
not only be based on theoretical considerations, but also empirically investigated (cf.
Taylor 1975). The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the functional form of distancedecay for commuting in Denmark. For Denmark, a data set containing all workers is
available at a low level of spatial aggregation. We use data on commuting flows and travel
costs between the 275 municipalities in Denmark in 1995.
Our inference is based on an equation that describes trip shares as being dependent on
origin- and destination-specific effects and a function of travel cost. This equation occurs
in several types of spatial interaction models, such as those proposed by Wilson (1971),
Alonso’s (1978) Theory of Movements, and competing-destinations models. Estimation of
the distance-decay function is a first step in the estimation of a complete spatial interaction
model. We will limit ourselves in the present chapter to estimation of the decay function.
The second step in the estimation of a spatial interaction model uses the estimated
distance-decay function and balancing factors. Misspecification of the distance-decay
function will affect the estimation of the other parameters in the model. Therefore it is
important to be careful in the choice of functional form.
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There are some econometric complications in the estimation of the trips equation of a
spatial interaction model. First, the equation contains not only a distance-decay function
but also unobserved balancing factors. Secondly, there is the issue how to handle the many
zero flows. Thirdly, as the positive flows vary from one to thousands, heteroscedasticity
can be considerable. Solutions for these problems have been proposed in the literature
(summarized by Sen and Smith 1995, pp. 485-486). The econometric approach in this
chapter is based on those methods, but we introduce several new elements. We apply
nonlinear weighted least-squares estimation (NLWLS) with balancing factors. The weights
are based on a combination of Poisson error and lognormal specification error. As the
weighting prohibits elimination of the balancing factors, we include them in the regression.
It appears that Danish commuting flows cannot be described by an exponential
distance-decay function. A power specification gives better results, but the residual plot
shows that the functional form is not correct. To investigate this, we applied a spline
regression, allowing the elasticity of the decay function to differ in various ranges. The
estimated elasticities (in absolute value) increase for small distances (< 15 km), reach a
maximum of 4 for intermediate distances (15 – 30 km), and decrease gradually for larger
distances. This ad-hoc specification can be approximated using a logistic function. In our
final specification, the logarithm of the decay function is a downward logistic function of
log cost.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 discusses spatial interaction modeling
and distance-decay functions. Section 4.3 describes the data, and Section 4.4 the estimation
method. In Section 4.5 we estimate various distance-decay functions. In Section 4.6 we
discuss the results and conclude. Several derivations are placed in Appendices 4A and 4B.

4.2 THEORY
In this section we provide the theoretical background for the empirical research presented
later on in this chapter. We introduce notation and our model framework, and demonstrate
how that fits into several types of spatial interaction models. Also, we review
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specifications of the distance-decay function found in the literature. For a general
introduction to spatial interaction models, we refer to Fotheringham and O’Kelly (1989).
Our point of departure is the following model framework:

Tij  Ai B j Oi D j Fij ;

(4.1)

Oi   Tij ;

(4.2)

D j   Tij ,

(4.3)

j

i

where Tij (‘trips’) is the number of people living in municipality i and working in
municipality j ; Ai and B j are unobserved balancing factors, which make it possible to
satisfy (4.2) and (4.3); Oi is the total number of working people living in (origin)
municipality i ; D j is the total number of workers in (destination) municipality j ; and Fij
is the distance-decay function, a decreasing function of the travel cost from municipality i
to municipality j .
Several types of spatial interaction models can be represented in a form that contains
these equations (Batten and Boyce 1986; De Vries et al. 2001, Chapter 2 of this thesis). In
the genuine doubly constrained model, Oi and D j are assumed to be exogenous. In the
unconstrained gravity model (Carey 1858; Stewart 1941) Oi is proportional to accessibility
to jobs ( Ai 1 ) and the size Vi of the origin, and D j is proportional to accessibility to the
1

labor force ( B j ) and size W j of the destination. Singly-constrained models (Wilson
1971) are a combination of these. Alonso’s Theory of Movements (Alonso 1978;
Hamerslag 1980; Bikker 1987; Bikker and De Vos 1992) results by adding the equations:
Oi  Vi Ai ;

(4.4)

D j  W j B j  ;

(4.5)

(De Vries et al. 2001, Chapter 2 of this thesis). According to Ledent (1980), Poot (1986),
De Vries et al. (2002) and Chapter 3 of this thesis, estimation of Alonso’s Theory of
Movements can proceed in two stages, where the first stage consist of estimation of the
distance-decay function and the systemic variables Ai and B j . In this chapter we perform
this first stage. (The true challenge is the estimation of  and  in the second stage.) A
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similar two-stage approach is possible for the competing-destinations model. In a
production-constrained competing-destinations model (Pellegrini and Fotheringham 1999),

Oi is exogenous and the fraction from origin i choosing destination j is modeled as:
Tij
W j Fij Lj

,
(4.6)
Oi  Wk Fik Lk
k

where L j is any competing-destinations indicator. If we define Ai1  Q 1  W j Fij Lj and
j

B j 1  D jW j1 Lj substitution shows that (4.6) is equivalent with (4.1). So the analysis in

this chapter can function in the context of several types of spatial interaction models.
In this chapter we do not use a complete model, but only estimate the distance-decay
function, based on (4.1) – (4.3). These equations contain almost all information on the
distance-decay function. Involving the other model equations (like (4.4) and (4.5) or (4.6))
into the estimation procedure would slightly improve efficiency, but is much more
complicated. Equations (4.2) and (4.3) are just definitions of Oi and D j . If we define Q
as the overall total number of workers
Q   Oi   D j   Tij .
i

we can rewrite (4.1) as:
Tij / Q

j

Oi / Q D j / Q 

(4.7)

i, j

 Ai B j QFij .

(4.8)

This formulation can be seen as a probability, conditional on the border totals
(Batty and Sikdar 1982; Mazurkiewicz 1982). If there would be no effect of spatial
structure ( Ai  1, i and B j  1, j ) and no effect of travel cost ( Fij is constant), the righthand side of (4.8) necessarily equals 1 (the estimate will be Fij  1 / Q, ij ), and the result
can be called ‘random commuting’ (Thorsen et al. 1999). Our task in this chapter is to
decompose the observed left-hand side of (4.8) into the spatial-structure effects Ai for
origins and B j for destinations, and the spatial-separation effect Fij as a decay function of
(generalized) travel cost, which we denote by Gij . As only the products Ai B j Fij are
identified, we set the (possibly weighted) geometric means of Ai and B j to 1, and estimate
a constant in Fij . ( Q is observed. De Vries et al. (2009) included Q 1 in (4.1), to capture
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the scale of the data, so that the balancing factors and the decay function are
dimensionless. This is convenient in the estimation of the distance decay function.
Formally, Q should then be treated as a parameter, equal to the total number of trips in the
base year. Treating Q as a variable would change the equilibrium of the model. To avoid
confusion, this Chapter uses the same model notation as the other chapters of this thesis.
However, the reported estimates are for QFij . As Q is a scalar, this only affects the
constants, and it makes the scale of the vertical axis of the graphs more readable.)
In the literature, it is generally agreed that an exponential specification:

Fij   0e

 1G ij

,

(4.9)

is in accordance with a utility framework (Cochrane 1975). However, in applications often
a power specification:


Fij   0Gij 1 ,

(4.10)

appears to have a better fit. Choukroun (1975) provides a possible theoretical justification
for a power specification. Deviations from an exponential form towards a power form can
be caused by heterogeneity of user preferences, use of various travel modes, and lower trip
frequency for long-distance commuters. The resulting functional form depends on the
mathematical assumptions concerning the heterogeneity. Other types of decay functions
are not excluded in advance. Taylor (1975) investigated not only the exponential and
power (Pareto) specification, but also normal, lognormal and square-root exponential. BoxCox (1964) transformations (Fik and Mulligan 1998) are more general, and include the
exponential and the power specification as special cases.
Several researchers found that the sensitivity of commuters with respect to travel cost
(or time or distance) is stronger for intermediate distances than for short and long distances
(Johansson et al. 2002b, 2003). To model this, an S-shaped decay function is required.
Hilbers and Verroen (1993) and Geurs and Ritsema van Eck (2003) apply a log-logistic
decay function:

Fij 
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Thorsen et al. (1999) provide a theoretical justification for such an S-shaped curve, based
on the idea that short distances give random commuting flows, whereas long distances are
governed by a minimum cost principle.
Taylor (1975) proposes to analyze the relationship between interaction and distance by
regressing the logarithm of interaction intensity on various transformations of distance and
choosing the best fitting specification. We will follow a similar approach. We try to answer
the question concerning the functional form of the distance-decay function from an
empirical starting-point. So we specify Fij very generally as:
ln Fij  f (Gij )  u ij ,

(4.12)

where the function f includes a constant term. Note that f is not the distance-decay
function itself, but its logarithm. For most functional forms this is a convenient
representation, e.g. if the decay function is exponential as in (4.9),

f

is linear:

f (Gij )  ln  0   1Gij .

Our specification of the distance-decay function is rather general, but it still implies
some constraints. We do not allow origin- or destination-specific parameters in the decay
function. The fit of the model can be improved by having each origin its own distancedecay parameter, but it has been demonstrated (Fotheringham 1984; Tiefelsdorf 2003) that
this can lead to biased estimates, as the estimated distance-decay parameter picks up the
effect of spatial structure. Omission of the spatial-structure variables can result in biased
estimates of the decay function, but the reverse is also true. If the distance-decay function
is misspecified, the systemic variables (opportunities and competition indicators) in
Alonso’s (1978) Theory of Movements, or the measure of centrality in Fotheringham’s
(1983) competing-destinations model, will not be computed with the correct value
(Tiefelsdorf 2003). As a consequence estimates of the parameters associated with these
variables will be biased, and wrong predictions can result. “Interaction modeling and

accessibility studies must take extra care in specifying the global distance decay
relationship to avoid introducing a spatial structure bias.” (Tiefelsdorf 2003, p. 48).
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Our inference will be based on (4.8). If we take logs and substitute (4.12) for ln Fij , we
obtain:
ln Tij  ln Oi  ln D j  ln Ai  ln B j  f (Gij )  u ij .

(4.13)

The construction of travel cost G ij will be discussed in the next section. Assumptions on
the disturbance term uij will be stated in Section 4.4. The form of the function f will be
chosen in Section 4.5. f always includes a constant term.

4.3 DATA
The estimation of the distance-decay function will be based on data on commuting
between municipalities in Denmark in 1995. Figure 4.1 (on one of the following pages)
shows the counties of Denmark. Bridges and ferries provide the major connections
between the islands. In 1995 the fixed (road and rail) link over the Great Belt was not yet
finished.
The data for Tij are derived from the population census: a 275 by 275 table of the
active population in Denmark in 1995 by municipality of residence and municipality of
work. Of the over 75,000 data points on municipality-to-municipality commuting flows,
64% are 0. As will be discussed in the next section, the zero flows are included in the
analysis, but the weight they get is small if the expected flow is close to zero. Also the
positive flows are usually small. 13% of the observations are equal to 1, 14% lie between 2
and 10, and only 9% are larger than 10. The largest flows are of course those within large
cities as Copenhagen (138,202) and Aarhus (121,480). The largest flows between different
municipalities are those between Copenhagen and nearby municipalities: 20,846
commuters from Frederiksberg to Copenhagen and 12,808 the other way around, and
12,949 commuters from Gentofte to Copenhagen. Oi , D j and Q are computed from Tij
using (4.2), (4.3) and (4.7).
The available cost data consist of a 275 by 275 table of the financial costs of
commuting trips between municipalities by car, in Danish crowns (DKK). These costs
have been constructed by Andersen (1999a) as the land distance times a kilometer price
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(set to 1 DKK/km, 1 DKK is approximately 13 eurocents), plus the rate of a possible ferry
(for a car and driver), minus the tax deduction for commuting cost. The distance within a
municipality is computed as the average distance to the center from points within a circle
with the same area as the municipality (Andersen 1999b, p. 26), so

2
3

r or

2
3

area  . The

fact that the kilometer rate is set to the round number of 1 DKK implies that the cost
numerically equals the distance, as long as no ferries are involved and we ignore the tax
deduction. This will be useful for the interpretation of the estimated distance-decay
functions. (If the actual kilometer price were to deviate from this, the interpretation in
kilometers would still hold, but a correction to ferry rates would be required.) 59% of the
working population works in the municipality of residence. 5% has a commuting cost of
over 30 DKK (approximately equivalent to 30 km). 1% has a commuting cost of over 200
DKK, which usually includes a ferry passage.
As these cost data are artificially constructed, they might deviate from the generalized
costs as perceived by the commuters. Generalized costs include not only monetary costs,
but also time costs and other aspects, such as comfort and reliability. A first source of error
has to do with ferry connections. Ferry rates are included in the cost measure, but time
costs are not. Usually, distance, cost, and travel time are highly correlated, but in the case
of ferries the ratio might differ from that on the roads. Further, the cost is based on the rate
for bringing a car on the ferry, while some commuters will use the ferry as foot passengers
or by train (in both cases at lower cost). Therefore we include dummy variables for travel
over the Great Belt and from or to the islands Bornholm and Laeso. In and around
Copenhagen congestion might increase generalized travel costs, and therefore we include
dummy variables for Copenhagen and rings around it. Exact definitions of the dummy
variables are given in Table 4.1. The dummy ChriVej serves to compensate an obvious
measurement error in the distance. Both sides of the Isefjord (the bay in the north of
Zealand) are on the same island, and the data do not include the ferry cost here, so we
include a dummy variable to correct for this.
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Figure 4.1. Map of Denmark, with division into counties. The Great Belt is the strait
between Vestsjællands Amt and Fyns Amt.

The cost data C ij are combined with the dummy variables in order to obtain the
corrected travel cost Gij :
Gij  C ij   1 * GreatBelt ij   2 * Bornholm ij   3 * Laeso ij

 ( 4 * CopCity ij   5 * CopCounty ij   6 * CopRegion ij

.

(4.14)

  7 * ChriVej ij ) * C ij   8 * Isefjord ij / C ij
The correction for the use of a ferry is a fixed amount, while the correction for congestion
is proportional to the cost. Gij is a model approximation for the generalized costs,
containing parameters to be estimated simultaneously with the decay function. For
estimation, (4.14) is substituted in (4.13), resulting in a nonlinear equation (except for the
exponential decay function).
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Table 4.1. Definitions of dummy variables a

Dummy variable

is 1 for and only for (0 else)

GreatBelt

trips from Københavns Amt, Frederiksborg Amt, Roskilde Amt,
Vestsjællands Amt, Storstrøms Amt, Bornholms Amt
to Fyns Amt, Sønderjyllands Amt, Ribe Amt, Vejle Amt,
Ringkjøbing Amt, Århus Amt, Viborg Amt, Nordjyllands Amt
or the other way around.

Bornholm

trips from or to Bornholms Amt (but not within Bornholms Amt).

Laeso

trips from or to the municipality Laeso (but not within Laeso).

CopCity

trips within or between the municipalities Copenhagen and
Frederiksberg.

CopCounty

trips within Københavns Amt, excluding those for which CopCity
applies.

CopRegion

trips within or between Københavns Amt, Frederiksborg Amt and
Roskilde Amt, excluding those for which CopCity or CopCounty
applies.

ChriVej

trips between the municipalities Christiansfeld and Vejen.

Isefjord

trips from Frederiksborg Amt to Vestsjællands Amt
or the other way around.

a

In the definition of dummy variables Københavns Amt (county Copenhagen) is taken to

include the municipalities Copenhagen and Frederiksberg, which are formally not part of
the county Copenhagen but enjoy their own county status.
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4.4 ECONOMETRICS
The estimation method that we use in this chapter combines known elements from the
literature with a few innovations. We estimate the parameters of the decay function by
nonlinear weighted least-squares (NLWLS), including the balancing factors as fixed origin
and destination effects (in deviation from average). The weights are based on a
combination of specification error and Poisson error. For the treatment of small and zero
flows, we use a method developed by Sen and Soot (1981).
Our estimation method is similar to “Procedure 1” of Sen and Smith (1995, pp. 485486), but differs in three respects. Firstly, it is nonlinear, to allow for more complicated
decay functions. Secondly, the weights differ, as we think that specification error can not
be ignored. Thirdly, as the use of weights prohibits application of the decomposition
method we include origin and destination dummies in the least-squares procedure. In the
remainder of this section, we describe the estimation method in more detail.
The estimation is based on (4.13) (repeated here):
ln Tij  ln Oi  ln D j  ln Ai  ln B j  f (Gij )  u ij ,

(4.13)

where f (Gij ) includes a constant term and G ij is given by (4.14) in the previous section.
The left-hand side is observed. This equation contains the endogenous variables Ai and B j
but there is no endogeneity problem, as these variables do not have an associated
parameter. Ai and B j are latent variables and will be estimated as origin- and destinationspecific dummy variables (with weighted geometric mean 1). The information on Ai and
B j which is present in other equations of the model is ignored here. The loss in efficiency

is limited, as (4.13) represents 275 x 275 degrees of freedom, while the rest of the model
contains only 2 * 275 degrees of freedom and includes additional parameters.
The logarithmic transformation of the dependent variable in (4.13) causes a bias, as the
expectation of the logarithm is not equal to the logarithm of the expectation (Sen and Soot
1981, p. 167). Moreover, for the many zero flows the logarithm does not exist. Therefore
we apply the suggestion of Sen and Soot (1981, p. 167) to use ln(Tij  12 ) instead of ln(Tij )
in the dependent variable. Under the assumption that the trips have a Poisson distribution
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(so var Tij = ETij ), a Taylor-approximation around ETij shows (Sen and Smith 1995, p.
480) that:
E ln(Tij  12 )  ln ETij .

(4.15)

PROOF:


1
Tij  12  ETij   1 1 2 Tij  12  ETij 2 
E ln(Tij  12 )  E ln ETij 
2 ETij 
ETij


2
1
E Tij  ETij   Tij  ETij   4
1
 ln ETij  12

2
ETij
2ETij 



 ln ETij 



var Tij
1
1
1


 ln ETij 
2
2
2
2 ETij 2ETij  8ETij 
8ETij 

.

If ETij is not too small, the latter term can be neglected.
END OF PROOF.
So the use of ln(Tij  12 ) in the dependent variable strongly reduces the bias (Sen and Soot
1981; Sen and Smith 1995, p. 480). It also provides a solution to the problem of zero
flows.
Sen and Soot (1981, p. 168) and Sen and Smith (1995, p. 484) suggest applying WLS,
as heteroscedasticity may be expected. They assume that the flows have a Poisson
distribution. In that case:
var ln(Tij  12 )  1 / ETij ,

(4.16)

and weights can be derived from that. The Poisson distribution is suitable to account for
the dispersion caused by the individual choices of the commuters around the modeled
expectation. However, there is another source of error, the specification error. There are
factors affecting the commuting pattern that are not included in the model. If this is
ignored, large flows will get much too heavy a weight (De Vries et al. 2002, Chapter 3 of
this thesis). An alternative approach is to assume that uij has constant variance  u2 . This
will work well to treat specification error, but ignores the fact that small flows have a
relatively larger standard deviation. Therefore, we combine both variances,1 and assume:
1

The introduction of specification error has no consequences for the procedure of adding ½ to each

observation before taking logs. The data generating process can be considered to consist of two steps. A
value drawn from a lognormal distribution is used as the expected value in a Poisson distribution. Taking
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1
varu ij    u2  1 / ETij   u2 1  2
  ET
u
ij



.



(4.17)

Overdispersion can also be modeled by a negative binomial distribution. After taking logs
the same variance specification is the result. We estimate  u2 in the regression, and weigh
the squared residuals by:


1
w  1  2
  ET
u
ij

2
ij

1


 .



(4.18)

This implies that zero flows get a very small weight if the expected flow is close to zero,
while the weight approaches 1 for large expected flows. The weights depend on both  u2
and ETij , which have to be estimated, so we iterate between the WLS procedure and the
calculation of the weights.
For most choices of f , the equation resulting from substitution of (4.14) into (4.13) is
nonlinear. So we apply nonlinear least-squares (Stoer and Bulirsch 1980, pp. 209-210).
This is an iterative procedure. A regression based on a linear approximation around the
most recent parameter estimates results in updates for these estimates. The iteration for the
weights can be integrated in the iteration of the nonlinear least-squares procedure.
The unobserved balancing factors Ai and B j in (4.13) need to be estimated. Therefore
we include dummy variables for all origins and destinations. (We impose the restrictions
that the weighted sum of origin dummy parameters, as well as the weighted sum of
destination dummy parameters, equals zero.) However, with 550 dummy variables, a
standard regression procedure will take a considerable amount of computer time and
memory (Sen and Smith 1995, p. 476). Therefore, Cesario (1974, p. 252) suggested to
decompose (4.13) into the overall average, an i -component, a j -component, and the
remainder. The latter component is the deviation from the average over i and the average
over j , so the balancing factors cancel. The parameters of the distance-decay function can
then be estimated by regression (Cesario 1974, p. 252; Sen and Smith 1995, p. 477).
logs of a Poisson variable requires correction by adding ½. Taking logs of a lognormal variable results in a
normally distributed variable.
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However, in case of WLS this method is no longer equivalent to the complete regression
(see Appendix 4A). Therefore we chose a different approach. Generally, the parameter
estimates for WLS are given by the following formula:

 X 'WX 1 X 'Wy .

(4.19)

We directly construct X 'WX and X 'Wy in our program, invert X 'WX numerically, and
compute the parameter estimates using (4.19). In this way we avoid the storage (300 MB)
of the X matrix. (Would have been a problem with the available working memory at the
time we did the computations.) Inverting a 560x560 matrix appeared to be no problem
(took 0.7 seconds). Appendix 4A describes this procedure in more detail.
To summarize, we estimate:
ln(Tij  12 )  ln Oi  ln D j  ln Ai  ln B j  f (Gij )  u ij ,

(4.20)

where Gij is given by (4.14), by NLWLS, using weights given in (4.18). The computations
were done using the object oriented matrix programming language Ox (Doornik 1998).2
This procedure results in estimates for the parameters of the distance-decay function
(including a constant term), the dummy parameters in Gij and balancing factors for all
origins and destinations. In the next section we will apply this method to various
specifications of the decay function.

4.5 INFERENCE
In this section we analyze the relation between trips, origins, destinations, and travel cost.
We want to decompose the observations on the left-hand side of (4.20) into balancing
factors, a function of cost and geographical dummies, and a disturbance term. This is
similar to the approach of Taylor (1975), but origin and destination specific variables are
included in the equation to capture the effect of spatial structure and avoid bias in the
estimation of the distance-decay function.

2

For more information on Ox, see http://www.doornik.com/ . The program and the text part of the output are

available on request from the author or on his web site (http://personal.vu.nl/j.j.de.vries/ ).
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Figure 4.2. The logarithm of the commuting flow (relative to random commuting) as a
function of the logarithm of travel cost (flows within municipalities represented by
squares). If the decay function were a power function, the points would lie around a
straight line.

Figure 4.2 shows the left-hand side of (4.20) plus ln Q against the log of observed cost.
By including Q here the picture is relative to random commuting, as discussed at equation
(4.8). We estimate four specifications for the distance-decay function. Table 4.2 lists the
parameter estimates.3 Figure 4.3 shows the residuals as a function of log cost, to judge the
correctness of the functional form.

3

The standard errors of the parameter estimates are underestimated, as the assumption of independent,

identically distributed disturbances is violated. Differences in quality of the transportation network will affect
multiple flows, as a given road generally forms part of the route for several origin-destination combinations.
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As a starting point we estimate the two most commonly applied decay functions: the
exponential and the power:
ln(Tij  12 )  ln Oi  ln D j   0  ln Ai  ln B j   1Gij  u ij ;

(4.21)

ln(Tij  12 )  ln Oi  ln D j   0  ln Ai  ln B j   1 ln Gij  u ij .

(4.22)

Note that travel cost Gij is a function that includes several dummies, see (4.14). The power
function performs much better than the exponential decay function, but is still not the
correct functional form. To investigate the functional form, we perform a spline regression
based on the power decay function. The spline function is on intervals linear in ln Gij , is
continuous, but changes in slope at various points. We set the knots at travel cost of 8, 15,
30, 50, 100 and 150 (these values can roughly be interpreted as distances in kilometers.):
ln(Tij  12 )  ln Oi  ln D j   0  ln Ai  ln B j 

 1 ln min(Gij ,8)   2 ln max(8, min(Gij ,15)) 
 3 ln max(15, min(Gij ,30))   4 ln max(30, min(Gij ,50)) 

.

(4.23)

 5 ln max(50, min(Gij ,100))   6 ln max(100, min(Gij ,150)) 
 7 ln max(150, Gij )  u ij
The estimated decay function has a clear pattern. For cost < 8, it is flatter than the power
function. Between 15 and 30, it is very steep, with an elasticity that is in absolute value
greater than 4. For cost > 30, the function becomes gradually flatter: when the cost
doubles, the slope approximately halves. This regularity for larger costs suggests to find a
function with this form, e.g. the inverse exponential:
f (Gij )   0   1 / Gij .

(4.24)

(In Appendix 4B we show that this function has the desired property.) But then the decay
function would still consist of several parts: this inverse exponential function for high cost,
the standard exponential for low cost, and maybe a power function for the intermediate
part.
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Table 4.2. Estimation results for various decay functions
Exponential
R2

0.524

sigma

0.753

Constant
Cost

>
>
>

Power spline

0.820

-0.179
( 0.010 )
-0.0179 ****
(0.0001 )

0.896

0.231
****

0.234
****

7.997
( 0.018 )

45.500
( 0.121 )

-2.350 ****
( 0.005 )

-1.870
( 0.029
-2.439
( 0.031
-4.117
( 0.018
-2.536
( 0.026
-1.699
( 0.024
-0.761
( 0.042
-0.543
( 0.022

8
15
30
50

> 100
> 150

****

****

)
****

)
****

)
****

)
****

)
****

)

Bending
point
Steepness
-147.02 ****
( 0.88 )
Bornholm
-138.71 ****
( 5.00 )
Laeso
96.96 ****
( 21.78 )
CopCity
-1.000
(lower bound)
CopCounty
-1.000 ****
(lower bound)
CopRegion
-0.180 **
( 0.079 )
ChriVej
-1.000
(lower bound)
Isefjord
3176.0 ****
( 115.8 )
Standard errors in parentheses.
*

-128.50 ****
( 0.54 )
-231.77 ****
( 3.18 )
-0.47
( 8.31 )
3.606 ****
( 0.337 )
0.575 ****
( 0.019 )
0.371 ****
( 0.014 )
1.687 ****
( 0.329 )
895.4 ****
( 38.6 )

-3.745 ****
( 0.009 )

)

Loglogist

GreatBelt

Logistic-based

0.898

0.336
****

Log Gen.C
>

Power

-95.30 ****
( 2.04 )
-234.44 ****
( 9.07 )
-43.23 ****
( 3.29 )
3.156 ****
( 0.149 )
0.428 ****
( 0.008 )
0.094 ****
( 0.006 )
1.787 ****
( 0.154 )
325.2 ****
( 19.9 )

9.806 ****
( 0.030 )
19.845 ****
( 0.075 )
1.509 ****
( 0.007 )
-96.27 ****
( 2.11 )
-255.06 ****
( 5.59 )
-44.65 ****
( 2.71 )
2.995 ****
( 0.152 )
0.441 ****
( 0.009 )
0.099 ****
( 0.006 )
1.786 ****
( 0.175 )
313.8 ****
( 17.0 )

10% significant, ** 5% significant, *** 1% significant, **** 0.1% significant.
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Figure 4.3. Weighted residuals of various decay functions (as functions of the
logarithm of travel cost). Residuals for flows within municipalities are represented by
squares.

Therefore we looked for an S-shaped function, with the correct behavior in the right
tail. Most functional forms suggested in the literature have a curvature in only one
direction. This holds for Taylor’s (1975) normal, lognormal and square-root exponential
specification. Box-Cox (1964) transformations (Fik and Mulligan 1998) allow curvature in
both directions (depending on the sign), but not in combination (Tiefelsdorf 2003).
However, the power spline decay function in (4.23) can be approximated using a
(downward) logistic function of ln Gij :

f (Gij )   0 



1  2

1
 3  3 ln Gij

e

 0 

1

1  Gij /  2  3


.

(4.25)

This is demonstrated in Appendix 4B. A logistic function has the properties that we noted.
It starts rather flat, then becomes steeper, and then gradually flatter again. The parameter
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 2 is the location of the inflection point (in the same units as travel cost). The parameter

 3 governs the steepness of the logistic function. Note that on the left-hand side of (4.25)
is the logarithm of the decay function, while the log-logistic decay function (4.11) of
Hilbers and Verroen (1993) has the decay function itself on the left-hand-side.
So finally we estimated the logistic-based decay function:

ln(Tij  12 )  ln Oi  ln D j   0  ln Ai  ln B j 

1

1  Gij  2  3


 u ij .

(4.26)

The inflection point of the logistic-based distance-decay function is estimated at 20 DKK
(approximately km’s), and there the elasticity reaches the value of   1 3 4 = -3.70. The
estimated parameters for the ferry dummies are all negative, reflecting that the cost is
overestimated in the data. In and around Copenhagen, travel cost per kilometer is up to
300% higher. Figure 4.3d shows that the problems with the functional form have been
solved, although there is still some heteroscedasticity left. Outliers for flows between nearby municipalities might be caused by specific spatial configuration of labor force and jobs
around Copenhagen.
In this section we estimated four specifications of the decay function. We started with
the two standard forms: the exponential and the power function. The power spline function
served to investigate the functional form, leading to the choice of the logistic-based
specification. We did not succeed in estimation of the log-logistic decay function (4.11), as
the estimate for the inflection point approached zero. Other functional forms were not
estimated because they only have a curvature in one direction.
Figure 4.4 shows the different characteristics of the four estimated decay functions, and
can be compared to the point cloud in Figure 4.2. The exponential decay function performs
very poorly, which can be explained by the fact that the functional form wrongly imposes
strongly increasing elasticities. The exponential decay functions can be useful for short
distances, but here it is estimated over a wide range of distances. The incorrect functional
form also causes implausible estimates for dummy parameters. The logistic-based and the
power spline decay function are close to each other, while the power decay function is the
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Logistic based × Cost
Exponential × Cost

1000

Power Spline × Cost
Power × Cost

100
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Figure 4.4. Various decay functions in a log-log setting. (Scaled with Q.)

best possible linear approximation. For the logistic-based decay function the standard error
of the residuals is slightly higher than for the power spline function. However, the logisticbased specification uses four parameters less, and does not depend on a choice of kink
points. We conclude that log trips can be adequately described as a logistic function of log
travel cost, in combination with balancing factors for origins and destinations.

4.6 EVALUATION
In this chapter we have analyzed the form of the distance-decay function for commuting
between the 275 municipalities in Denmark in 1995. We estimated the distance-decay
function by NLWLS in logs. The balancing factors were estimated as dummy parameters,
as Cesario (1974) did, but with a different computational method. To correct for the bias
caused by taking logs, we used the log of flow plus ½ (Sen and Soot 1981). Most of the
commuting flows are small and there are many zero flows. To correct for
heteroscedasticity we used weights, based on a combination of specification error and
Poisson error. This specification of weights, which requires iteration, is, to our knowledge,
new. We also used the weights in the estimation of the balancing factors. We investigated
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Table 4.3. Value of decay functions for selected values of travel cost (scaled with Q)

Cost

Exponential

Power

Power spline

Logistic-based

0

0.84

infinity

infinity

429.06

5

0.76

67.64

118.12

144.35

10

0.70

13.26

28.46

32.76

20

0.58

2.60

3.24

3.09

25

0.53

1.54

1.29

1.37

40

0.41

0.51

0.29

0.30

60

0.29

0.20

0.12

0.11

120

0.10

0.04

0.04

0.04

400

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.03

various functional forms and finally chose a logistic-based form for the distance-decay
function.
Commuting between municipalities in Denmark can not be described by an exponential
distance-decay function, while a power distance-decay function satisfies only on an
intermediate cost range. But a specification where the logarithm of the decay function is a
downward logistic function of log travel cost fits the data well. The distance-decay
function we found could be used as a building block in the commuting submodel of a
spatial general equilibrium model for Danmark, such as the LINE model (Madsen and
Jensen-Butler 2004). The elasticity of -2.35 estimated in the power specification gives a
too simple representation of reality. For the logistic-based decay function, the elasticity
with respect to travel cost is (in absolute value) small for small distances, reaches a value
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Table 4.4. Elasticity of decay functions with respect to travel cost, for selected values of
travel cost

Cost

Exponential

Power

Power spline

Logistic-based

0

0

-2.35

-1.87

0

5

-0.09

-2.35

-1.87

-1.46

10

-0.18

-2.35

-2.44

-2.86

20

-0.36

-2.35

-4.12

-3.70

25

-0.45

-2.35

-4.12

-3.59

40

-0.72

-2.35

-2.54

-2.83

60

-1.08

-2.35

-1.70

-1.97

120

-2.15

-2.35

-0.76

-0.86

400

-7.17

-2.35

-0.54

-0.16

of 3.7 for distances around 20 km, and approaches zero for large distances. Table 4.3 lists
the values of the decay functions for various values of costs (which can roughly be
interpreted as kilometers), and Table 4.4 the elasticities. It appears that on intermediate
distances (10 to 40 km), commuting is very sensitive for travel cost, while for longdistance commuting (over 100 km) travel costs are unimportant.
That the cost elasticity varies over distance is important for the evaluation of
infrastructure projects. Major new links have been constructed in Denmark, such as the
Great Belt crossing. The opening of roads or railways will reduce generalized transport
cost, stimulate commuting, and affect regional housing and labor markets. Knowledge of
the distance-decay function is important to predict the size of these effects. In this chapter
we estimated only a single equation, not a complete model, and that is insufficient to make
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predictions for the commuting flows. However, in the completely specified models
mentioned in Section 4.2, the effect of travel costs on other variables, like balancing
factors and inflow and outflow, is only through the distance-decay function, so it is useful
to compare the elasticities of different decay functions. The use of a power-decay function,
which imposes constant elasticity, might lead to overestimation of the effect of new longdistance connections, and underestimation of the effect of regional infrastructure
improvements.
In Appendix 4B we derive several properties of the logistic-based decay function
(4.25). For short distances, the logistic-based decay function can be approached by an
exponential decay function. For intermediate distances, it can be approached by a power
decay function. This is in accordance with the observation of Fotheringham and O’Kelly
(1989) cited in Section 4.1. The logistic-based decay function can unify these approaches
in a single model. The various functional forms found in empirical studies can be
interpreted as approximations of certain parts of an S-shaped curve, and the estimated
elasticity in a power specification will depend on the cost range in the data. For long
distances, the elasticity in the logistic-based decay function approaches zero. The
commonly used functional forms for distance-decay do not allow that. The treatment of
heteroscedasticity affects the weight of various parts of the decay function, as low costs are
associated with large flows and high costs with small flows. In the absence of weighting,
the many small flows, especially zero flows, will dominate the result. If the weights are
based on a Poisson distribution, a few large flows on short distance will dominate. To
avoid such problems, we took into account both specification error and the Poisson
process.
We do not want to state that a logistic-based decay function is the ultimate truth. We do
however clearly find an S-shaped function, and our logistic-based function fits the data
well. Or course this only refers to one dataset for one country, so we cannot make a general
claim. However, this is supported by similar findings in the literature: a log-logistic decay
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function (Hilbers and Verroen 1993; Geurs and Ritsema van Eck 2003) or other S-shaped
decay function (Johansson et al. 2002b, 2003) and the theoretical work of Thorsen et al.
(1999). It is an open question for further research how this functional form can be
explained from utility maximizing behavior. Willigers (2006, p. 91) relates the flattening
right tail of the decay function to the observation that the multinomial logit model
systematically tends to underestimate the probability that a very unattractive alternative is
chosen. We have demonstrated that allowing a more flexible form for the distance-decay
function greatly improves the result in one application, so this approach should at least be
considered in other applications.

APPENDIX 4A
WEIGHTED LEAST-SQUARES WITH BALANCING FACTORS
In this appendix we present the formulas for the inclusion of balancing factors in the
weighted least-squares (WLS) estimation method that was described in Section 4.4. To
simplify the notation we use lowercase for logs of variables, where t ij stands for
ln(Tij  12 ) and f ij for f (Gij ) . We can then write (4.13) as:
t ij  oi  d j  a i  b j  f ij  u ij ,

(4A.1)

where f ij is a submodel which will generally contain multiple explanatory variables, and
parameters  . Usually, f ij is nonlinear, but, as each step of the nonlinear WLS iteration
uses a linear approximation, we can assume linearity here.
We want to minimize the weighted sum of squared residuals:
 wij2 uˆ ij2 .

(4A.2)

ij

There are three groups of parameters: a i ’s are parameters of origin dummies, b j ’s are
parameters of destination dummies, and  is the vector of parameters in f (including a
constant). Both sets of balancing factors are only identified up to a constant. Therefore, we
impose that weighted sums of a i and of b j are zero:
 wi( a ) aˆ i  0 ;

(4A.3)

i
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w

(b )
j

bˆ j  0 .

(4A.4)

j

These weights are chosen in a way that is convenient in the estimation procedure:
1

(a)
i

2

2

   wij  ;

 j

(b )
j


2
   wij2  .
 i


w

(4A.5)

1

w

(4A.6)

We include the identification restrictions (4A.3) and (4A.4) as artificial observations in the
estimation procedure.
Generally, the parameter estimates for WLS are given by the following formula:

 X 'WX 1 X 'Wy .

(4A.7)

In this case X consists of three groups of columns: k vectorized cost variables
(derivatives of f with respect to the parameters), n origin dummies, and m destination
dummies:

 d (vec( f ))

I n  1m 1n  I m 
 d '


X 
0
{wi( a ) }1n
0
.
(
b
)

0
0
{w j }1m 





(4A.8)

The first row of expressions represents nm rows of X , the other two rows each a single
row, representing the identification restrictions. The Kronecker product is used to represent
the pattern of zeros and ones of the origin and destination dummies. The notation {a ij }nm
represent an n  m matrix with typical element a ij ( i always corresponds to n , j to m
and the elements of  to k ). W is a diagonal matrix of size nm  2 , with the wij2 ’s as
elements (followed by two ones for the identification restrictions):

diag (vec({wij2 }nm )) 0 
W 
.
0
I2 


(4A.9)

We write y for the left-hand side of (4A.1), or its equivalent in the nonlinear procedure.
Then:
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 d (vec( f )' )

 vec({wij2 y ij }nm )

d


X 'Wy  
{ wij2 y ij }n1
.
j




{ wij2 y ij }m1


i

(4A.10)

X 'WX is a symmetric matrix of size k  n  m . We partition it into nine blocks (subscript

c corresponds to  , etc.):
( X 'WX ) cc
X 'WX  ( X 'WX ) ac
( X 'WX ) bc

( X 'WX ) ca
( X 'WX ) aa
( X 'WX ) ba

( X 'WX ) cb 
( X 'WX ) ab  .
( X 'WX ) bb 

Then the blocks are as follows:
d (vec( f )' )
d (vec( f ))
( X 'WX ) cc 
 diag (vec({wij2 }nm )) 
;
d
d '
df ij
( X 'WX ) ac  ( X 'WX ) ca '  { wij2
} n k ;
d '
j
df ij
( X 'WX ) bc  ( X 'WX ) cb '  { wij2
} m k ;
d '
i

(4A.11)

(4A.12)

(4A.13)
(4A.14)

( X 'WX ) aa  diag ({ w i( a ) } n )  I n  1 n1 n '  diag ({ w i( a ) } n ) ;

(4A.15)

( X 'WX ) bb  diag ({w (jb ) }m )  I m  1m1m '  diag ({w (jb ) }m ) ;

(4A.16)

( X 'WX ) ab  ( X 'WX ) ba '  {wij2 }nm .

(4A.17)

It is possible to invert ( X 'WX ) aa and ( X 'WX ) bb analytically. However, that does not hold
for the combined block:
( X 'WX ) aa
( X 'WX )
ba


( X 'WX ) ab 
.
( X 'WX ) bb 

(4A.18)

This makes it impossible to implement WLS with balancing factors using a decomposition
as proposed by Cesario (1974, p. 252) and described by Sen and Smith (1995, p. 477). The
use of weighted averages in the decomposition (De Vries et al. 2002) does not solve this
problem. As can be seen from the formulas above, weighted sums play an important role in
the estimation method. However, an analytical solution is hampered by the interaction of
the balancing factors through all the different weights in ( X 'WX ) ab .
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APPENDIX 4B
THE LOGISTIC FUNCTION
The logistic-based distance-decay function:
1
,
f (Gij )   0   1

1  Gij  2  3

(4B.1)

has some interesting properties. If cost approaches zero, Gij  0 , then:





f (Gij )   0   1 1  Gij  2  3   0   1   1 Gij  2  3 .




Now if the steepness parameter  3  1 , we have:

f (Gij )   0   1  1 Gij .
2

(4B.2)

(4B.3)

This is an exponential distance-decay function (compare (4.21), with a parameter
transformation). So, if the steepness parameter equals 1, the logistic-based decay function
approaches an exponential decay function for low cost. Around the inflection point the
logistic function can be approximated by a linear function (in ln Gij ), so for intermediate
distances the logistic-based decay function can be approximated by a power decay
function. If cost becomes very large, Gij   , then the distance-decay function approaches
an inverse exponential function:
f (Gij )   0   1 Gij  2 

 3

and the elasticity:
df (Gij )

d ln Gij

  3 1 Gij  2 

 3

,

(4B.4)

.

(4B.5)

So, if cost rises by a certain factor, the elasticity decreases by a given power of that factor.
This is the property that we noted in Section 4.5 in the estimated elasticities for the power
spline function: the slope halves for equal increases in ln Gij .
The elasticity of trips with respect to cost is:

df (Gij )
1
1
  1 3
1
3 

d ln Gij
1  Gij  2   1  Gij  2  3


.


(4B.6)

At Gij  0 , the elasticity equals zero. The largest elasticity (in absolute value) is attained
for Gij   2 , and equals 
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. For G ij   , the elasticity approaches zero.

CHAPTER 5

ESTIMATION OF THE SYSTEMIC PARAMETERS
USING INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Commuting has been the subject of increasing public attention and intensive research in
the last few decades (recent work: Koster and Rouwendal 2013; Masucci et al. 2013;
Noback et al. 2013; M.P. Alonso et al. 2014; Haas and Osland 2014; Rouwendal 2014).
Rising wages, easier transportation and residential preferences have encouraged people to
travel longer commuting distances, causing a huge increase in traffic in and around urban
areas. Because there is the possibility of commuting, the labor and the housing markets
interact not only locally, but also over larger areas. In this thesis we propose to use
Alonso’s Theory of Movements (ATM) (Alonso 1978) as a tool to model commuting and
the location of jobs and population. This model simultaneously describes the (active)
population and the (occupied) jobs in various regions, as well as the commuting flows
between them. We employ innovative methods to estimate the model, using data on
commuting between the 275 municipalities in Denmark in 1995.
Various approaches have been used in studies on commuting, depending on the
purpose of the study. Traffic-oriented research often takes the location of employment and
population as given, and uses a doubly constrained model to describe the commuting
patterns. When the development of residential areas is an important issue, singly
constrained models are used with a given location of employment. Research on the longterm development of regions models employment as being dependent on the surrounding
population, and population as being dependent on the surrounding employment, raising the
interesting question whether people follow jobs or jobs follow people. In this chapter we
use ATM to analyze the interrelationship of population and employment through
commuting.
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ATM was originally introduced by Alonso (1973, 1978) as a migration model. ATM is
a general Spatial Interaction Model, which encompasses the four models of Wilson’s
(1967, 1970, 1971, 1974) Family of Spatial Interaction Models as special cases. The model
has been applied to various subjects such as migration (Alonso 1973; Poot 1986),
international trade (Bikker 1987, 1992), and hospital admissions (De Vos and Bikker 1984;
Bikker and De Vos 1992), and can also be applied to commuting. ATM has three
behavioral equations, describing bilateral flows between regions, outflows from each
region, and inflows to each region. Balancing factors (systemic variables) connect these
equations, and ensure the consistency of the three descriptions. Two systemic parameters
represent the effect of these balancing factors on outflows and inflows, determining the
relative influence of the three components of the model (origin factors, distance factors,
destination factors). Hua (2001), De Vries et al. (2001) and Chapter 2 of this thesis provide
surveys of ATM.
The idea to apply ATM to commuting appeared not to be new. Actually, a model with
the same structure as ATM was developed by Hamerslag (1972, 1975c, 1980) and Fortuijn
(1976) as the Transportation Model with Elastic Constraints. This model relates
transportation to residential and employment location. This literature did not get much
international attention, and is not mentioned in the model surveys mentioned above. It is
not essential for the estimation in this chapter, but it provides useful insights on the
application of the model to commuting. Therefore, a review of the development of the
Transportation Model with Elastic Constraints by Hamerslag (1972, 1975c, 1980) and
Fortuijn (1976) is included as Appendix 5C to this chapter.
In this thesis we apply ATM to commuting in Denmark. The model should explain the
number of commuters from each municipality of residence to each municipality of
employment (including people living and working in the same municipality).
Simultaneously, the model will then explain the number of (active) people living in each
municipality and the number of (non-vacant) jobs in each municipality. Patterns in the
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balancing factors indicate which areas are favorable to live or work in. The estimated
values of the systemic parameters indicate to what degree jobs follow people and people
follow jobs. As explanatory variables we use data on travel costs (by car) between
municipalities, as well as some characteristics of municipalities. The model can be used to
predict the effect of a change in travel costs, through new infrastructure, on the location of
jobs and population.
To our knowledge this is the first publication in which ATM is estimated for
commuting. Hamerslag (1980) and Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985) applied the same model1
for commuting, but they did not estimate the systemic parameters. ATM was estimated for
migration (Ledent 1980; Porell and Hua 1981; Porell 1982; Anselin 1982; Tabuchi 1984;
Poot 1986; Mueser 1989; Hua 2001); for international trade (Bikker 1987, 1992); and for
hospital admissions (Bikker and De Vos 1992). For a discussion on estimation methods for
ATM we refer to Chapter 3 of this thesis (De Vries et al. 2002). In this chapter we apply
the estimation procedure advocated by De Vries et al. (2002) (see Chapter 3 of this thesis).
The estimation process falls apart into two stages.
First, we use data on the commuting flows and on travel cost to estimate the distancedecay function and the balancing factors. This part of the estimation procedure is not
specific for ATM, but actually amounts to estimating a doubly constrained model. This
first stage is described by De Vries et al. (2009) (see Chapter 4 of this thesis).
In the second stage of the estimation, we use data on the origin and destination totals of
the commuters and the characteristics of municipalities, as well as the balancing factors
estimated in the first stage. Simultaneous-equations methods are required to estimate the
systemic parameters, as the balancing factors are endogenous variables. In this chapter we
apply the Iterative Instrumental-Variable (IV) method that was developed by De Vries et
al. (2002) and described in Chapter 3 of this thesis. In this method the predicted values of
1

That the modified gravity model of Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985) is equivalent to ATM is demonstrated in

De Vries et al. (2001) and Chapter 2 of this thesis. The equivalence of the transportation model with the
elastic constraints of Hamerslag (1980) and ATM is demonstrated in Appendix 5C.
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the balancing factors, based on the last obtained parameter estimates, are used as
instruments. For comparison, we also compute estimates using Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) and the method of Bikker and De Vos (1992).
Most of the data were made available by Anne Kaag Andersen of AKF, the Danish
Institute of local Government Studies. Appendix 5A gives more information about the
data. All computations were done using the package Ox (Doornik 1998). Appendix 5B
provides some information on Ox and on the design of our program. The source of our
program is available on the web.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 summarizes some relevant points from
the literature on commuting and land use, and explains ATM. Section 5.3 describes the
estimated distance-deterrence function and balancing factors, based on the Danish data.
Section 5.4 deals with the estimation of the systemic parameters. Section 5.5 discusses the
results, and Section 5.6 concludes.

5.2 MODELING THE LOCATION OF JOBS AND POPULATION
In this section we introduce the model. First, we give a brief overview of the literature on
commuting and the location of jobs and population. Then we formulate the equations of
ATM, and discuss its possibilities as a commuting model.
Commuting relates population and employment. Housing markets, labor markets, and
transportation interact. The research develops from the separate modeling of these issues to
an integrated approach (Wilson 1974; Hamerslag 1980; Anas 1982; Anas 1983; Hallefjord
and Jörnsten 1985; Doorn 1986; Simpson 1987; Webster et al. 1988; De la Barra 1989;
Van Dijk et al. 1989; Anderstig and Mattsson 1991; Boarnet 1994; Martínez 1995, 2000;
Wilson 1998; Guldmann and Wang 1998; Van der Vlist 2001; Rouwendal and Meijer
2001). Older models took employment location as given, and modeled population
distribution as dependent on that. A well-known example is the monocentric model of
Alonso (1964). In an integrated model there is a mutual dependence, and the interesting
question arises whether people follow jobs or jobs follow people.
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An integrated model of employment, residence, and commuting can consist of three
parts. Employment can be modeled as being dependent on the attractiveness and capacity
of the area for business, as well as on accessibility to the labor force. The accessibility to
the labor force is determined by the surrounding population and their commuting choices.
Population can be modeled as being dependent on the attractiveness and capacity of the
area for living, as well as on accessibility to jobs. The accessibility to jobs is determined by
the surrounding employment and the commuting possibilities. Commuting flows can be
modeled as being dependent on the location of employment and population, and on the
costs of commuting.

Available area
for housing

Quantity of housing

Residential
attractiveness

Population
Workers

Transportation
network

Unemployed

Not in labor force

Commuting flows

Workers

Vacancies

Employment

Available area
for firms
FIGURE 5.1

Economic activity

Business
attractiveness

INTERACTION OF POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT THROUGH COMMUTING

Figure 5.1 shows how population, employment and commuting interact. It should be
noted that there is a distinction between the total population and the active population, as
well as a difference between the total number of jobs and the actual number of employed
people. The quantity of housing is fixed in the short run, but the working population can
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still adapt through changes in unemployment and participation, the crowding-out of retired
people by workers, and the higher occupation rates of dwellings.
Empirically, it appears that there is more commuting than would be required to obtain
equilibrium on all labor and housing markets. Theoretically, the total commuting costs
could decrease by an exchange of jobs or houses between people. This is called “excess
commuting” (Rouwendal 1998; Rouwendal and Nijkamp 2004; O’'Kelly and Lee 2005).
Excess commuting can be caused by heterogeneity in jobs and houses, combined with
variations in skills and preferences. Excess commuting can also be caused by
imperfections in housing and labor markets, such as information problems and transaction
costs. Entropy-based spatial interaction models can be used to model the resulting flows.
In migration models employment is also an important determinant. If someone finds a
better job in another part of the United States, he will migrate. If someone finds a new job
in the same urban area, or in the same small country, such as the Netherlands or Denmark,
he will probably not change residence, but commute. From a modeling perspective, the
concept of excess commuting is related to the distinction between gross and net migration.
In this chapter we will apply ATM to model the number of workers in the residential
regions, the number of workers in the employment regions, and the commuting flows. This
is the central interaction in Figure 5.1. ATM was originally developed for interregional
migration (Alonso 1973, 1978). However, it can be used for all subjects where Spatial
Interaction Models are applied. Actually, Hamerslag (1980) and Hallefjord and Jörnsten
(1985) independently developed the same model for commuting. For a survey of the
model we refer to Chapter 2 of this thesis (De Vries et al. 2001) and Hua (2001). The
development of the model by Hamerslag (1980) is described in Appendix 5C.
The model can be represented by the following equations:
Tij  Ai B j Oi D j Fij ;


Oi  Ai Vi ;


Dj  Bj Wj ;
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Oi   Tij ;

(5.4)

D j   Tij .

(5.5)

j

i

Tij is the flow from region i to region j , so in a commuting application it is the number of

people living in i and working in j . In this respect, a person working and living in the
same municipality is also considered as a commuter. Ai and B j are balancing factors or
systemic variables. We will return to those later. Oi is the total outflow from origin i . In
commuting that is the total number of working people living in i , so it covers not only the
outward commuting flow, but is also inclusive of the people living and working in that
municipality. D j is the total inflow at destination j , so the total number of workers in j .
Fij is a distance deterrence function. Vi is a submodel of exogenous factors at the origin

(residential) side. W j is a submodel of exogenous factors at the destination (employment)
side. The model equations (5.1), (5.4) and (5.5) are well known from the doubly
constrained model. However, in ATM, Oi and D j are not exogenous, but dependent on
the balancing factors, as described by equations (5.2) and (5.3).
From the equations (5.1) – (5.5), five other equations can be derived, which are
sometimes used to describe the model. As we will need some of those equations in the
estimation procedure, we list them here. As in the doubly constrained model, the balancing
factors can be solved from (5.1), (5.4) and (5.5) as the iterative system:
1



Ai   B j D j Fij  ;
 j


(5.6)

1



B j   Ai Oi Fij  .

 i

(5.7)

By substituting (5.2) and (5.3) into (5.6), (5.7) and (5.1), we obtain a set of equations that
can be used to solve the model from exogenous variables and parameters.
1



1 
Ai   B j W j Fij  ;
 j


(5.8)

1



1
B j   Ai Vi Fij  ;

 i
Tij  Ai

1

Vi B j

1 

W j Fij .

(5.9)
(5.10)
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The estimation procedure in the following sections will concentrate on (5.1) to (5.3), but
(5.8) and (5.9) are employed to obtain instruments.
If the parameters  and  are both set to 0 or 1, the four models of Wilson's (1967,
1970, 1971, 1974) Family of Spatial Interaction Models result. The doubly constrained
model is often applied for commuting, with an emphasis on the transportation side. Singly
constrained models are applied for the distribution of jobs, given that of the population, or
the reverse. In ATM the distribution of (working) population, of (occupied) jobs, and of
commuting patterns are described simultaneously.
To apply ATM to commuting, the relevant exogenous parts of the model need to be
specified. To model bilateral commuting flows, a distance-deterrence function is required.
To model the working population, variables describing the attractiveness and capacity of
the residential areas are required. To model employment, variables relating to firm location
are necessary. As it is difficult to find truly exogenous variables, a practical solution is to
use delayed values in prediction models. Equilibrium is attained by balancing factors in the
model. In a perfectly functioning housing and labor market, these can be related to wages
and housing prices (De Vries and De Vos 2001). If prices are rigid, vacancies can occur
(both on the housing and on the labor market), as well as unemployment, and waiting lists
for housing.
In this section we have discussed the theory and the literature on the modeling of
commuting and the location of jobs and population. We also described the general
structure of ATM. In the following sections, we describe the detailed specification and the
estimation of the model.

5.3 DISTANCE-DECAY AND BALANCING FACTORS
In this section we summarize the first stage of the estimation, and present its results. In this
stage we analyze the relationship between trips, origins, destinations, and travel costs. The
estimation method is described in Chapter 4 of this thesis (De Vries et al. 2009). We use
the results of the specification with a logistic-based distance-decay function.
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The logarithm of the distance-decay function Fij in (5.1) is specified as (4.25) in
Chapter 4 of this thesis (De Vries et al. 2009):
1
1
,
f (Gij )   0 
 0 

 3  3 ln Gij
1  Gij /  2  3
1  2 e

(5.11)

where G ij is a submodel for the corrected travel cost. The corrections to the observed
travel cost are required because of the specific geographical situation in Denmark,
especially concerning the use of ferries between the parts of the country. The specification
(5.11) implies that the logarithm of the facility of movement is a downwards logistic
function of the logarithm of the generalized travel cost. We estimated:
ln(Tij  12 )  ln Oi  ln D j  ln Ai  ln B j  f (Gij )  uij ,

(5.12)

with f (Gij ) substituted from (5.11), and the submodel for Gij substituted into that, by
Nonlinear Weighted Least Squares. The left-hand side of (5.12) is observed. The addition
of a 1/2 serves to correct for the bias by taking the logarithm of a Poisson distributed
variable (Sen and Soot 1981; Sen and Smith 1995). The balancing factors Ai and B j are
estimated as origin- and destination-specific effects. This procedure results in estimates for
the parameters of the distance-decay function, the dummy parameters in Gij , as well as
balancing factors for all origins and destinations. The parameter estimates were reported in
De Vries et al. (2009), Table 4.2 in Chapter 4 of this thesis. The inflection point of the
logistic function lies around a cost corresponding to a distance of approximately 20 km.
There, the elasticity of commuting with respect to travel costs reaches its largest absolute
value, and lies around -4.
From this first stage we also derive estimates of the balancing factors or systemic
variables. For reasons of space, we do not list them all here, but we made a selection of a
few large municipalities and some extreme cases. Table 5.1 lists outflow Oi , inflow D j ,
the intrazonal flow, and the balancing factors for selected municipalities. For each
municipality also the county is mentioned (the counties are indicated on the map in Figure
4.1 of this thesis). The lowest values of Ai , i.e. the highest accessibility to jobs, are
reached around Copenhagen. The lowest value of B j , i.e. the highest accessibility to the
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Table 5.1. Estimated systemic variables, for selected municipalities
Municipality

County

O

D

Tdiag

A

B

København

Københavns Amt

224704

306667

138202

0.491

0.939

Frederiksberg

Københavns Amt

45816

40008

10650

0.360

0.804

Brøndby

Københavns Amt

15407

20076

3879

0.241

1.126

Glostrup

Københavns Amt

10364

20224

3081

0.223

0.941

Bramsnæs

Roskilde Amt

4849

2100

1427

1.013

0.528

Gundsø

Roskilde Amt

8034

3299

2065

0.487

0.376

Fuglebjerg

Vestsjællands
Amt
Storstrøms Amt

3046

1948

1331

1.506

0.580

3430

2663

1809

1.968

0.775

AllingeGudhjem
Odense

Bornholms Amt

3428

2671

2099

2.051

2.703

Fyns Amt

88026

95818

72785

0.675

0.540

Tranekær

Fyns Amt

1476

1162

922

3.014

2.023

Blåvandshuk

Ribe Amt

2177

2309

1309

1.648

2.776

Esbjerg

Ribe Amt

40587

46676

35988

0.600

1.125

Silkeborg

Århus Amt

26371

25828

19560

0.639

0.483

Århus

Århus Amt

140040

158385

121480

0.706

0.713

Læsø

Nordjyllands Amt

1013

964

914

4.192

4.550

Ålborg

Nordjyllands Amt

76350

89203

65951

0.820

0.802

Præstø

labor force, is reached in Gundsø in Roskilde Amt. The highest values of Ai and B j occur
on the remote island of Læsø. Generally, high values, or poor accessibility, occur in distant
areas, especially on the smaller islands. In cities, both Ai and B j tend to be low, indicating
good accessibility. In Copenhagen and Esbjerg, Ai is low but B j is average, contrary to
cities like Odense and Aarhus. This means that accessibility to the labor force is not that
good in Copenhagen. A lot of people live in or near Copenhagen, but they have many
alternative opportunities to choose a job, so that firms have to compete for workers. (These
concepts opportunities and competition were used by Alonso (1973) to develop this
model.)
The final action of the first estimation stage is the computation of the Fij matrix. This
is easily done. From equation (5.12) we derive:
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fˆ ( Gˆ ) uˆ
Fˆij  e ij e ij  (Tij  12 )

 Aˆ Bˆ O D  .
i

j

i

j

(5.13)

This estimated Fij includes the disturbances of the distance-deterrence function. This
primarily concerns specification errors in the measurement of costs, which affect
accessibility. As the Poisson correction is included in (5.13), Fij will be slightly positive
even for zero flows. (An alternative approach might be to include only the specification
error, and not the Poisson error. This would require that the residuals be split into two
parts, according to the variance components. However, this would complicate the
computations, while it primarily affects small Fij ’s.) The computed Fij matrix is used in
the second stage of the estimation, as it determines through equations (5.8) and (5.9) how
the systemic variables Ai and B j depend on the exogenous parts Vi and W j .
In this section we have summarized the first stage of the estimation procedure. From
the trips equation, the distance-decay function and the balancing factors were estimated.
These estimated balancing factors will serve as inputs for the second stage of the
estimation.

5.4 ESTIMATION OF THE SYSTEMIC PARAMETERS
In this section we describe the second stage of the estimation. In this stage we relate the
active population and the number of workers to the balancing factors, which can be seen as
accessibility indicators. We apply the Iterative IV estimator developed by De Vries et al.
(2002) (see Chapter 3 of this thesis). In this stage of the estimation we use the following
data:


Oi and D j : origin and destination totals, as in Chapter 4;



Ai and B j : balancing factors, estimated in Chapter 4;



explanatory variables related to municipalities;



Fij : a matrix indicating the ‘facility of movement’, resulting from Chapter 4, by (5.13).
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ITERATIVE INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES ESTIMATION
The estimation method for this stage is described in De Vries et al. (2002) (see Chapter 3
of this thesis). We estimate equations (5.2) and (5.3), taking into account that Ai and B j
depend on Oi and D j through equations (5.1), (5.4) and (5.5). (This dependence is
system-wide, not only for the corresponding i or j .) If we take logs and choose functional
forms for Vi and W j , including exogenous variables, parameters, and a disturbance term,
we have:

ln Oi   0   ln Ai   1 ln X 1i   2 ln X 2i  ...  vi ;

(5.14)

ln D j   0   ln B j  1 ln Y1 j   2 ln Y2 j  ...  w j .

(5.15)

As Ai and B j are endogenous variables, we use instrumental variables. As instruments
we use the “predicted” Ai and B j . That means that, given Fij , the exogenous variables,
and parameter values, we solve the model (equations (5.1) – (5.5)) for Ai and B j . This is
most easily done using equations (5.8) and (5.9). Iteration converges quickly for suitable
parameter values2 (De Vos and Bikker 1982). As parameter values are required to calculate
the instruments, we iterated between the computation of instruments and the parameter
estimation. As we expect, from theoretical considerations, that both  and  lie in the
range of 0 to 1, we used 0.5 for both parameters as starting values. However, the first
iteration round resulted in estimates outside the 0 – 1 range, and the model could not be
solved for those parameter values. Therefore, we replaced negative estimates by 0 (or 0.01
if both are nonpositive), and estimates greater than 1 by 1, to get the iteration on the correct
path.

2

To ensure convergence, both systemic parameters should lie between 0 and 1, and at least one of them

should be positive. If both are small, convergence is slow. Convergence is fast, however, if the systemic
variables are normalized in each round to have a geometric mean of 1. De Vos and Bikker (1982). Bikker
(1987, 1992), Bikker and De Vos (1992) do this, as otherwise in their proxy method the estimates of the
constants would not converge. For use as the instrument, the normalization makes no difference, as each
equation contains a constant term.
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APPLIED MODEL SPECIFICATION
As further explanatory variables on the residential side, we use the share of forest, the local
tax rate, and the area of the municipality. As the first two of these variables are shares, we
did not take their logs. We entered the area in logs, and set its coefficient to -1, that is, we
explain the density of the active population. On the employment side, we also explain the
density. Additionally, we included the population density in 1979 in logs in the residential
equation, and the number of workplaces (firm establishments) per square kilometer in 1980
(also in logs) in the employment equation. So the specific equations to estimate are:
ln Oi   const   ln Ai  ln Areai   Forest Forest i   TaxrateTaxratei 

 Pop 79 dens (ln Population1979.i  ln Areai )  vi
ln D j  const   ln B j  ln Area j 

 Firms 80 dens (ln WorkPlaces1980. j  ln Area j )  w j

.

;

(5.16)

(5.17)

The inclusion of delayed population and workplaces requires some explanation. It is
difficult to find variables that are truly exogenous with respect to employment and active
population. With only forest share and tax rate the model does not have much explanatory
power, and so the instruments will be weak and the estimates poor. The coefficient of area
needs to be fixed, as the administrative division also depends on the location of population.
(Municipalities with a large area tend to have low population numbers.) In earlier
applications of ATM, this problem with exogenous variables did not occur. In migration
models, the population level can be treated as exogenous, and provides a strong
explanatory variable. Similarly, for hospital admissions population and number of beds can
be treated as exogenous.
The location of population and employment in a country is the result of a proces that
has continued for centuries, and is probably path dependent. To be able to demonstrate
ATM and our estimation method, we therefore decided to include some delayed variables.
We took the population density of approximately 15 years earlier. In this way the
residential equation describes the effect of accessibility to jobs on the change in population
combined with the participation rate. On the employment side we took the density of
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workplaces 15 years earlier. The number of establishments is, of course, related to, but
different from, the number of jobs.
By including these delayed variables, the explanatory power of the model is much
stronger than if only the forest share and the local tax rate are used as exogenous variables.
To obtain instruments for A and B, the model is solved given exogenous variables and
preliminary parameter values. The predicted A and B from the model are used as
instruments in the estimation of (5.14) and (5.15).3 A reasonable fit of the model is
required to obtain useful instruments. In this way the estimation method converged, and we
get plausible estimates. Of course, the specification of the exogenous parts of the model
could be improved, but the main purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how to estimate
ATM. The IV estimation did converge quickly. The results are presented in the last
columns of Tables 5.2 and 5.3 (in the next section).

OTHER ESTIMATION METHODS
An important motive for this chapter is to apply the Iterative IV method that was
theoretically developed by De Vries et al. (2002) (see Chapter 3 of this thesis). It is
interesting to compare the estimation results with estimates derived by other methods,
known from the literature. We calculated estimates by three other methods. The first is
OLS, the second is the method of De Vos and Bikker (1982), Bikker and De Vos (1992);
and the third is IV without iteration (Hausman 1983).
Bikker and De Vos (1992) also use the predicted values of Ai and B j , but they
substitute them (as deviations from their respective geometric means) in (5.14) and (5.15)
as proxy variables. In the course of the iteration, the estimated parameters will differ from
those in the IV method, so the predicted values will also differ. That OLS is inconsistent is
clear from the fact that (5.14) and (5.15) contain endogenous explanatory variables. The

3

The use of the delayed variable from the ‘other’ side as the instrument could also be considered. That

requires that the regional classification is the same for the residential and the employment side, which is the
case in this application. But it is plausible that the instruments derived from the model are stronger.
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inconsistency of the method of Bikker and De Vos (1992) is subtler. As the model is
nonlinear, the predicted values of the balancing factors are not their expected values. That
is not a problem if they are used as instruments, but if they are substituted as proxies in the
equations, the assumption of zero expectation of the disturbance is violated. Hausman
(1983) calls this the “forbidden regression”, and advocates the method where the
predictions are used as instruments. He suggests that iteration between parameter
estimation and the computation of instruments is possible, which is the method we prefer.
For comparison, the result of the first step in this iteration is also listed in the tables. (For
the presentation of this first step we chose more informative starting values: both  and 
set at 0.2, and the parameters for Pop79dens and Firms80dens both set to 1. OLS and the
iterative methods have the same result irrespective of the starting values.) In Tables 5.2 and
5.3 we present the results of all four estimation methods. In the next section we discuss the
estimates.
In this section we have estimated the systemic parameters in ATM for commuting in
Denmark, as well as the effects of exogenous variables on the residential and the
employment side. We applied the Iterative IV estimation method proposed in Chapter 3.
For comparison, we also estimated the model with some other estimation methods
proposed in the literature.

5.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss the estimation results, and compare the different estimation
methods. Further, we explain how the specification choice for the distance-decay function
can affect the estimation of the systemic parameters.

PARAMETER ESTIMATES
First, we discuss the estimates found with the Iterative IV method. Those are listed in the
last columns of Tables 5.2 and 5.3. The standard errors of the disturbances are 20% on the
residential side and 35% on the employment side. The parameters of interest are  and  .
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Table 5.2. Estimation results for equation (5.16), various estimation methods
OLS
Alpha
Forest
Taxrate
Pop79dens
Constant
sigma

0.249
( 0.036
0.305
( 0.183
-3.906
( 1.004
0.914
( 0.017
0.862
( 0.297
0.202

)
)
)
)
)

Iterative Proxy

IV 1st round

Iterative IV

0.171
( 0.029
0.304
( 0.187
-5.316
( 1.008
0.897
( 0.021
1.355
( 0.315
0.207

-0.357
( 0.113
0.576
( 0.266
-7.028
( 1.531
1.119
( 0.042
0.825
( 0.426
0.290

0.271
( 0.049
0.295
( 0.183
-3.793
( 1.019
0.906
( 0.020
0.863
( 0.297
0.203

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

Dependent variable: log O minus log Area, so log of working population of municipality per square
kilometer.


Alpha: coefficient of -(ln A). The predicted value of -(ln A) is used as the instrument or
proxy. Systemic variable A is the inverse of accessibility to jobs.



Forest: share of forest in municipality area.



Taxrate: local tax rate of municipality.



Pop79dens: logarithm of population density in the municipality in 1979.



sigma: residual standard error.

Standard errors in parentheses.

The estimate for  is 0.27, and the estimate for  is 0.19. Both are significantly different
from zero, but they are not significantly different from each other.
Of the four models of Wilson’s (1967, 1970, 1971, 1974) Family of Spatial Interaction
Models, the doubly constrained model is the closest to this result. (In the unconstrained
gravity model both  and  are 1; in the origin-constrained model   0 and   1 ; in
the destination-constrained model   1 and   0 ; and in the doubly constrained model
both  and  are 0.) So it is not surprising if the doubly constrained model is often
applied to commuting. However, in the doubly constrained model both  and  are
implicitly set to zero, while we find that they are significantly different from zero, and
cannot be neglected. Although population and employment are not very elastic, they are
certainly not fixed.
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Table 5.3. Estimation results for equation (5.17), various estimation methods

Beta
Firms80dens
Constant
sigma

OLS

Iterative Proxy

IV 1st round

Iterative IV

0.121
( 0.061 )
1.148
( 0.022 )
2.315
( 0.034 )
0.352

0.099
( 0.052 )
1.176
( 0.024 )
2.286
( 0.036 )
0.352

0.351
( 0.100 )
1.131
( 0.023 )
2.328
( 0.035 )
0.361

0.191
( 0.073 )
1.143
( 0.022 )
2.319
( 0.034 )
0.353

Dependent variable: log D minus log Area, so log of people employed in municipality per square kilometer.


Beta: coefficient of -(ln B). The predicted value of -(ln B) is used as the instrument or
proxy. Systemic variable B is the inverse of accessibility to the labor force.



Firms80dens: logarithm of density of firm establishments in 1980.



sigma: residual standard error.

Standard errors in parentheses.

If people were to follow jobs perfectly,  would equal 1. If jobs were to follow people
perfectly,  would equal 1. The interpretation of the estimated  and  is that the level
of active population is not very sensitive to the accessibility to jobs, while also the level of
employment is not very sensitive to the accessibility to the labor force. Any mismatch
between residence and employment location is for a large part solved by commuting and
not by relocation.
The numerical example in Chapter 2 of this thesis (De Vries et al. 2001) might help to
clarify this. Section 2.2 presents an example of the effect of a travel cost reduction on a
specific link. Three cases are compared: unconstrained (     1 ), doubly constrained
(     0 ), and ATM with     0.5 . The original bilateral flow of 73 changes to
294, 204 or 234, respectively, so there is a comparable change in all three cases. However,
the inflow and outflow at the origin and destination of the improved link become,
respectively, 826, 606 and 679, from the original 606. So, with     0.5 , the change in
inflow and outflow is much smaller than the change in the bilateral flow, and for
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    0 the inflow and outflow do not change at all. For the estimated  (0.27) and 
(0.19). the effect would be something between these two cases.
It is also possible to look at the effect of an overall change in transport cost. The
concept of macro-elasticities was introduced by De Vos and Bikker (1982), Bikker and De
Vos (1992), and is explained in Chapter 2 of this thesis (De Vries et al. 2001). The macroelasticity  /(     ) of a change in the facility of movement can be computed from
the estimates as 0.126. This means that, according to the model, a general increase in the
facility of movement of 10% will cause a general increase of employed people of 1.26%.
To obtain the travel cost elasticity of employment, this needs to be multiplied by the cost
elasticity of the decay function, which was given earlier in Table 4.4. Using, for simplicity,
the estimate for the power function, the total elasticity would be -2.35*0.126=-0.297. So a
10% decrease in transport cost would cause a rise of commuting by 3%. However, as
demonstrated in Chapter 4 of this thesis (De Vries et al. 2009), a logistic-based
specification of the distance-decay function is more appropriate, and then the transport cost
elasticity of commuting varies over distance.
The parameter for the share of forest is positive but not significant. The interpretation
of the number is that if the share of forest in a municipality is 10 percentage points higher,
the density of active population will, ceteris paribus, be 2.95% higher. The parameter for
the local tax rate is negative and very significant. The interpretation of the number is that,
if the local tax rate is 1 percentage point higher, the density of active population will,
ceteris paribus, be 3.8% lower. For both parameters this is the sign we would expect. The
parameters for delayed population density and delayed density of workplaces lie around 1,
as we would expect.

COMPARISON OF ESTIMATION METHODS
We now compare how sensitive the results are for the choice of estimation method. We
applied four different estimation methods, described in the previous section, and for each
estimation method there is a results column in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
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First, we look at OLS, which is biased because of the correlation between the systemic
variables and the disturbances. However, the estimates appear not to differ much from
those obtained by Iterative IV. The largest difference occurs for  : approximately one
standard error, or a factor 1.6. So, in this application, the endogeneity bias is small. The
balancing factors A and B are strongly determined by the explanatory variables, including
delayed population density and delayed density of workplaces, and the effect of the
disturbances on the balancing factors is apparently small.
The iterative proxy method, originally developed by De Vos and Bikker (1982), tries to
avoid the bias in OLS by substituting approximated systemic variables obtained by solving
the system of (5.8) and (5.9). As the approximation depends on the estimated parameter
values, they iterate this. Forthe estimates of the constant terms to converge, the
approximated systemic variables are normalized in each round (e.g. to have geometric
mean 1). The estimates for  and  differ considerably from those of Iterative IV, and it
seems that the correction on OLS changes the estimates in the wrong direction. For the
other parameters there is not much difference — only the effect of the tax rate is estimated
to be much larger.
Finally, we also list the estimates as they were found in the first iteration round of our
Iterative IV method: that is, the IV estimation with instruments obtained from the model,
but without iteration. This is one of the options discussed by Hausman (1983). We see that
both  and  differ considerably, and that  even has the wrong sign. This method is
very sensitive for the choice of starting values for the parameters. For poor starting values,
the instruments will be weak. As the instruments are also correlated with the exogenous
variables, strange effects can occur in the regression. To apply the IV method without
iteration, it is important to choose reasonable starting values. (In this case, the parameters
for Pop79dens and Firms80dens were set to have starting values 1 instead of 0, and

 and  have starting values 0.20 instead of 0.50.) But with the latest day computers it is
easier and more effective to iterate over the instruments.
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REMARKS
Although we have presented the estimation of ATM in two separate chapters, and the first
stage has already been published as De Vries et al. (2009), the two stages of the estimation
are related. To apply the model, exogenous submodels for the distance decay, as well as for
the exogenous factors on the residential and employment side, need to be specified. The
choice of specification for the distance-decay function and the cost measurement will
affect the estimates for the systemic variables, and those serve as inputs for the estimation
of the systemic parameters.
From our experience with the specification of the model, we learned that it is important
to be careful when specifying dummy variables. Dummy variables are usually seen as
corrections. However, the choice of the base group can have effects on the results for the
parameters of interest. Although the first stage of the estimation of ATM is equivalent to
the estimation of a doubly constrained model, the role of the balancing factors in the model
is different. In the doubly constrained model, the balancing factors could be considered as
nuisance parameters, but in ATM they are essential. Careless choice of dummy variables
can result in incorrect estimates for the balancing factors, and spoil the estimation of the
systemic parameters in the second stage of the estimation procedure.
As an example, we mention the treatment of Bornholm. In our first analysis on a
county level, the Bornholm – Bornholm flow was an outlier. When we included a dummy
variable for flows within the island of Bornholm, we got strange results in the second stage
of the estimation (e.g. parameters outside the theoretical range of 0 to 1). When we
replaced the dummy by a from/to-Bornholm dummy, these problems disappeared. We
interpreted that as follows. If the from/to-Bornholm dummy is omitted, the cost effect of
taking the ferry over the Baltic Sea is picked up by the balancing factors for Bornholm.
The within-Bornholm flows are then predicted as if two ferries were involved, causing the
outlier. Both specifications are equivalent in their description of flows, but differ in the
attribution of the effects to balancing factors (indicating accessibility) and other dummy
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variables (representing corrections). For the analysis of the effects of accessibility on
residential and employment location, this distinction is essential.

5.6 CONCLUSION
In this chapter we have estimated Alonso’s Theory of Movements (ATM) for commuting
in Denmark. ATM is a spatial interaction model in which the outflows and inflows depend
on the balancing factors. If the model is used as a commuting model, the distribution of
both jobs and population are endogenous, and interdependent. So ATM describes not only
the flows, but also the level of activities at the origins and destinations, as in integrated
transport/land-use models.
This chapter is the first application of the Iterative Instrumental Variable method of De
Vries et al. (2002) (see Chapter 3 of this thesis). The method proved to work well. To
ensure convergence, it was necessary to bound the parameters between 0 and 1 during the
iteration. As the final estimates lie well within this interval, this is not restrictive. For
comparison we also applied OLS and the method of Bikker and De Vos (1992), which are
theoretically known to be inconsistent. The application of instruments derived from the
model without iteration proved to be unreliable. The endogeneity bias in OLS appeared to
be small in this application. The inclusion of delayed population density and delayed
density of workplaces in the specification makes the accessibility indicators sufficiently
determined.
We obtained reasonable estimates for all parameters of interest. The systemic
parameters are both estimated to be small. Jobs do not follow people very much, and also
people do not follow jobs very much. But they do follow each other to some extent. So the
location of population and employment do interact, but an important part of the friction
between labor and housing markets is solved by commuting. As the difference between the
estimated systemic variables is small and insignificant, the adaptation on the residential
and the employment side will be comparable.
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The macro-elasticities as presented in Table 2.6 of this thesis, can be computed from
the estimates as 0.66 for residential shocks, 0.47 for employment shocks, and 0.13 for
transportation shocks. This means that an autonomous increase in labor supply of 1%
would increase employment by 0.66%. An autonomous increase in labor demand would
increase employment by 0.43%. And an increase in the facility of movement by 1% would
increase employment by 0.13%. The structure of the model is such that, if both supply and
demand and also transport cost increase, the total effect is proportional. However, it should
be noted that this is a spatial interaction model and not a macroeconomic model. The
model is primarily useful to predict the effects on commuting, population, and employment
if the transport network is changed, or new towns or business areas are developed. The
macro-elasticities are a useful summary of the sizes of the effects, and could be seen as
approximations of local effects.
In Section 5.5 we computed the transport cost elasticity of commuting as -0.297. This
is based on the power distance-decay function, which is analytically convenient but
overestimates interaction on very short distances. Using the more realistic logistic-based
distance-decay function (see Chapter 4 and De Vries et al. 2009), the transport cost
elasticity varies over distance. It can be computed by multiplying the estimated values of
the travel cost elasticity of distance decay (Table 4.4) by the estimated macro-elasticity for
the facility of movement (0.126). The resulting elasticity approaches 0 for very short
distances, reaches a value around -0.5 for distances around 20 km, and approaches 0 again
for very large distances.
A general change in transportation costs can be caused by a change in fuel prices, but
in the longer run also the rise of incomes is important. Increasing incomes in the last
decades of the 20th century made commuting more affordable. According to the model and
the estimates, that would have the largest effects at distances around 20 kilometers, and
indeed suburbanization was substantial. On long distances the effects are small. For
commuting within municipalities, the first-order effects are small, and the increased
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competion from, and alternative opportunities in, the urban region might reduce shortdistance commuting. In the model these secondary effects operate through changes in the
systemic variables A and B.
Note that, with constant transportation cost, an equal increase in labor supply and labor
demand will lead to an increase in employment that is 1.13 times as large. This could be
attributed to better matching. As mentioned in Wilson (1967) and in Chapter 2 of this
thesis, the unconstrained gravity model would double that increase, which is unrealistic. In
constrained models the increase would be proportional. In ATM the relevant factor is
estimated.
As the specification of the exogenous effects in the residential and employment
municipalities is rather simple in this model, this conclusion on the interdepence of
population and employment is tentative. The model could certainly be improved, but there
was insufficient time to do that during the preparation of this thesis. The main purpose of
this chapter is to demonstrate the estimation methods.

APPENDIX 5A. DATA SOURCE
The following data were made available by Anne Kaag Andersen of the Danish Institute of
Local Government Studies AKF, http://www.akf.dk/


commuting costs between municipalities, 1995



the commuting between municipalities 1995



the share of forest in the municipalities



the income tax level of the municipalities



a list of the municipalities and their official identification numbers.

More specific definitions of the background data, including costs, are given in Andersen
(1999a). We constructed the area of the municipalities from the diagonal elements of the
cost matrix (which were computed as the mean distance of trips to the center for origins
evenly spread out over a circle with the same area as the municipality).
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Other variables were derived from Statistics Denmark ( statbank.dk ):


Population primo, 1979 (Statistics Denmark 2006);



Workplaces by region and time, 1980 (Statistics Denmark 2004), aggregated over
size.

APPENDIX 5B. SOFTWARE
All estimations for this thesis were done using the package Ox. “Ox is an object-oriented
matrix programming language. It is an important tool for statistical and econometric
programming with a syntax similar to C++ and a comprehensive range of commands for
matrix and statistical operations” (Doornik 1998, back cover). For more information on
Ox, see http://www.doornik.com/.
The object-oriented features of Ox proved to be very useful. Ready-made packages
containing classes are available, but these are generally written for time-series. We
needed to write our own classes to handle regional data and our iterative estimation
method. Our program and the complete output will be made available on
http://personal.vu.nl/j.j.de.vries/.

APPENDIX 5C. HAMERSLAG’S TRANSPORTATION MODEL
WITH ELASTIC CONSTRAINTS
The model which is generally known as Alonso’s Theory of Movements (ATM) (Alonso
1973, 1978) was also developed, independently and even somewhat earlier, by Hamerslag
(1972, 1975c). Hamerslag wanted to include the interaction between transport planning
and spatial development in a commuting model. He argues that land use, specifically the
location of jobs and population, is affected both by the transportation system and by spatial
limitations. However, the usual models take the distribution of jobs and/or population as
fixed (singly or doubly constrained), or as purely the result of transportation decisions
(unconstrained). To overcome these shortcomings, Hamerslag developed what he calls a
Transportation Model with Elastic Constraints. The setting of the model development is
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that of civil engineering, traffic modeling and spatial planning. Unfortunately, most of
Hamerslag’s work on this model has only been published in Dutch, in ‘gray’ literature.
In this Appendix, we first expose the general model as it was presented by Hamerslag
(1972), which leaves some functional forms unspecified. Next, we discuss the more
specific model of Hamerslag (1975c), which is equivalent to ATM. Then we a review a
paper by Fortuijn (1976), who presents a more structural land-use model, and suggests an
alternative notation for the model of Hamerslag (1975c). All these publications are in
Dutch, with English summaries. The demonstration that a certain functional specification
of the model of Hamerslag (1972) results in the model of Hamerslag (1975c) and Alonso
(1978) is placed at the end of this Appendix.

HAMERSLAG 1972 AND IVVS
Hamerslag (1972) developed his model within the framework of the Integral Traffic and
Transport Study for the Netherlands (IVVS) (Nederlands Economisch Instituut 1972). The
basic form of the various models considered is:
Pij  l i m j Qi X jWij ,

P
P

(5C.1)

ij

 PN j ,

(5C.2)

ij

 PPi ,

(5C.3)

i

j

where Pij is the number of movements from i to j ; li and m j are balancing factors4; Qi
and X j are ‘polarities’ (weights of origins and destinations); and Wij is the value of the
distribution function (distance-deterrence function). PPi is the number of departures from
traffic zone i , and PN j is the number of arrivals in traffic zone j (Hamerslag 1972, p. 94;
Nederlands Economisch Instituut 1972, Annex 3, p. 45).
Hamerslag states that the four factors PPi , PN j , Qi and X j indicate the effect of the
spatial structure and social-economic factors on the number of movements from i to j . He
4

These balancing factors are related to those of the doubly constrained model and ATM, but are different, as

not the outflow and inflow totals but origin and destination weights occur in the equation. The precise
relation will become clear from the analysis which follows.
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argues that, for the solution of the system of equations, two out of these four quantities
need to be used as explanatory variables, and that the interpretation of li and m j depends
on this choice. What Hamerslag actually does is to have Qi and X j always exogenous,
and he imposes two restrictions on the four variables PPi , PN j , li and m j . He
distinguishes four possibilities (Hamerslag 1972, p. 94-101; Nederlands Economisch
Instituut 1972, Annex 3, pp. 45-46, 157-162):
1. The model without constraints: li and m j are set to 1; the polarities Qi and X j
determine the flows through (5C.1); and PPi and PN j result as summations. This
is the model of Carey (1858), Zipf (1941), and Stewart (1941).
2. The model with one fixed constraint, in two versions: PN j is given, and li is set to
1, and m j results from the computation and PPi as summation (first version); or

PPi is given, and m j is set to 1, and li results from the computation and PN j as
summation.
3. The model with two fixed constraints: PPi and PN j are given, the model is solved
for li and m j , while Qi and X j have no effect on the flows. Hamerslag gives
several references.
4. The model with elastic constraints: the numbers of departures and arrivals are also
affected by the result of the distribution of trips.
Working out this fourth possibility, Hamerslag (1972, p. 100) states that it appears
from his statistical analysis that, for some movement purposes, the number of departures
and arrivals depends on the average sacrifice per traffic zone:
“The transport production of a transport zone is also determined by the situation of the
transport zone with respect to the other transport zones. It seems likely that an isolated
transport zone will ‘produce’ fewer movements than a centrally situated transport zone. An
indicator of the ‘degree of isolated situation’ can be: the weighted average transport cost
from one transport zone to all other transport zones” (translated from Nederlands
Economisch Instituut 1972, Annex 3, p. 27).

He describes this relationship by the functions PP and PN :
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PPi  PP Rix  ,

PN j  PN R xj  ,

(5C.4)
(5C.5)

where Rix is the average trip distance from traffic zone i , and R xj is the average trip
distance to traffic zone j . In this way he relates the number of arrivals, the number of
departures, and the distribution of movements to each other. The model with elastic
constraints has the advantage that other models can be considered as special cases of it
(Nederlands Economisch Instituut 1972, Annex 3, p. 162).
The first three cases distinguished by Hamerslag correspond to the four models of
Wilson’s (1967, 1970, 1971, 1974) Family of Spatial Interaction Models. At the end of this
Appendix, we demonstrate that the fourth case corresponds to ATM. Hamerslag (1972)
summarizes:
“With the constraints the influences of the planning developments and other social
economic developments can be calculated in the trip distribution. In general we distinguish
models with loose constraints, with one fixed constraint, with two fixed constraints and
with elastic constraints all depending on the degree of use of these constraints. The model
with elastic constraints must be preferred in theoretic considerations. The average trip
distance for a traffic zone namely has an influence on the total number of trips destined for
that traffic zone” (p. 4).

Hamerslag (1972) and the Nederlands Economisch Instituut (1972) did not apply the
model with elastic constraints, as intrazonal flows caused practical problems in the
computation of average trip distances.

HAMERSLAG 1975
In Hamerslag (1975c) the model is fully specified. Hamerslag describes and justifies his
model as follows:
“In this paper a model is presented dealing with the relationship between transportation
flows, location of population and employment and the transportation system. This model is
to be seen as a generalisation of the conventional singly or doubly constrained
transportation models, as it has so-called elastic constraints. It is argued that these
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conventional transportation models can only be applied if the activity pattern can be
forecast in equilibrium with the transportation system. Otherwise transportation flows
result that cannot be dealt with by the assumed transportation system. This condition is
seldom met. In the proposed model transportation demand, location of population and
employments is determined simultaneously. The model has a static as well as a dynamic
version. It is shown that the static version is very sensitive to changes of the elasticities of
the constraints. Application of the dynamic model to a hypothetical situation demonstrated
the resulting transportation flows and activity pattern to be highly sensitive to changes in
travel impedances. The results of the sensitivity study appeared reasonable” (p.292).

We present here a simplified version of this model, leaving out the dynamics5, modal split,
and an elastic parking constraint. The basic form is:
Pij  l i m j Qi X j Fij ,

(5C.6)

Ai   Pij ,

(5C.7)

B j   Pij ,

(5C.8)

j

i

g

Ai  li Gi ,
h

Bj  mj H j ,

(5C.9)
(5C.10)

where Pij are the flows; Ai the outflows and B j the inflows; li and m j are balancing
factors as above; Fij is the distance-deterrence function; Qi , X j , Gi and H j are
exogenous variables related to origins and destinations; and g and h are parameters. This
model is a special case of the more general model of Hamerslag (1972) presented above.
At the end of this Appendix we demonstrate how the model of Hamerslag (1975c) can be
derived from Hamerslag (1972), by the choice of specification of the functions.
The model (5C.6) to (5C.10) is equivalent to ATM. The structure of the equations (see
Section 5.2) is (5.10), (5.4), (5.5), (5.2) and (5.3), but with different balancing factors. The
equivalence of the models and the relationships between the balancing factors are derived

5

The static version of Hamerslag’s model corresponds with ATM. It is interesting to compare the dynamic

version of Hamerslag’s model with the dynamic extensions of Alonso’s model, as given by Nijkamp and
Poot (1987).
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by Fortuijn (1976) (see below). Hamerslag’s model seems somewhat more general, as
different exogenous variables are used in the equations for the inflows and outflows, on the
one hand, and the distribution equation on the other. However, these differences are
absorbed in the balancing factors li and m j , and only a certain combination of the
exogenous variables affects the flows. This will become clear from the discussion on
Fortuijn (1976) in the following.
Hamerslag (1975c) defines elasticities r  1 /(1  g ) and s  1 /(1  h) (which are equal
to 1   and 1   , respectively, in the notation of this thesis, as given in Section 5.2). This
parameterization is more appropriate than the one in terms of g and h , as it can also
handle the unconstrained cases. Hamerslag shows that various well-known traffic models
implicitly set these elasticities to 0 or 1. Constrained models take population and/or
employment as exogenous and only calculate the resulting traffic; unconstrained models
treat population and/or employment as the result of transportation decisions, ignoring land
use. If other values for these elasticities are used, there is interaction between
transportation demand, infrastructure and spatial planning. Using this model, Hamerslag
demonstrates that an overall reduction in transportation costs (e.g. due to rising income and
the availability of cars) will lead to a spread of population from the central cities to more
attractive areas (suburbanization).

FORTUIJN 1976
Fortuijn (1976) suggests an alternative notation for the model of Hamerslag (1975c), to
facilitate the interpretation. He constructs the model from mutual dependent submodels for
trip distribution, trip generation, and land use, explaining that:
“A key to this interpretation of the model is the use of the balancing factors in the
distribution model as an instrument to measure the accessibility. The land-use model starts
from the principle that the accessibility influences more or less the settlement of several
activities and consequently also the land use” (Fortuijn 1976, p. 204).

The distribution model determines trips Pij from departures Vi and arrivals A j such that:
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Vi   Pij ;

(5C.11)

A j   Pij .

(5C.12)

j

i

As a starting point for the distribution model Fortuijn postulates that the specific
willingness to travel depends on the difference between the benefits and the costs of the
movement:
Pij Ptot
Vi A j

 a i b j Fij ,

(5C.13)

where Ptot is the overall total of trips, ai and b j are endogenous factors, and Fij is the
distance-deterrence function. Fortuijn argues that the factors ai reflect the variation in the
benefits of the origin activity over the various origins, and similarly for b j at the
destinations. So the specific willingness to travel varies, compared with the distancedeterrence effect, due to differences in the utility to perform activities at the various origins
and destinations. The inverses of ai and b j can be interpreted as, respectively, a measure
of the relative accessibility of the origins and destinations.
In Fortuijn’s model, the trip generation depends on land use and accessibility. Land use
depends on the available land, attractiveness of the land, and accessibility. To demonstrate
the equivalence with Hamerslag’s model, Fortuijn simplifies his model. He only considers
travel from home to work, and represents land use by the location of population and
employment. In this simplified model it is assumed that the number of movements per job
and per inhabitant is not affected by accessibility. So accessibility affects trip generation
only indirectly, through the number of jobs and inhabitants. Combining the land-use and
trip generation models, the following equations result:

Vi  k1GiU i1ai



A j  k 2 H jU j 2 b j

;


(5C.14)
;

(5C.15)

where Gi and H j are exogenous indications of the available land for housing and
employment; and U i1 and U j 2 are the exogenous preferences for job and residence
location.
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Now it can be seen by inspection that the model of Fortuijn (1976) is the same as that
of Alonso (1978) (if we ignore the treatment of the overall total Ptot ). The model
representation by Fortuijn (1976) is very similar to that of De Vries et al. (2001) and that of
this thesis. Equation (5C.13) corresponds to (5.1); (5C.14) to (5.2); (5C.15) to (5.3);
(5C.11) to (5.4); and (5C.12) to (5.5). Fortunately, Fortuijn chose the symbols  and 
for the parameters in exactly the same way as Alonso (1978) did. Fortuijn’s balancing
factors ai and b j are the same as the balancing factors Ai and B j in this thesis (possibly
subject to a scalar factor due to the different treatment of the overall total).
Fortuijn demonstrates that his system of five equations (5C.11) to (5C.15) results in
Hamerslag (1975c)’s equations (5C.6) to (5C.10) if the following is defined:
g

,
1 g
h
,

1 h


1 1 g

ai  k1 Qi Gi li
b j  k2



1

,

X jH j mj
1

U i1  (Qi Gi ) ,
1

U j2  ( X j H j )  ,

1 h

(5C.16)
(5C.17)
(5C.18)

,

(5C.19)
(5C.20)
(5C.21)

and a scalar factor is added in the distribution equation, and the symbols for departures and
arrivals are adapted.6 So also Hamerslag’s Transportation Model with Elastic Constraints is
equivalent to ATM. As can be seen from the derivation at the end of this Appendix, the
balancing factor ai is proportional to average distance Rix , and b j is proportional to R xj .
Note that the above relationships are considerably simplified if we set k1  k 2  1 , Qi  Gi
and X j  H j .

6

We will not write out the proof here. It is simply a matter of repeated substitution. Substitute (5C.18) and

(5C.20) into (5C.14), and use (5C.16) to obtain (5C.9). Similarly, substitute (5C.19) and (5C.21) into
(5C.15), and use (5C.17) to obtain (5C.10). Finally, substitute (5C.9) and (5C.10) into (5C.13) to obtain
(5C.6).
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Fortuijn (1976) discusses the interpretation of  and  . On the basis of his structural
model he concludes that they indicate the degree to which accessibility influences the
location of jobs and inhabitants. The balancing factors and their parameters in Fortuijn’s
notation are easier to interpret than those of Hamerslag. Using his notation, Fortuijn (1976)
analyzes a simulation done by Hamerslag (1975c). In this simulation a group of cities is
arranged in a horseshoe form, as a stylized example of the Randstad Holland. The
parameter of the distance-deterrence function is changed in a few steps, to simulate the
effect of decreasing transportation resistance due to higher incomes and the increasing
availability of cars. Urbanization, suburbanization, and exurbanization effects can be
demonstrated nicely in this simulation. Fortuijn (1976) infers that Hamerslag’s (1975c)
parameter values imply   2 (relating to jobs) and   0.8 (relating to population).7 So
firms are hypersensitive to accessibility to the labor force. This choice of  is striking in
the light of various interpretations, implying that this parameter should be between 0 and 1.

FURTHER WORK
Hamerslag (1980) is a treatment in English of the transportation model with elastic
constraints. Here Hamerslag links the balancing factors li and m j with accessibility.
“The value of the equilibrium factors is a function of the extra effort needed to comply with
the constraints. In poorly accessible areas the value of the equilibrium factor is high and,
inversely, in easily accessible areas its value is low” (p. 68).

In the transportation model with elastic constraints
“... the number of arrivals and departures becomes dependent, though not exclusively, on
the degree of accessibility. Because the degree of accessibility is dependent on the quality
of the transportation system, the number of arrivals and departures, and consequently the
geographic distribution pattern of activities, also become dependent on the quality of the
transportation system” (p. 69).

7

The parameters



and

 are interchanged compared with the represenation in this thesis, taking the

employment side as origin and the residential side as destination.
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The model was, inter alia, applied to investigate the effect of highway and railway
construction in the Washington D.C.–Baltimore area (Hamerslag et al. 1992).

EQUIVALENCE OF MODELS
Finally, we demonstrate how the model of Hamerslag (1975c) and of Alonso (1978) can be
derived from the model of Hamerslag (1972). For certain specifications of functions PP ,

PN and Wij Hamerslag’s (1972) model with elastic constraints (equations (5C.1) to
(5C.5)) is equivalent to ATM (equations (5.1) to (5.5)). In the choice of specification we
use the idea of Hua and Porell (1979), Hua (1980, 1990, 2001) that the balancing factors in
ATM
“do have the unambiguous meaning of being proportional to the mean cost of outflow and
the mean cost of inflow to each place respectively” (Hua and Porell 1979, p. 121).

where the cost is the inverse of the distance deterrence function.8
We repeat the first three equations of Hamerslag (1972), (5C.1) to (5C.3):
Pij  l i m j Qi X jWij ;

P
P

(5C.22)

ij

 PN j ;

(5C.23)

ij

 PPi .

(5C.24)

i

j

The remaining two equations, (5C.4) and (5C.5), need to be specified further. To get the
equivalent of (5.2) and (5.3) (Alonso’s equations), we specify the following for the
distance-deterrence function and the way in which departures and arrivals depend on
average trip distances:
1

Wij  Rij ;

(5C.25)

PPi  ( aRix )  Vi ;

(5C.26)

PN j  (bRxj )   W j .

(5C.27)

Equations (5C.26) and (5C.27) also include exogenous variables related to origins and
destinations, which Hamerslag (1972) left out in (5C.4) and (5C.5), probably by mistake.

8

This does not fully avoid the circularity in the model, as the flows enter as weights in the mean.
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(These can be equal to the polarities in (5C.1), but for generality we choose different
symbols.) The average trip distances in (5C.26) and (5C.27) are, by definition:
j Pij Rij
;
Rix 
PPi

R xj 

(5C.28)

P R
ij

ij

i

.

PN j

(5C.29)

We define the two proportionality factors a and b in (5C.26) and (5C.27) as9:
1



a   m j X j  ;
 j


(5C.30)

1



b   li Qi  .

 i

(5C.31)

To demonstrate that this model is equivalent to Hamerslag (1975c) and ATM we first
derive a relationship between the balancing factors li and m j , on the one hand, and the
average trip lengths, on the other. Working out the formulas for the average trip distances
and for a and b , we obtain from (5C.26) and (5C.27) :


  Pij Rij

j
PPi  
 PPi  m j X j
j




 Vi ;



  Pij Rij

PN j   i
 PN j  l i Qi
i




 Wj .



(5C.32)



(5C.33)

Now substitute Pij from (5C.22) into (5C.32) and (5C.33), use (5C.25), and rearrange (the
summation part cancels) to obtain:






PPi  PPi li Qi Vi ;


PN j  PN j m j





X j Wj .

(5C.34)
(5C.35)

From these equations, solve for li and m j :
11 / 

li  PPi
9

The choice of
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1

(5C.36)

a and b is inspired by a result of Hua (1980) on the relationship between the balancing

factors and average costs.
level.

1

Vi Qi ,

a and b are endogenous, but not region-specific. They only affect the overall
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m j  PN j

11 / 

Wj

1/ 

1

Xj ,

(5C.37)

and using (5C.26) and (5C.27) we obtain:

li  aRix  Vi Qi ,
1

m j  bR xj 

1 

1

(5C.38)
1

Wj X j .

(5C.39)

These equations show the relationship between the balancing factors l i and m j and the
average trip length. If Vi  Qi and W j  X j , they are simple transformations.
Next we show how to derive the model of Hamerslag (1975). Reverse (5C.38) and
(5C.39):
1

 Q  1
aRix   li i  ,
 Vi 

(5C.40)

1


X j  1 
 ,
bR xj   m j
 W 
j 


(5C.41)

and substitute these in (5C.26) and (5C.27):


 Q  1
 g 1 g
g
PPi   li i  Vi  li Vi Qi ,
V
i 


(5C.42)




X j  1 
 W j  m j hW j 1 h X j h ,
PN j   m j
 W 
j 


(5C.43)

using the alternative parameters of Hamerslag g   /(1   ) and h   /(1   ) . These
equations (5C.42) and (5C.43) correspond to (5C.9) and (5C.10), with a redefinition of the
exogenous variables. This establishes the relationship between the models in Hamerslag
(1972) and Hamerslag (1975c).
Earlier in this Appendix we cited the demonstration of Fortuijn (1976) that his model is
equivalent to that of Hamerslag (1975c), while it is easily seen that Fortuijn’s model is the
same as ATM. So all these models are equivalent.
A more direct link between Hamerslag (1972) and ATM is possible. If we substitute li
and m j from (5C.38) and (5C.39) into (5C.22), we obtain:

Pij  aRix 

1

bR 

1 

xj

ViW jWij .

(5C.44)

If we now introduce the notation Ai and B j proportional to the average distances:
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Ai  aRix ,

(5C.45)

B j  bR xj ,

(5C.46)

we see that the model (equations (5C.42), (5C.26), (5C.27), (5C.23) and (5C.24)) has the
structure of ATM, as described in Section 5.2 (in the form (5.10), (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), and
(5.5)). For the specific choice of the distance-deterrence function (5C.25), the balancing
factors are proportional to average trip length.
The relationship between the balancing factors used by Hamerslag (1972, 1975c) and
those from this thesis as given in Section 5.2 (which are common in the doubly constrained
model, also used by Fortuijn (1976)) can be seen from (5C.38) and (5C.39), in combination
with (5C.45) and (5C.46):

li  Ai

1

mj  Bj

1

Vi Qi ;

1 

(5C.47)
1

Wj X j .

(5C.48)

If the same exogenous variables for origins and destinations are used in various equations,

Vi  Qi and W j  X j (or Gi  Qi and H j  X j in Hamerslag (1975)), this simplifies to:

li  Ai

1

mj  Bj

;

1 

(5C.49)
.

(5C.50)

So in that special case the relationship between the systemic variables of Alonso (1978)
and the variables of Hamerslag (1975c) is straightforward.
This concludes the demonstration of the basic equivalence of Alonso’s (1973, 1978)
Theory of Movements and Hamerslag’s (1972, 1975c) Transportation Model with Elastic
Constraints. As Hamerslag (1980, p. 71) said:
“A new model can have certain characteristics which may surprise even the designer of the
model himself.”
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
This final chapter summarizes the main conclusions from this thesis, and discusses
directions for further research. Section 6.1 contains the conclusions, ordered by chapter.
Section 6.2 proposes a spatial equilibrium model including prices and supply and demand
functions, from which Alonso’s Theory of Movements (ATM) can be derived as the
reduced form for quantities. The remaining sections suggest further research on theory,
estimation, and applications.

6.1 CONCLUSIONS
Spatial interaction modeling is not only about flows, but should involve true interaction
between the levels of activities at origins and destinations. In the application in this thesis,
residential and employment locations interact through commuting. The total outflow from
an origin does not only depend on the characteristics of that origin, but also, through the
system of flows, on all destinations, distances and other origins. Similarly, the total inflow
at a destination does not only depend on the characteristics of that destination, but also,
through the system of flows, on all origins, distances and other destinations. The bilateral
flows do not only depend on the characteristics of their origin and destination and the
distance between them, but also on the accessibility of the origin and the accessibility of
the destination. So the interaction is system-wide, and a model should be chosen that
incorporates that (nicely depicted by Bettman (1981)). (Chapter 2)
Several researchers have developed such a model, starting in the 1970s. The models of
Hamerslag (1972), Alonso (1973), Bikker and De Vos (1980), and Hallefjord and Jörnsten
(1985) have the same mathematical structure. This contains the four models of Wilson’s
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(1967, 1970, 1971, 1974) Family of Spatial Interaction Models as special cases, but the
new models have additional features and properties. The interpretation of the model and its
variables has raised a lot of discussion. Hamerslag (1972, 1975c) characterizes the model
as a transportation model with elastic constraints, Alonso (1973, 1978) as a systemic model
including opportunities and competition, Bikker and De Vos (1980, 1992) as an
equilibrium between three components, and Hallefjord and Jörnsten (1985, 1986) as a
multi-objective optimization problem. It is remarkable that from research on such different
applications as commuting, migration, international trade, and hospital admissions
essentially the same model arose. (Chapter 2, Appendix 5C)
Estimation of ATM can proceed in two stages (Ledent 1980). The first stage is similar
to the doubly constrained model. The often applied doubly constrained model can be
interpreted as a partial estimation of a more general model. If outflows and inflows are
both fully constrained, the question arises why their sums would be equal. If they are
elastic and endogenous, the equality of their sums results from the model. The first
estimation stage is conditional on them, to estimate the distance effect, as well as the
balancing factors (Cesario 1974). These balancing factors indicate accessibility (inversely),
so they are endogenous, and therefore called “systemic variables”. In the second stage,
their effect on outflows and inflows is estimated, for which simultaneous-equations
estimation methods are required. De Vries et al. (2002) proposed to apply the iterative
version of the Instrumental Variable estimation method described by Hausman (1983). In
Chapter 5 of this thesis, this method is applied for commuting in Denmark. (Chapter 3)
From the empirical application on commuting in Denmark it appeared that the effect of
travel cost on commuting flows is nonlinear, even after taking logs. So the well-known
exponential and power specification do not adequately describe this situation. From an
exploratory analysis with a spline function, it appears that the cost elasticity of the flows is
largest (in absolute value) for distances of around 20 km. This specification could nicely be
simplified using a logistic function (in a log-log setting). Recognizing the large variation in
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elasticity is important for the evalution of infrastructure projects. Moreover, a suitable
specification of the distance part of the model is essential to estimate the systemic effects
correctly. (Chapter 4)
The implementation of the Iterative Instrumental Variable estimation method required
quite some programming, but the computations are fast and the iteration converges
quickly. Iteration is essential, as in the first round strange results occur. The difference
with alternative estimation methods, applied in the literature on ATM, appeared to be small
in the empirical application on commuting in Denmark. Both systemic parameters are
estimated to be small, but significantly positive. So the constrained models are rejected.
The estimates for the accessibilty elasticities are 0.27 on the residential side and 0.19 on
the employment side. The tentative conclusion is that jobs and people follow each other to
a limited extent. (Chapter 5)

6.2 RESEARCH DIRECTION: INCLUDING PRICES
The tradition of ATM is primarily from geography. Economists like to include prices. For
hospital admissions, prices are not the regulating mechanism, but, for residential and
employment location choice, rents and wages are important. In this section we present a
spatial interaction model containing supply and demand functions, with prices as an
equilibrium mechanism.1 The description of flows which results from this model is
identical to that of ATM. The leading example will be commuting.
The model includes two sets of spatially separated markets (residential areas and
employment areas), and the interactions between these. The basis is the simultaneous
choice of residential and employment location, depending on housing prices, wages and
commuting costs. The model contains equations for housing supply and labor demand,
along with equilibrium conditions on the housing and labor markets. We demonstrate that,
if the prices are eliminated, the model for quantities is the same as ATM. As could be

1

This section is based on research with Aart F. De Vos.
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expected, the balancing factors in ATM are related to the prices in the structural model.
This relationship is not straightforward, however, as also exogenous variables from the
supply and demand functions are involved.
The supply-demand model has implications for the specification of the exogenous parts
in ATM. The equations for outflows and inflows contain combinations of the exogenous
variables from the supply and demand functions. The distinction between reduced-form
coefficients and structural-form coefficients has consequences for the interpretation and
possible restrictions. The model presented in this section provides a further rationale for
ATM, and a link to economics. The usual assumptions on the signs of price elasticities
imply that the systemic parameters lie between zero and one. Various special cases,
including the four models of Wilson’s Family of Spatial Interaction Models, result from
zero price elasticities.
In the model, a labor and a housing market are discerned, defined for spatial areas
which may differ for housing and labor. The interaction between the labor and the housing
markets is caused by the fact that the suppliers on the labor market are demanders on the
housing market. The strong relationship between the behavior of people in supplying labor
and in demanding housing is caused by the role of distance between the residential and the
employment location. We can think of the model as describing the action of three groups
of economic agents. Each employment region can be seen as one large firm, which
searches for a certain number of employees. Each residential region can be seen as a local
authority, which offers housing to a certain number of working people. The third group
consists of a large number of individuals who choose simultaneously a residential and an
employment region.
We model this situation at an aggregate level. The model explains the number of
people working in some region and living in some (other) region. The data to be modeled
can be represented in a table, where the rows correspond to residential regions and the
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columns to employment regions. Each cell contains the number of people living in a
specified residential region and working in a particular employment region.
The model can be described in five (vector) equations. These include two equilibrium
conditions (for both sets of markets), and three behavioral equations. One of these
concerns the individuals, who are suppliers in the labor market and demanders in the
housing market. The other two concern the demand function which they face on the labor
market and the supply function they face on the housing market. The five equations are:
the demand function for labor; the supply function for housing; an equation for the
aggregated choices of the individuals for a specific combination of a region to supply labor
and a region to demand housing; an equilibrium condition for the labor market; and an
equilibrium condition for the housing market. As the model contains three behavioral
equations, it is called the Three Component Model (3CM).
We describe the choice of residential and employment location as a simultaneous
choice. A person2 chooses a job and a house, taking into account the attractivity of the
various jobs (including the wage), the attractivity of the various houses (including house
price), and factors such as the distance between them. He/she may also choose not to work
at all. The model describes the interaction between the aggregated choices of individuals
and the capacity constraints on the various housing and labor markets. In the structural
model, this interaction occurs through prices. It is essentially a simultaneous equations
model. The resulting picture will be something like the following.
If too many people want to work in the same region, there will not be enough jobs
available. This will either drive wages down, or, if wages are fixed, decrease the chance to
find a job. Some people will choose another region to work in, others will remain
unemployed. Some of the other regions will not have enough jobs either, so the process
continues. On the other hand, in some employment regions there is a shortage of labor, and
firms will hire people from other regions. This continues until in each employment region

2

We ignore the extra complications of multi-earner households (Rouwendal and Van der Straaten 2004).
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there is an equilibrium between the number of jobs available and the number of people
preferring to work there.
In the meantime, a similar process occurs within the residential regions. The capacity to
absorb (employed) inhabitants is flexible, but limited. People who cannot find a house will
choose to live in another region. This continues until there is equilibrium in all residential
regions.
Both processes are interrelated: employment and residential location are chosen
simultaneously. For example, if there is a shortage of houses in a region, some people may
choose not only another residential region, but also another employment region than
originally intended. This is a logical consequence of the general equilibrium character of
the model.
Our primary goal is to explain the 3CM, and not to analyze the labor and housing
markets. The 3CM is an econometric model for cross-section data; it is a static model.
Thus, we will treat the situation on the labor and housing market as being in long-term
equilibrium. Further we assume (if necessary) that in both markets a price mechanism
exists with perfect competition. The purpose of this stylized case is to explain the working
of the model. But, as we discuss later, the model is also suited to describe many situations
where these assumptions are violated.
As the model is intended to be econometrically useful, we will introduce many
restrictive assumptions. From the viewpoint of mathematical economics a more general
specification would be preferred, but then the way to an estimable econometric model
would be too long. In principle one could ask beyond the demand and supply functions,
and construct a framework of utility or profit maximization. This is, however, outside the
scope of this section. We primarily intend to give a basis for a sensible specification of an
econometric model.
We specify behavioral equations multiplicatively. To be able to estimate the model
from reasonably-sized data sets, a functional form for these equations has to be chosen. A
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multiplicative specification has appeared to be suitable and is indeed often used. The
reason is that often the size of the effect on a flow of a change in an explanatory variable is
roughly proportional to the size of the flow concerned. This is modeled well by a
multiplicative specification, as then elasticities are constant. Other functional forms could
be chosen, and we think that in many cases a substantial part of the analysis will essentially
be unaffected. Incorporating more functional forms would complicate the notation, so we
will restrict ourselves here to a multiplicative specification.
We have a set of n regional housing markets, indicated by the subscript i , and a set of

m regional labor markets, indicated by the subscript j . Geographically, these regions can

 

be the same, but this is not required. The variable to be explained by the model is T  Tij ,
the n by m matrix whose ij - element is the number of people living in residential region

i and working in employment region j . From this are derived:
m

Oi   Tij ,

(6.1)

j 1

the total number of working people living in residential region (origin) i , and
n

D j   Tij ,

(6.2)

i 1

the number of people working in employment region (destination) j . These should not be
confused with the total number of people living in a region (including the unemployed and
those not in the labor force), or the total number of jobs available (including vacancies).
The model contains three behavioral equations (6.3 - 6.5). The number of working
people living in a residential region is related to the price of housing. A high rent ri will
increase housing supply, drive away non-working people, and stimulate higher occupation
rates. So we formulate a kind of supply function:


Oi  ri H i ,

(6.3)

where  is a parameter (price elasticity of supply, assumed to be positive), and H i is a
submodel containing exogenous factors (for example, the number of houses in a base
year). Labor demand is modeled as:


Dj  wj J j ,

(6.4)
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where w j is the wage,  is a parameter (wage elasticity of labor demand, assumed to be
negative), and J j is a submodel containing exogenous factors (for example, the available
area for business). The crucial equation is simultaneously a demand function on the
housing market and a supply function on the labor market, and describes the number of
people living in i and working in j :




Tij  ri w j Ri L j Fij .

(6.5)

This equation contains both the rent and the wage, with parameters  (assumed to be
positive, while price elasticity of demand is negative), and  (assumed to be negative,
while wage elasticity of labor supply is positive). Ri is a submodel of exogenous factors
making residential region i attractive to live in, and L j is a submodel of exogenous
factors making employment region j attractive to work in. Fij is a submodel of exogenous
factors related to the commuting from i to j , containing a distance-deterrence function as
its primary part.
The endogenous variables in this model are the quantities O , D and T , and the prices
r and w . The exogenous variables, possibly including parameters to be estimated, and

disturbance terms, are summarized in the five submodels. The structure of the model is
essentially symmetric between the origin and destination side. The only difference is the
sign of the coefficients of wage compared with that of rent. The explanation for this is that
the agents act as demanders on the housing markets and as suppliers on the labor market.
Rearranging each of the equations of the structural model, we have from (6.3), (6.4)
and (6.5):





Oi  ri H i  ri
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Dj  wj J j  wj
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(6.6)
(6.7)
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J j Fij .(6.8)

If we now define:
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Ai  ri
Bj
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Ri H i
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W j  L j   J j
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;

(6.11)

1

(6.12)

  R  H 1 ;
i
i


 L


j

Jj

1 

,

(6.13)
(6.14)

we have the equations of ATM.
The auxiliary variables A and B more or less replace the prices. They are related to the
prices r and w through the simple equations (6.11) and (6.12). Under the reasonable
assumptions of positive supply elasticities and negative demand elasticities, we have κμ > 0
and λν < 0. This is true independent of the question whether (6.3) is a demand and (6.4) is a
supply function, or both are demand functions, or both supply functions, or (6.3) a supply
and (6.4) a demand function. From these we have 0 < α < 1 and 0 < β < 1 as restrictions for
the parameters of the quantities model. If one of the price elasticities is zero, then α or β
becomes either zero or one. If both on the housing and the labor market one of the price
elasticities is zero, the four cases of Wilson’s (1967) Family of Spatial Interaction Models
result. The submodels V and W are weighted geometric averages of submodels of demand
and supply factors. The weights are given by the systemic variables. This has implications
for the interpretation of parameter estimates and for parameter restrictions. If, for theoretical
reasons, a parameter is restricted to one in the structural model, the relevant restriction in the
reduced-form model contains a systemic variable (De Vos and Bikker 1989).
In some applications the equilibrium is not attained through prices, but through other
mechanisms. For example, in the hospital case (De Vos and Bikker 1984, 1986, 1989),
waiting lists and admission policies play that role. Also in the example of the labor and
housing markets, one could imagine that prices are fixed, due to government regulations. The
equilibrium is then attained through other variables. These situations can be captured by the
3CM by calling the equilibrium-bringing variable “price”, and applying the model. Probably
the specification of the demand and supply functions will change, but the general structure
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remains. The characteristics of the variables that can be treated as prices are that they are
endogenous variables which affect the quantity demanded or the quantity supplied, or both.
In this section we have presented a structural model, based on two sets of markets. It
contains two sets of prices, and is essentially symmetric in its structure. It is possible to
eliminate the prices from this model. The resulting model for quantities has the structure of
ATM. So this derivation gives an economic basis for ATM. In the explanation of the model,
we use the example of living and working, but it is more general. The relevance of the
structural model, even in the case that prices are unobserved, is that it provides an
interpretation of parameters in the quantities model. Without this, reduced-form coefficients
are easily erroneously interpreted as structural-form coefficients. It has important
implications for various issues such as choice of explanatory variables, interpretation of
parameters, and choice of restrictions.

6.3 RESEARCH DIRECTION: THEORY
The approach sketched in the previous section could be elaborated on. The supply of
housing and the demand for labor could be modeled further, by including land use, along
the lines of Fortuijn (1975, 1975, 1982) and Geurs and Ritsema van Eck (2001, 2003).
Also for practical applications a commuting model following ATM could be integrated in a
more comprehensive model such as a Land Use Transport Interaction model (LUTI).
It would also be interesting to relate Alonso’s (1978) Theory of Movements to the

Spatial Computable General Equibibrium (SCGE) modeling by Bröcker (1998a, 1998b).
This would clarify the role of the systemic variables in the modeling of interregional trade.
In interregional trade the role of prices is different compared with that in commuting.
Import and export prices are closely related by transport costs.
The structural model presented in the previous section contains a choice function which
is simultaneously a demand function on the housing market and a supply function on the
labor market. The specification is simple and chosen so that ATM results. The
simultaneous choice of residential and employment location, including the required
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commuting, could be modeled from a utility framework. The utility of a choice depends on
the attractiveness of the residential region, the attractiveness of the employment region,
and the disposable income. The disposable income is the wage minus rent minus
commuting cost. The characteristics of dwellings and jobs can be seen as corrections to
rent and wages. The choice between regions is discrete, and a logit model could be used to
relate this to utility, acknowledging the variety of people’s preferences . The resulting
functional form might well differ3 from that used in Section 6.2, and that would have
implications for the functional form of the model for flows. Equations (3.1), (3.4) and
(3.5), which occur in the doubly constrained model, could remain unchanged, but the way
in which O depends on A, and D depends on B, might differ from (3.2) and (3.3). This
would affect the concept of macro-elasticities, but the general approach to the estimation
still holds.
Section 2.4 of this thesis demonstrates that the optimization program of Hallefjord and
Jörnsten (1985) results in Alonso’s (1978) Theory of Movements. The constraints (2.26)
and (2.27) were substituted in the objective function. An alternative approach would be to
use Lagrange multipliers. The role of those multipliers would be quite comparable to that
of the systemic variables A and B. Investigation of the exact relationship could help in the
interpretation.
The model as presented in this thesis is an equilibrium model. As residential and
employment locations change slowly, it is useful to consider mutations from a starting
situation. People can be looking for a job given their residential location, or they can
search for a job and find a new residential location afterwards. Change of dwelling or job
occurs usually only after several years. Matching theory might help to model this
(Pissarides 2000; Petrolongo and Pissarides 2001; Gautier and Teulings 2009; Xiao 2014).
The supply of housing and the demand for labor change even more slowly, as real estate is

3

Indirect utility depends on w - r - c; such an expression is not found in the multiplicative specification in

Section 6.2.
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involved. Reformulating the model as a dynamic model might improve the application.
This might also provide a theoretical justification for the inclusion of delayed variables in
the specification in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

6.4 RESEARCH DIRECTION: ESTIMATION
This thesis is the first application of the Iterative Instrumental Variables estimation method
on ATM, as proposed in De Vries et al. (2002). In the application on commuting in
Denmark (Chapter 5 of this thesis), the difference with OLS appeared to be small.
However, OLS is theoretically known to be inconsistent in this model. The size of the bias
might well depend on the application, the range of the systemic variables, and the
variances of the error terms. It would be useful to compare the estimation methods on
different data sets, and/or in a simulation.
Further, it would be interesting to apply the Full Information Maximum Likelihood
(FIML) estimator of De Vos and De Vries (1990) on the Danish data and other
applications. De Vos and De Vries (1990) applied it to hospital admissions aggregated to
provinces to demonstrate the method.
If prices are included in the model, and observations are available, the estimation
methods change somewhat. In the first stage, A and B are still estimated. In the second
stage, there are four equations instead of two:


Outflow O, dependent on price r, equation (6.3);



Inflow D, dependent on price w, equation (6.4);



The product OA, dependent on r, from equation (6.11) times (6.3);



The product DB, dependent on w, from equation (6.12) times (6.4).

The price variables r and w should be instrumented with their predictions which arise from
solving the model.
Applied models are often large and complex. In the kernel of regional models that
involve interaction often something like ATM is present (Bröcker 2014), or would be
desirable. Such a structure can also occur repeatedly in the same model: for commuting,
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for migration, and for trade flows. In principle, it would be possible to extend the
estimation method applied in this thesis to such composed models. That would require all
parameters to be estimated simultaneously, using instruments, and to solve the complete
model in each iteration. In practice, this might be difficult or undesirable. Alternative
methods like the Generalized Method of Moments might be useful, if exogenous variables
are available as instruments.

6.5 RESEARCH DIRECTION: APPLICATION
This thesis has applied Alonso’s Theory of Movements to commuting in Denmark, with
the available data. The estimation of the distance-decay function was complicated because
of the geographical structure of Denmark. It would be interesting to perform this analysis
for other countries. The model could be improved by including the time cost of a commute,
and data on relevant factors for firm location.
The estimation method could also be applied to other spatial-interaction situations than
commuting. A first candidate is migration (Ledent 1980; Poot 1986).

6.6 THE END
In this final chapter of this thesis, first, the conclusions were summarized. A brief
explanation of how prices could be introduced in the model was presented, and
possibilities for further theoretical research, estimation and applications were discussed.
With regard to this potentially fruitful research, this thesis is a start.
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SAMENVATTING IN HET NEDERLANDS
(SUMMARY IN DUTCH)
HET SCHATTEN VAN
ALONSO’S THEORIE OVER VERPLAATSINGEN
VOOR WOON-WERKVERKEER
Dit proefschrift past Alonso’s theorie over verplaatsingen toe op woon-werkverkeer.
Woon-werkverkeer zorgt voor een ruimtelijke wisselwerking tussen wonen en werken.
Hoeveel mensen ergens wonen hangt af van de beschikbaarheid van werkgelegenheid in de
omgeving. Omgekeerd houden bedrijven bij het kiezen van hun vestigingsplaats rekening
met de beschikbaarheid van personeel. Woon-werkverkeer zorgt dan voor een evenwicht
tussen de locatievoorkeuren van bedrijven (vaak in grote steden, bij andere bedrijven) en
de woonvoorkeuren van huishoudens.
Alonso’s theorie over verplaatsingen is een ruimtelijk interactiemodel. Ruimtelijke
interactiemodellen beschrijven stromen van herkomstregio’s naar bestemmingsregio’s. De
eerste ruimtelijke interactiemodellen werden ontwikkeld in de 19e eeuw, na de opkomst
van de spoorwegen. Een eenvoudig model stelt bijvoorbeeld dat de omvang van de
reizigersstroom tussen twee steden evenredig is met het product van hun inwoneraantallen,
en omgekeerd evenredig met het kwadraat van de reistijd. Omdat dat erg lijkt op de
zwaartekrachtwet van Newton worden deze modellen wel zwaartekrachtmodellen
genoemd. Later werden ingewikkelder ruimtelijke interactiemodellen ontwikkeld.
Alonso’s theorie over verplaatsingen komt overeen met het 3-componentenmodel dat aan
de Vrije Universiteit is ontwikkeld door De Vos en Bikker, en het vervoermodel met
elastische randen dat aan de TU Delft is ontwikkeld door Hamerslag.
In dit proefschrift wordt veel aandacht besteed aan econometrische methoden. In
Alonso’s theorie over verplaatsingen zijn wonen en werken wederzijds van elkaar
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afhankelijk. Er is dus geen eenduidigheid over oorzaak en gevolg, en dat is statistisch
lastig. Voor de evaluatie van investeringen in infrastructuur is het belangrijk de effecten op
vervoersstromen en op de spreiding van wonen en werken goed te voorspellen. De centrale
vragen daarbij zijn hoe woonlocatiekeuze afhangt van de bereikbaarheid van
werkgelegenheid, en hoe werklocatiekeuze afhangt van de bereikbaarheid van de
beroepsbevolking.
Het proefschrift bestaat uit vier onderzoekshoofdstukken, voorafgegaan door een
inleiding en gevolgd door een afsluitend hoofdstuk. Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft het model, en
hoofdstuk 3 bespreekt de econometrische aanpak. In de hoofdstukken 4 en 5 wordt het
model toegepast op gegevens over woon-werkverkeer tussen gemeenten in Denemarken.
Daarbij richt hoofdstuk 4 zich op het bepalen van het effect van reiskosten op de woonwerkstromen. In hoofdstuk 5 gaat het om het effect van bereikbaarheid op wonen en
werken. De meeste hoofdstukken zijn eerst als artikel geschreven, en daardoor zijn ze apart
van elkaar te lezen.

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de ontwikkeling van ruimtelijke interactiemodellen. Het doel
van ruimtelijke interactiemodellen is het voorspellen van stromen tussen herkomsten en
bestemmingen. Er zijn vele toepassingsgebieden, bijvoorbeeld migratie, internationale
handel, winkelgedrag, ziekenhuisopnamen en woon-werkverkeer. Bij de in de negentiende
eeuw ontwikkelde zwaartekrachtmodellen wordt elke stroom afzonderlijk voorspeld. Dat is
niet altijd realistisch: als er twee keer zoveel winkelcentra zijn gaan mensen niet opeens
twee keer zoveel uitgeven. Daarom werden nieuwe modellen ontwikkeld, vooral in de
jaren zeventig van de twintigste eeuw.
In het productie-beperkte model staat de totale uitstroom van elke herkomst bij
voorbaat vast, en beschrijft het model de verdeling over de bestemmingen. Om de stromen
kloppend te krijgen met de totalen bevat dat model een compensatiefactor voor elke
herkomst. In het attractie-beperkte model staat juist de totale instroom naar elke
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bestemming vast, en beschrijft het model de verdeling over de herkomsten. Dit model
bevat een compensatiefactor voor elke bestemming. In het veel gebruikte dubbel beperkte
model staan de totalen op zowel herkomst en bestemming vast, en worden alleen de
bilaterale stromen voorspeld. Dit model bevat twee groepen van compensatiefactoren.
Het zwaartekrachtmodel, productie-beperkt model, attractie-beperkt model en dubbel
beperkt model werden door Wilson geordend in een familie: de keuze voor het al of niet
opleggen van een beperking bij de herkomst en/of bestemming geeft vier mogelijke
combinaties. Alonso ontwikkelde een flexibeler model, voor het beschrijven van
interregionale verhuizingen in de Verenigde Staten. In die theorie over verplaatsingen staat
het aantal verhuizingen uit een herkomstregio niet bij voorbaat vast, maar hangt dit af van
de gelegenheden die er zijn. Aan de andere kant hangt de keuze van een bestemming af
van de concurrentie die er in die bestemmingsregio is op de woning- en arbeidsmarkt. Er is
dus geen sprake van strikte beperkingen, maar er zijn wel terugkoppelingen.
Het blijkt dat Alonso’s theorie over verplaatsingen wiskundig kan worden
weergegeven op een manier die erg lijkt op Wilson’s familie van ruimtelijke
interactiemodellen. De compensatiefactoren krijgen dan een interpretatie op basis van de
gelegenheden en concurrentie die er zijn, en worden wel systeemvariabelen genoemd. Bij
beide groepen systeemvariabelen hoort een systeemparameter, die aangeeft wat hun effect
is op de uitstroom van een herkomst respectievelijk de instroom naar een bestemming. De
systeemvariabelen kunnen worden gezien als maat voor de bereikbaarheid, en de
systeemparameters geven dus aan hoe groot het effect van bereikbaarheid is bij de
herkomst en bestemming. Door de beide systeemparameters op 0 of 1 te zetten ontstaan de
vier modellen van Wilson’s familie van ruimtelijke interactiemodellen. Meestal zullen de
systeemparameters echter een waarde tussen 0 en 1 hebben.

Het doel van de

econometrische methoden in dit proefschrift is de waarde van deze systeemparameters te
schatten.
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Hoofdstuk 3 bespreekt schattingsmethoden voor Alonso’s theorie over verplaatsingen.
Diverse onderzoekers hebben geprobeerd de parameters van dit model te schatten. Het
eerste probleem daarbij is dat de systeemvariabelen, die de bereikbaarheid aangeven, niet
rechtstreeks worden waargenomen. Het tweede probleem is dat de systeemvariabelen van
het hele systeem afhangen, en dus zowel oorzaak als gevolg zijn. En ten derde is het model
niet-lineair en beschrijft het een evenwicht, waardoor het niet in een eenvoudige vorm te
herschrijven is.
Het blijkt handig te zijn de schattingsprocedure in twee fasen op te delen. De eerste
fase kijkt vooral naar de bilaterale stromen, en schat daaruit het effect van afstand (of
reiskosten,

reistijd).

Daaruitvolgend,

of

tegelijkertijd,

kunnen

dan

tevens

de

systeemvariabelen worden geschat. Deze fase blijkt overeen te komen met het schatten van
een dubbel beperkt model, en daarover is veel literatuur beschikbaar.
De tweede fase kijkt naar de uitstroom uit de herkomsten en de instroom naar de
bestemmingen, en schat hoe die afhangen van kenmerken van de herkomst en bestemming
en van de systeemvariabelen. De beide systeemvariabelen hangen onderling van elkaar af,
en indirect hangen ze allebei af van zowel uitstroom uit de herkomsten als instroom op de
bestemmingen. Bij het bepalen van het effect van de systeemvariabelen (bereikbaarheid)
op de uitstroom en instroom moet er rekening mee worden gehouden dat de causaliteit ook
de andere kant op gaat. Methoden als kleinste kwadraten zijn daarom niet geschikt.
Om de effecten van bereikbaarheid op de uitstroom en instroom correct te schatten kan
gebruik worden gemaakt van de methode van instrumentele variabelen. Deze
econometrische methode maakt gebruik van een hulpvariabele die niet afhangt van de te
verklaren variabele (in dit geval de uitstoom of instroom) maar wel sterk samenhangt met
de verklarende variabele (in dit geval de systeemvariabele bereikbaarheid). In dit geval kan
de instrumentele variabele worden gevonden door voorspellingen uit het model te
gebruiken. De methode is iteratief: de geschatte parameters worden gebruikt in het model
om betere voorspellingen te maken, waarmee nieuwe instrumenten worden verkregen en
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de schatting opnieuw gedaan kan worden. Het idee om voorspellingen uit het model te
gebruiken in de schattingsprocedure komt van De Vos en Bikker, maar de manier waarop
ze worden gebruikt is in dit proefschrift anders.

Hoofdstuk 4 onderzoekt het effect van reiskosten op woon-werkverkeer in
Denemarken. De gegevens komen uit een volkstelling en gaan over 1995. Voor elke
combinatie van woongemeente en werkgemeente is het aantal mensen bekend dat in die
woongemeente woont en in die werkgemeente werkt. Ook is informatie beschikbaar over
de reiskosten per auto tussen die gemeenten. Op die gegevens over reiskosten worden nog
diverse correcties toegepast in verband met veerdiensten tussen de verschillende delen van
Denemarken, en in verband met congestie rond Kopenhagen.
Het doel is de omvang van de bilaterale stromen te beschrijven op basis van de
uitstroom van de herkomst (bekend), de instroom op de bestemming (bekend), de
bereikbaarheid van de herkomst (te schatten), de bereikbaarheid van de bestemming (te
schatten) en het effect van reiskosten (te schatten). Voor het effect van reiskosten op
stromen worden in de literatuur twee soorten verbanden veel genoemd. Bij een
exponentiële functie neemt de stroom met een constant percentage af als de reiskosten met
een geldeenheid toenemen. Bij een machtsfunctie neemt de stroom met een constant
percentage af als de reiskosten met één procent toenemen.
Voor deze fase van de schatting kan gebruik gemaakt worden van methoden uit de
literatuur. Dit proefschrift combineert verschillende benaderingen en voegt enkele nieuwe
elementen toe aan de aanpak. De vergelijking voor bilaterale stromen (in logaritmen)
wordt geschat met niet-lineaire gewogen kleinste kwadraten. De systeemvariabelen
(bereikbaarheid) worden daarbij geschat als herkomstspecifieke en bestemmingsspecifieke
effecten. Veel bilaterale stromen zijn nul (vooral tussen kleine gemeenten op grote
afstand), en daarvoor wordt een correctie toegepast. Ook wordt rekening gehouden met het
verschillend gewicht van grote en kleine stromen.
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Het blijkt dat een exponentiële functie van de reiskosten geen goede beschrijving geeft
van woon-werkverkeer in Denemarken. Met een machtsfunctie gaat het beter, maar de
grafieken laten zien dat dit toch niet helemaal de goede vorm is. Om dat verder te
onderzoeken wordt een variant van de machtsfunctie toegepast waarbij enkele knikken zijn
toegestaan. Het blijkt dat de resulterende functie goed kan worden benaderd met behulp
van een logistische functie.
De conclusie is dat woon-werkverkeer in Denemarken op korte afstand maar beperkt
gevoelig is voor de reiskosten. Op afstanden rond de twintig kilometer is de gevoeligheid
echter groot: 1% meer reiskosten betekent 4% minder woon-werkverkeer. Op langere
afstanden neemt de gevoeligheid vervolgens weer af. De grote effecten zien we dus niet op
lokale of nationale schaal, maar regionaal. Dat inzicht is van belang voor beslissingen over
het vervoersysteem.

Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft het schatten van de systeemparameters met behulp van
instrumentele variabelen. Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van de methode zoals beschreven
in hoofdstuk 3, en van de gegevens over Denemarken zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. Uit
de berekeningen die gedaan zijn voor hoofdstuk 4 volgens tevens de waarden van de
systeemvariabelen. De ene systeemvariabele geeft voor elke gemeente de bereikbaarheid
van werkgelegenheid aan, en de andere systeemvariabele geeft voor elke gemeente de
bereikbaarheid van de beroepsbevolking aan.
Het hoofdstuk onderzoekt de ruimtelijke wisselwerking tussen wonen en werken. Het
aantal werkzame personen woonachtig in een gemeente wordt verklaard uit de
bereikbaarheid van werkgelegenheid en enkele voor wonen relevante kenmerken van die
gemeente. Het aantal werkenden in een gemeente wordt verklaard uit de bereikbaarheid
van beroepsbevolking en enkele voor werken relevante kenmerken van die gemeente. Het
blijkt daarbij handig niet in absolute aantallen per gemeente te werken, maar gebruik te
maken van dichtheden: de aantallen per vierkante kilometer.
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Het vinden van relevante kenmerken van gemeenten blijkt lastig, dus de uitkomsten
moeten met enige voorzichtigheid worden geïnterpreteerd. De uitkomst van de schatting is
dat de effecten van bereikbaarheid vrij klein zijn, maar zeker niet nul. Wonen reageert
maar in beperkte mate op de nabijheid van werkgelegenheid, en werken reageert maar in
beperkte mate op de nabijheid van bevolking. De resterende frictie wordt opgelost met
woon-werkverkeer.
Het doel van dit hoofdstuk is vooral het demonstreren van de in hoofdstuk 3
voorgestelde schattingsmethode. Deze blijkt goed te werken, en redelijk snel te berekenen
te zijn (al vroeg dat wel veel programmeerwerk). Ter vergelijking zijn ook de uitkomsten
van enkele andere schattingsmethoden berekend.
Alonso ontwikkelde zijn theorie over verplaatsingen voor verhuisgedrag. Dit
proefschrift past hetzelfde model toe op woon-werkverkeer. Tijdens het onderzoek voor dit
proefschrift bleek dat in essentie hetzelfde model ook is ontwikkeld door Hamerslag en
Fortuijn, en wel voor woon-werkverkeer. Dat gebeurde in het kader van de Integrale
Verkeers- en Vervoerstudie voor Nederland, al in 1972. In Appendix 5C wordt deze
ontwikkeling beschreven, en aangetoond dat het vervoermodel met elastische randen
equivalent is met Alonso’s theorie over verplaatsingen.

De belangrijkste conclusies van dit proefschrift zijn:


Het is gewenst dat ruimtelijke interactiemodellen niet alleen stromen beschrijven,
maar ook de wisselwerking tussen de randtotalen. In veel gevallen zijn die
randtotalen namelijk minstens zo interessant als de stromen. In de toepassing op
woon-werkverkeer gaat het niet alleen om verkeer, maar ook of vooral om de
locaties van wonen en werken. Wonen en werken worden beïnvloed door woonwerkverkeer, maar hangen ook van andere factoren af.



Modellen waarin die wisselwerking aanwezig is zijn door diverse (groepen)
onderzoekers onafhankelijk van elkaar ontwikkeld, in de jaren zeventig en tachtig
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van de twintigste eeuw. Het is opmerkelijk dat uiteenlopende toepassingen en
invalshoeken tot dezelfde modelstructuur leidden.


De bereikbaarheidsindicatoren kunnen tegelijk met het effect van de afstand
geschat worden met methoden voor het dubbel beperkte model. Het effect van
bereikbaarheid op de stromen moet geschat worden met methoden als instrumentele
variabelen.



In de empirische toepassing voor Denemarken blijkt dat de gevoeligheid van woonwerkverkeer voor reiskosten niet constant is, maar het sterkst is op afstanden rond
de twintig kilometer. Een op een logistische functie gebaseerde specificatie geeft
hier een betere beschrijving dan uit de literatuur bekende functionele vormen.



De iteratieve schattingsmethode met instrumentele variabelen die uit het model
verkregen zijn blijkt toepasbaar. De voorzichtige conclusie voor Denemarken is dat
wonen en werken elkaar in beperkte mate volgen.

De theoretische basis van het model zou versterkt kunnen worden door niet alleen te
kijken naar aantallen maar ook naar prijzen. In de toepassing op woon-werkverkeer ligt het
voor de hand dat huizenprijzen (of huren) en lonen een belangrijke rol spelen in de keuzes
van huishoudens en bedrijven. Ook zou het model in verband gebracht kunnen worden met
modellen voor grondgebruik en vervoer, met ruimtelijke algemeen-evenwichtsmodellen,
discrete-keuzemodellen, optimalisatieproblemen en matching-modellen. Ook op het gebied
van schattingsmethoden voor dit model, en toepassingen, is verder onderzoek wenselijk. Er
is nog veel te doen. Voor dit proefschrift blijft het nu hierbij.
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